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GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF T ECHNOLOGY 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT ETATION 
ATLANTA 13, GEORGIA 
15 May 1963 
Electromagnetic Environment Division 
Interference Evaluation Branch 
U. S. Army Electronics Research and 
Development Laboratory 
Fort Monmouth, New Jersey 
Attention: Mr. Sidney Weitz 
Subject: Monthly Letter Report No .. 1, l 5 Maj' l 963, Contract No. DA 36-039 
AMC-02223(E), "Radio Frequency Compatibility (RFC) Accessory 
Equipment Set." 
Gentlemen: 
There are essentially three areas of investigation that will be pur-
sued on this contract. The major area of investigation will be the design 
plan for the radio frequency compatibility accessory equipment. This includes 
evaluation, and possibly extension, of the state-of-the-art components and . 
techniques. The second area of investigation will be the audio susceptibility 
tester, consisting of a coupling transformer and amplifier. The third area 
of investigation will be the development of a receiver input coupler. 
The following progress was made during the period 15 April - 15 May: 
(1) Senior personnel were assigned and technical a s sistants 
were selected. J. R. Walsh, Jr., a full-time research engi-
neer, is project director. H. W. Denny, research assistant, 
is working full time on the contract. W. B. Warren, Jr., 
research engineer, and E. W. Wood, assistant research eng~­
neer, will contribute to the technical effort. The tech-
nical assistants will begin work about 1 June 1963. 
(2) Detailed analysis of the various tests required by mili-
tary specification MIL-I-11748 was started. Each test is 
being studied to determine the accessory equipment required. 
(3) Cataloguing was started to determine what commercially 
available devices are presently available for the radio 
frequency compatibility accessory set. 
(4) An ASTIA Field of Interest Register was submitted so 
that other military work of interest to the contract can be 
utilized. 
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The work planned for the period 15 May - 15 June includes: 
(1) Continuation of the cataloguing of commercially availa-
ble items needed in the accessory set. 
(2) Continuation of analysis of the tests required by MIL-
I-ll748. This information will be reviewed with the objec-
tive of combining the various individual test set-ups into 
a single package, if feasible. 
(3) Initiation of effort on the audio susceptibility tester. 
Approved: // 
.ht_. .. -n. W. Robertson, Head 
(} ·- Communications Br~ch 
Resuectfullv submitted: 
Joseph R. Walsh, Jr. 
Project Director 
' I 
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
ATLANTA 13, GEORGIA 
17 June 1963 
Electromagnetic Environment Division 
Interference Evaluation Branch 
U. S. Army Electronics Research and 
Development Laboratory 
Fort Monmouth, New Jersey 
Attention: Mr. Sidney Weitz, SELRA/GFE 
Subject: Monthly Letter Report No. 2, 15 June 1963, Project A-693, Contract 
No. DA 36-039 AMC-02223(E), "Radio Frequency Compatibility (RFC) 
Accessory Equipment Set." 
Gentlemen: 
The foll~wing progress was made on the contract during the period 15 
May·to 15 June. 
(l) Study of the tests which need to be performed and of the accessory 
equipment required in the performance of these tests was continued. 
(2) Cataloguing of the accessory items that will be needed is progress-
ing. A large volume of technical data on accessory items has been collected. 
(3) Design work was started on the audio susceptibility tester, with 
emphasis on the coupling transformer. 
(4) Construction of a high frequency voltage-controlled oscillator for 
the deviation detector was started. 
(5) Study of thin film techniques for their possible application to 
dummy loads was begun. 
(6) Mrs. E. N. Bone, technical assistant, joined the project 1 June 
1963. 
(7) D. W. Robertson and J. R. Walsh, Jr. visited USAELRDL, Fort Monmouth, 
New Jersey on 22 May 1963, to discuss technical details of the contract. 
(8) J. R. Walsh, Jr. attended the Fifth National Symposium on Radio 
Frequency Interference held in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 4-5 June 1963. 
(9) The ASTIA Field of Interest Register has been approved. 
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The work planned for the period 15 June to 15 July includes: 
(1) Continuation of analysis of tests required and accessory equipment 
needed. 
(2) Continuation of the cataloguing of commercially available items 
needed in the accessory set. Effort in this area will be limited to those 
items for which tabulated lists are not commercially available. 
(3) Continuation of work on the audio susceptibility tester and fre-
quency deviation monitor. 
(4) Continuation of investigation into thin films for possible appli-
cation in loads. 
Approved: /\ 
D. W. Robertson, Head 
Communications Branch 
R~spectfully submitted: 
{Jbseph R. Walsh, Jr. 
"F'roject Director 
v 
Gl lS U E ECH 0 
ENG EERING EXPERIMENT S T ATION 
ATLANTA 13, G EO RGI A 
16 August 1963 
Electrom.a.gnetic Environment Division 
Interference Evaluation Branch 
U. S .. Army Electronics Research and 
Development Laboratory 
Fort Monmouth) New Jersey 
Attention: lf.Ir. Sidney 1,-Jei tz J SELRA/GFE 
Subject: Monthly Letter Report No. 3J 15 August 1963J Project A-693) 
Contract No. DA 36-039 AMC-02223(E)J "Radio Frequency Compa-
tibility (RFC) Accessory Equipment Set." 
Gentle,men: 
The following progress was made on the contract during the period 15 
July to 15 August. 
(1) Work on the first quarterly report was completed and the approval 
copies of the report were forwarded. 
(2) Refinements were made on the audio susceptibility tester a>nplifier. 
(3) Substrate material and configurations for a thin film load were 
investigated. Discussions were held concerning the details of depositing a 
thin film in various configurations. 
( 4) Line stabilization networks 1 . ;rere studied and several coils tested 
for the purpose of producing a single network to cover the frequency range of 
interest. At present) the solution to this problem seems to be the use of 
two networks to cover the range. 
(5) Literature searching and study of the problem of the measurement of 
spurious and harmonic emissions in waveguide systems progressed. 
(6) Work on the deviation detector progressed and system tests were started. 
( 7) Discussions of project technical and contractual details ·Here held 
at Georgia TechJ 16-18 July 1963J ~nth Mr. Sidney Weitz and lfiT. R. L. McKenzie 
of USAELRDL. 
(8) A visit was made 30 July 1963 by lflr. Warren Kesselman of lJSAELRDL 
and Mr. I. N. Mindel) lfrr. J. T. Ludwig) and lflr. Martin Sherman of IITRI to 
Georgia Tech and a discussion of nonlinear effects in dwmny loads was held. 
' . 
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The work planned for the period 15 August to 15 September includes the 
following: 
(l) Hork on the deviation detector and audio susceptibility amplifier 
will continue. Transformer details for the audio susceptibility tester· will 
be considered. 
(2) Study of the various techniques presented in the literature for the 
measurement of spurious and harmonic emissions in waveguide systems will con-
tinue. 
(3) Details of the Design Plan involving interconnection of the equip-
ment required by the RFC Accessory Set will be considered. 
(4) Construction of a thin film load involving the selection of a 
confi~)ration for such a load and the depositing of a suitable film on a 
selected substrate will be started. 
Approved: 
D. W. Robertson, Head 
Communications Branch 
Re snectfullv submitted: 




GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
ENGINEERING EXPERIME.NT. STATION 
ATLANTA 13, GEORGIA 
: 16 September 1963 
Electromagnetic Environment Division 
Interference Evaluation Branch 
U. S. Army Electronics Research and 
Development Laboratory 
Fort Monmouth, New Jersey 
Attention: Mr .. . Sidney Weitz, SELRA/GFE 
Subject: Monthly Letter Report No. 4, 15 September 1963, Project A-693, 
Gentlemen: 
· Contract No. DA 36-.039 AMC-02223 (E), nRadio Frequency Compati-
bility (RFC) Accessory Equipment Set." 
The following progress was made on the contract during the period 15 
August to 15 September: 
(1) . Additional circuits for the audio susceptibility tester amplifier 
were investigated. The circuit which at present looks most promising is 
that consisting of a bridge arrangement of transistors to drive the coupling 
·transformer. 
. (2) Substrate material has\been procured and a taper section for a 
coaxial thin film load is presently being machined. Several methods of 
deposition of the thin film are being investigated. 
(3) Detailed analysis of the interconnection of equipment required 
for the Design Plan was continued. 
(4) A survey of the various methods presented in the literature for 
the measurement of spurious and harmonic emission power under the conditions 
of .multtmode propagation is in progress. 
(5) A 50 to 300 ohm matching pad with application to the . receiver 
. input coupler was constructed and tested. This pad seemed to _be adequate 
for use to 400·mc using molded carbon resistors. An additional pad is 
presently being constructed so that insertion loss measurements can be made. 
(6) Work on the deviation detector involved preliminary system tests. 
(7') .An Electromechanics rejection filter Model MF was ordered for 
evaluation purposes_o Delivery of this filter is expected in late September. 
.~- -
I' -· 
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(8) Polarad signal generators have been purchased that at present 
extend our capabilities in this area to 30 gc. 
'I'he·work planned for the period 15 September to 15 October includes 
the following: 
{1) Work on the deviation detector and audio susceptibility amplifier 
and transformer will continue. 
(2)' Detailed evaluation of the Design Plan involving interconnection 
o£ t~e equipment. required by the RFC Accessory Set will continueo 
(3) .A first model of a thin film load should be completed and evalua-
tion started. 
· (4) Design and testing of the receiver input coupler will continue. 
(5) Evaluation of the Electromechanics rejection filter will begin 
on receipt of the filter. 
Approved: ~ 




(Jpseph R. Walsh, Jr. 
'-Project Director 
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
ATLANTA 13, GEORGIA 
18 November 1963 
Electromagnetic Environment Division 
Interference Evaluation Branch 
U. S. Army Electronics Research and 
Development Laboratory 
Fort Monmouth, New Jersey 
Attention: Mr. Sidney Weitz, SELRA/GFE 
Subject: Monthly Letter Report No. 5, 15 November 1963, Project A-693, 
Contract No. DA 36-039 .AMC-02223(E), "Radio Frequency Compati-
bility (RFC) Accessory Equipment Set." 
Gentlemen: 
The following progress was made on the contract during the period 15 
October to 15 November. 
( 1) Work on Quarterly Report No. 2 was completed and the approval 
copies were forwarded. 
(2) An amplifier for the audio susceptibility tester was constructed 
and performance tests are underway. A design for the coupling transformer 
was completed and materials have been ordered for the construction of the 
unit. 
(3) Several resistive elements for the thin film dummy load were 
deposited on alumina. rods and their temperature coefficient of resistance 
investigated. A combination of platinum and gold show-s a. much better charac-
teristic than a. film using platinum alone. Power dissipation characteristics 
are also being studied. 
(4) Evaluation tests of the Electro-Mechanics rejection filter were 
started. 
(5) Improvement in the configuration of the receiver input coupler 
has resulted in a better insertion loss versus frequency characteristic. A 
new housing which should give a. better transition in impedance levels is 
presently being constructed. 
(6) Study of the equipment needed in the RFC Accessory Set continued. 
(7) Extension of the VSWR prediction criterion was made to include 
cases where all reflections are not assumed to have the same magnitude. 
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(8) J. R. Wa~sh, Jr. attended the Ninth TRI-SERVICE Conference on 
Electromagnetic Compatibility held in Chicago on 15-17 October 1963. 
The work planned for the period 15 November to 15 December includes 
the following: 
(1) Work on the audio susceptibility tester will continue. 
(2) Detailed evaluation of the Design Plan involving interconnection 
of equipment required by the RFC Accessory Set will continue. 
(3) Work on the deposition of a thin film resistive element for the 
dummy load will continue. 
(4) The new configuration of the receiver input coupler will be tested. 
(5) Evaluation tests of the Electro-Mechanics rejection filter will 
continue. 
Approved: 
D. W. Robertson, Head 
Communications Branch 
Respectfully submitted: 
/ J oseph R. Walsh, Jr. 
0/Project Director 
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
KNGINIEERING IEXPDIMIENT aTAnON 
ATLANTA 13, GEORGIA 
17 December 1963 
Electromagnetic Environment Division 
Interference Evaluation Branch 
U. S. Army Electronics Research and 
Development Laboratory 
Fort Monmouth, New Jersey 
Attention: Mr. Sidney Weitz, SELRA/GFE 
Subject: Monthly Letter Report No. 6, 15 December 1963, Project A-693, 
Contract No. DA 36-039 AMC-02223(E), "Radio Frequency Compati-
bility (RFC) Accessory Equipment Set." 
Gentlemen: 
The following progress was ma.de on the contract during the period 15 
November to 15 December. 
(1) stu~ of the equipment neede~ in the RFC Accessory Set and the 
interconnection details of this equipment continued. Equipment needs in 
several a.reas ha.ve been clarified. 
(2) Work is continuing on the a.udio susceptibility tester. Some of 
the materials for the construction of the tra.nsfonner have been received .. 
Amplifier circuits a.re still under investigation and protection techniques 
for these circuits are being evaluated .. 
(3) Investigation of different meta.ls to produce a thin film resis-
tive element for a high power dunnny load continued. Rhenium a.nd palladium 
are being investigated as possible metals to alloy w·ith platinum to form a. 
resistive element with a low temperature coefficient of resistance. 
(4) Construction of a new configuration of the ·receiver input coupler 
has been completed. An improvement in insertion loss characteristics was 
obtained .. 
(5) Insertion loss and operational characteristics of the Electro-
Mechanics rejection filter a.re being investigated. 
(6) H. W. Denny, W. R. Free, and J. R. Walsh, Jr.)attended a technica_ 
conference at USAELRDL on 26 November 1963 to discuss accessory equipment 
components which could be specified at that time. Areas in which development 
work is needed were also discussed. 
REVIEW J , 
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The work planned for the period 15 December 1963 to 15 January 1964 
includes the following: 
(1) Major effort will be directed toward the consideration of the details 
associated with the Design Plan for the RFC Accessory Seto 
(2) Evaluation tests 6~ the Electro-Mechanics rejection filter will 
continue. 
(3) Work on the audio susceptibility tester will continuee 
(4) Techniques for the deposition of a resistive element for a high 
power dummy load will continue. 
Approved: 
D. W, Robertson, Head 
Communications Branch 
vJoseph R. Walsh, Jr. 
Project Director 
I 
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
ATLANTA 13, GEORGIA 
19 February 1964 
Electromagnetic Environment Division 
Interference Evaluation Branch 
U. S. Army Electron~cs Research and 
Development Laboratory 
Fort Monmouth, New J~rsey 
Attention: Mr. R. L. McKenzie 
Subject: Monthly Letter Report No. 7, 15 February 1964, Project A-693, 
Contract No. DA 36-039 AMC-02223(E), "Radio Frequency Compati-
bility (RFC) Accessory Set." 
Gentlemen: 
The following progress was made on the contract during the period 15 
January to 15 February. 
(1) Work on Quarterly Report No. 3 was completed and approval copies 
were forwarded. 
(2) Formal preparation of the Design Plan for the Accessory Equip-
ment Set was started during this period. The equipment setups presented 
in the block diagrams of Quarterly Reports Nos. l and 2 were analyzed and 
combined into a unified test setup which will provide for the performance 
of tests required by MIL-I-11748. Tentative equipment arrangements hcve 
been made utilizing standard 19 inch racks. Extensive use of switches, 
both manual and electrical, is planned for the system. 
(3) Consideration of a mobile test system resulted in a tentative 
floor plan for a 28 foot shielded van. 
(4) Preliminary calculations of expected signal losses due to tran~ 
mission line attenuation were made for the primary signal paths of the 
accessory set. Prediction of signal losses will be extended to include 
mismatch losses. 
(5) An amplifier and transformer for the audio susceptibility tester 
were constructed. Tests on the transformer indicate that the parameters 
of the transformer are very close to those expected from the design calcula-
tions. An amplifier has been constructed and operated at a 50 watt power 
level. Studies of the effects of ac line power feedback into the amplifier 
and line transients on the amplifier are underway. 
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The work planned for the period 15 February to 15 March includes the 
following: 
(1) The major effort will be directed toward the completion of the 
Design Plan for the RFC Accessory Set. 
(2) Work on the audio susceptibility tester will continue. 
(3) Techniques for the deposition of a resistive element for a high 
power dummy load will continue to be studied. 
Approved: 
~- W. Roliertson, ~ad o Communications ~anch 
Resnectfullv Submitted: 
!)J. R. Walsh, Jr.~ • Project Director 
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G ORGIA NSTI U E OF TECH 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STAT I ON 
ATLA NTA 13 , GEORGIA 
18 Ma rch 1964 
Electromagnetic Environment Division 
Interference Evaluation Branch 
U. S. Army Electronics Research and 
Development Laboratory 
Fort Monmouth) New Jersey 
Attention: Mr. R. L. McKenzie) SELRA/GFE 
LO Y 
Subject: Monthly Letter Report No . 8) 15 M_a rch 1964) Project A-693) 
Contract No. DA 36-039 AMC-02223(E)) "Radio Frequency Compati-
bility (RFC) Accessory Set." 
Gentlemen: 
The f'ollowing progress was made on the contract during the period 15 
Febr uary t o 15 Ma r ch: 
(1) Preparation of the Design Plan f'or the Accessory Equipment Set 
~tms continued. Consideration was given to such problems as a ttenuation 
as a ~unction of frequency and volta ge standing wave ratio in the various 
coaxial cable and waveguide transmission systems. The placement of items 
of e quipment resulting from these cons i dera tions was investigated. Block 
diagrams of proposed systems and discussions of items of interest were pre-
pared. 
(2) An exploratory investigation 1..-ra s undertaken into the use of electron 
beam techniques for the deposition of thin film resistive elements for a 
high power d~~y load. 
(3) Tests made on the audio susceptibility tester indicate that the 
frequency response of the amplifier is ade~uate and that the AC power feedback 
from the power line does not cause any apparent degradat ion of the audio 
signal. Another transformer will be constYucted which will provide higher 
open circuit inductance thereby reducing the reactive current which must be 
supplied by the amplifier at the lower frequencies. A further reduction in 
the output impedance of the amplifier is being studied. 
1ne work planned for the period 15 Ma rch to 15 April includes the fol-
lowing: 
(1) The major effort will again be directed toward the completion of 
the Design Plan for the RFC Accessory Set. 
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(2) Work will continue on the audio susceptibility tester with the pur-
pose of improving the design of the transformer and amplifier. Protection 
methods for the amplifier will receive further attention. 
(3) Techniques for the deposition of 8 resistive element for a high 
power dummy load will continue to be studied. It is planned that several 
films will be deposited and evaluated during this period. 
Approved: 
D. 1-'le R<J'b~rt"' on , H a d 
Communications Branch 
Re spectfully Submitted: 
~IJ . R. Walsh, Jr.V 
Project Director 
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
ATLANTA 13, GEORGIA 
21 April 1964 
Electromagnetic Environment Division 
Interference Evaluation Branch 
U. S. Army Electronics Research and 
Development Laboratory 
Fort Monmouth, New Jersey 
Attention: Mr. R. L. McKenzie, SELRA/GFE 
Subject: Monthly Letter Report No. 9, 15 April 1964, Project A-693, 
Contract No. DA 36-039 AMC-02223(E), "Radio Frequency Compati-
bility (RFC) Accessory Set.". 
Gentlemen: 
The following progress was made on the contract during the period 
15 March to 15 April: 
(1) Preparation of the Design Plan for the Accessory Equipment Set 
was continued. Block diagrams of proposed systems and discussions of items 
of interest were prepared. 
(2) Investigation of techniques required to deposite a resistive 
element for a dummy load on a fused quartz substrate continued. Electron 
beam techniQues were utilized. A substrate heater, which was found to be 
essential for the deposition of a uniform film, was fabricated and is in 
use. Techniques for the production of coatings of silicon monoxide were 
investigated. 
(3) The possible application of lossy filter techniques for line 
impedance stabilization networks was considered. 
(4) Construction of a transistorized audio susceptibility amplifier 
continued. Preliminary testing has been completed. Protective circuits 
have been designed and will be incorporated into the amplifier upon pro-
curement of required components. A new version of the susceptibility 
transformer was constructed to lower the reactive volt-amperes which the 
amplifier must supply at low frequencies. 
The work planned for the period 15 April to 15 May includes the fol-
lowing: 
(1) The ~ajor effort will again be directed toward the completion of 
the Design Plan for the RFC Accessory Set. 
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(2) \olork will continue on the audio susceptibility tester. Protection 
circuits will be incorporated into the amplifier. 
(3) Techniques for the deposition of a thin film resistive element 
for a dummy load will continue to be studied. 
(4) Various methods of production of lossy filter elements with 
possible application to line stabilization networks will be investigated. 
Approved: 
D. W. Robertson, Head 
Communications Branch 
Resuectfullv Submitte~ 
I I 1 I VJ. R. \olalsh, Jr. 
Project Director 
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
ATLANTA 13, GEORGIA 
19 May 1964 
Electromagnetic Environment Division 
Interference Evaluation Branch 
U. s. Army Electronics Research and 
Development Laboratory 
Fort Monmouth, New Jersey 
Attention: Mr. R. L. McKenzie, SELRA/GFE 
Subject: Monthly Letter Report No. 10, 15 May 1964, Project A-693, 
Contract No. DA 36-039 AMC-02223(E), '~adio Frequency Compati-
bility (RFC) Accessory Set" 
Gentlemen: 
The following progress was made on the contract during the period 
15 April to 15 May: 
(1) Preparation of the Design Plan for the Accessory Equipment Set 
was continued. Block diagrams of proposed systems were reviewed and tech-
nical specifications of items of equipment were investigated. 
(2) Tests performed on the audio susceptibility tester transformer 
indicate that the open circuit and leakage inductances are as expected 
from design calculations. A circuit providing protection for the amplifier 
against short circuits at the amplifier output was designed and successfully 
operated. Modifications to improve the operation of this circuit are presently 
underway. 
(3) Elements for a lossy filter with possible application to line 
impedqnce stabilization networks have been produced using a 10:1 and 20:1 
miXtures of carbonyl iron powder. These elements are presently being tested. 
The work planned for the period 15 May to 15 June includes the follow-
ing: 
(1) The major effort will again be directed toward the completion 
of the Design Plan for the RFC Accessory Set. 
(2) Work will continue on the audio susceptibility tester. Test of 
the rumplifier and transformer will continue and design refinements will be 
made as needed. 
R EVIEW 
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(3) Techniques for the deposition of a thin film resistive element for 
a dummy load will continue to be studied. 
(4) Various methods of production of lossy filter elements will continue 
to be studied. 
Approved: 
D. W. Robertson, Head 
Communications Branch 
(A". R. Walsh, Jr. · 
Project Director 
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I. PURPOSE 
The purpose of this project is to conduct a study leading to a Design Plan 
for accessory e~uipment to be used with Radio Interference Measuring Sets and 
signal generators. The accessory e~uipment includes the complementary devices 
necessary to determine radio fre~uency interference characteristics of U. S. 
Army electrical and electronic e~uipment in accordance with military specifi-
cation MIL-I-11748. The frequency range of interest is 0.014 to 40JOOO Me. 
It is also the purpose of the project to investigate two items of e~uipment. 
These are a receiver input coupler and an audio susceptibility tester. 
The areas of investigation on this project are divided into three tasks 
as follows: 
I. Evaluation of state-of-the~art items and techni~ues from the viewpoint 
of modifying or extending them to fill the Design Plan re~uirements. 
II. Investigation of new techni.~ues and materials when the Design Plan 
re~uirements cannot be met by state-of-the-art items or techni~ues. 




Tests and test setups for performing the various measurements specified 
in military specification MIL-I-11748 are discussed and outlined in block dia~ 
gram form. Emphasis has been placed on the accessory items required for the 
Design Plan for the Radio Frequency Compatibility Accessory Set. 
Various types of durrrrny loads are discussed. A cross section of commer~ 
cially available mediw.n and high power durrrrny loads is presented as a result of 
correspondence with many manufacturers of these dev·ices. Preliminary research 
on the application of thin films to high power loads is presented. 
Other accessory items such as signal sampling networks, filters, etc are 
discussed. 
Work on the audio susceptibility tester) receiver input couplerJ and devia= 
tion detector is reviewed. 
2 
III. PUBLICATIONS, LECTURES, REPORTS, AND CONFERENCES 
On May 22, 1963, Mr. D. W. Robertson, and Mr. J. R. Walsh, Jr.~ visited 
USAELRDL, Fort Monmouth, New Jersey, to discuss technical matters concerning 
the project. 
Mr. J. R. Walsh, Jr. attended the Fifth National Symposium on Radio Fre-
Quency Interference held June 4-5, 1963, in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 
3 
I 
IVo FACTUAL DATA 
A. Design plan discussion 
l. Introduction 
Military specification MIL-I-ll748B is cited as the Standard for 
measurements to be performed using available signal generators, Radio Inter-
ference Measuring Sets (RIMS), and accessory equipment which is to be specified 
by this Design Plan. The "C" version of MIL-I-11748 is to be released sometime 
l 
in the near future. 
Some of the tests that need to be performed on class I equipment are: 
(l) Power line conducted emissions 
(2) Power line and nonsignal line conducted susceptibility 
(3) Nonsignal line audio susceptibility 
(4) Antenna and signal line conducted susceptibility--Receiver 
(a) narrow band 
(b) broad band 
(5) Antenna conducted emissions--Transmitter 
(a) stand-by 
(b) operating 
(6) Antenna conducted emissions--Receiver 
(7) Intermodulation 
(8) Case and cable radiation 
(a) narrow band 
(b) broad band 
4 
(9) Radiated susceptibility 
(a) CW only 
(b) CW modulated 
(10) Antenna radiated extraneous outputs, integral systems 
Many of the test procedures for the above tests are specified in MIL-STD-
449A, "Measurement of Military Standard Radio Frequency Spectrum Characteris-
tics," 24 October 1961. A Georgia Tech publication2 which closely parallels 
MIL-STD-449A has been used as a guide to determine the equipment requirements 
and setups for the above tests. 
A threefold approach is being made in the development of the Design Plan 
for the accessory items for the RFC Accessory Set. The first step, which is 
reported in this first quarterly report, was the investigation of each of the 
tests required to determine the necessary equipment and the equipment setups 
required. The second step, which was started this quarter, is the investiga-
tion of the various accessory items required in order to determine how they 
may be utilized to meet the power and frequency requirements. The third step 
will be the combination of the accessory items into an efficient and compatible 
arrangement to produce the final Design Plan for the Accessory Set. 
2. Test setups and equipment requirements 
a. Power line conducted emissions. 
(l) Receiver. Any large signal voltages that exist in a radio 
receiver, such as signals generated by local oscillators, calibration oscilla-
tors,- beat frequency oscillators, and mixers, may couple into adjacent com-
munications equipment through the power line and cause interference. Though 
5 
the primary emphasis of this test is on interfering signals that are conducted 
via the power lines) other paths such as interconnecting cables between equip-
ments should also be tested. 
The items of accessory equipment required are line stabilization networks) 
receiver input couplers) filters) and the necessary switches. Since the im-
pedance of the power source varies appreciably from .installation to installa-
tion) a line stabilization network is introduced into the power line to provide 
a reference impedance for measurement purposes. Only recently have line 
stabilization networks been developed that are useful above 100 Me. Designs 
are now available that are useful to 150 Mc. 3)4 A low frequency line stabili-
zation network has also been developed that makes possible measurements between 
15 and 150 kc. 5 
6 
One study group concluded that conducted interference tests 
were meaningless above 300 Me and recommended studies of the radiated fields 
only. 
(1.1) Test setup. Figure 1 is the block diagram of the 
test setup. This diagram shows only the power line conducted interference 
setup. The signal generator supplies a signal to the receiver to simulate 
actual operating conditions for the generation of intermediate frequencies and 
any other frequencies that are affected by the received signal. The low-pass 
filter serves to keep harmonics of the signal generator from affecting the 
test. Appropriate modifications must be made for measuring interference signals 
* in other leads. Current probes are available that may have application in 
this regard. 
* Stoddart Aircraft Radio Company) Inc.) 6644 Santa Monica Boulevard) 
Hollywood 38) California 7 or Empire Devices) Amsterdam) New York. 
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(1.2) Equipment required. 
(1.2.1) Signal generator with provisions for modula-
tion compatible with the equipment under test 
(1.2.2) Radio Interference Measuring Set 
(1.2.3) Line stabilization network 
(1.2.4) Low-pass filters 
(1.2.5) Receiver input coupler 
(1.2.6) DPDT rf switch 
(1.2.7) Frequency meter 
(1.2.8) Signal generator with calibrated output 
attenuator 
(2) Transmitter. Since large audio and rf voltages exist in 
a transmitter, some or all of these signals could .appear on nonsignal conduct-
ing leads. This test is designed to measure the frequencies and amplitudes of 
all signals which emanate from the transmitter and appear on these lines. This 
test is not necessarily limited to power leads but other nonsignal leads should 
be tested also. Again a current probe may be useful. 
(2.1) Test setup. Figure 2 shows the block diagram of 
the equipment setup for this test. 
(2.2) Equipment required. 
(2.2.1) Dummy load capable of handling the transmit-
ter output 
(2.2.2) Line stabilization network 
(2.2.3) Output monitor such as a deviation detector 


























TO POWER SOURCE 
Figure 1. Block diagram of power line conducted emissions test 
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Fi gure 2. Block diagram of power line conducted emissions test 




(2.2.5) Signal generators 
(2.2.6) Low-pass filter 
(2.2.7) Rejection filter 
(2.2.8) DPDT rf switch 
(2.2.9) Frequency meter 
This test will be performed on noncommunication type equipment also such as 
test equipment, tools, generators, and other specified i.nterference producing 
equipment. The test setups will be similiar to those shown with appropriate 
modifications for the type equipment being tested. 
b. Power line and nonsignal line conducted susceptibility. 
(l) Receiver. Interference to a radio receiver by other elec-
tronic equipment in the same location may be caused by coupling into the 
receiver by the power leads or other nonsignal leads. 
In the evaluation of this leakage, the stabilization network is needed 
to stabilize the impedance presented to a receiver by the nonsignal lead and 
to provide a point for attaching a signal generator or other measuring equip-
ment. 
conduct this test. 
(1.1) Test setup. Figure 3 shows the setup necessary to 
(1. 2) Equipment required. 
(1.2.1) RF signal generator with provisions for modu-
lati.on or impulse generator 
(1.2.2) Output monitor such as distortion analyzer 
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(1.2.3) Line stabilization network 
(1.2.4) Low-pass filter 
(1.2.5) SPDT rf switch 
(1.2.6) Frequency meter for narrow band test 
(2) Transmitter. A transmitter may respond to interfering sig-
nals which are coupled into the transmitter through the power leads and into 
the low level rf stages and modulator stages. The test to evaluate this type 
of interference is performed with modulated rf interfering signals on the power 
line. 
(2.1) Test setup. Figure 4 is the block diagram of the 
transmitter portion of this test setup. 
(2.2) Equipment required. 
(2.2.1) Dummy load for the transmitter 
(2.2.2) Modulation monitor 
(2.2.3) Line stabilization network 
(2.2.4) Signal generator or impulse generator 
(2.2.5) Low-pass filters 
(2.2.6) SPDT rf switch 
(2.2.7) Frequency meter 
c. Nonsignal line audio.susceptibility. 
The audio susceptibility test is a procedure wherein an audio 
signal voltage is inserted in series with a nonsignal line of a piece of equip-









TO POWER SOURCE 
OUTPUT 
MONilOR 
Figure 3. Block diagram of power line and nonsignal line conducted 
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METER TO POWER SOURCE 
LOAD 
Figure 4. Block diagram of power line and nonsignal line conaucted 
susceptibility test setup for transmitters. 
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performance of the equipment under test. The voltage inserted is an audio volt-
age of 3 volts rms open circuit in the frequency range of 50 to 15,000 cps. 
Insertion of this voltage in the nonsignal line is usually accomplished by means 
of an isolation transformer. 
test. 
(l) Receiver. 
(l.l) Test setup. Figure 5 shows the test setup for this 
(1.2) Equipment required. 
(1.2 . 1) Isolation transformer 
(1.2 . 2) Audio amplifier 
(1.2.3) Audio oscillator 
(1.2.4) Output monitoring device such as modulation 
monitor or distortion analyzer 
(1.2.5) Frequency meter 
(2) Transmitter. The transmitter portion of this test is simi-
liar to the receiver portion. 
d. Antenna and signal line conducted susceptibility. 
(l) Receiver. Spurious responses in a receiver can be a major 
source of interference. They are not distinct from the selectivity characteris-
tics because the susceptibility to spurious responses is increased at points 
of poor rejection. The magnitude of the spurious response is in part a function 
of the rf amplifier filter circuits and in part due to the characteristics of 
the mixer. Unusually large responses may be caused by poor tracking in the rf 
12 
amplifier tuned circuitry or by improper operation of the mixer or rf stages. 
Other unusually large responses, especially at frequencies much higher than the 
receiver-tuned frequency, are due to leakage around the tuned circuits and to 
spurious resonances. 
(l.l) Test setup. The test setup is as shown in figure 6. 
(1.2) Equipment required. 
(1.2.1) Signal generator with provision for modulation 
(1.2.2) Low-pass filter 
(1.2.3) Output monitoring device such as a distortion 
analyzer 
(1.2.4) Frequency meter 
(1.2.5) SPDT rf switch 
(2) Transmitter. This test is not applicable to transmitters. 
e. Antenna conducted emissions. 
(l) Receiver. Any signal generated in a superheterodyne receiver, 
such as signals generated by local oscillators, calibration oscillators, beat 
frequency oscillators, and mixers, may radiate sufficient power to cause inter-
ference in adjacent communications equipment. Interference from these sources 
is usually caused by coupling to the adjacent equipment through the antenna 
terminals, receiver case, and power leads. 
(l.l) Test setup. Figure 7 shows the block diagram of 
















TO POWER SOURCE 
OUTPUT 
MONITOR 
Figure 5. Block diagram of nonsignal line audio susceptibility test setup. 




Figure 6. Block diagram of antenna and signal line conducted 
susceptibility test setup. 
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(1.2) Equipment required. 
(1.2.1) Receiver input coupler 
(1.2.2) Radio Interference Measuring Set 
(1.2.3) Signal generators 
(1.2.4) Frequency meter 
(1.2.5) DPDT switch 
(2) Transmitter. This test is essentially the same as the 
Spurious and Harmonic Emissions Test as specified in MIL-STD-449A. 
The purpose of the test is to scan the spectrum from 0.014 Me to 40 Gc 
and detect and measure any spurious and harmonic outputs of the transmitter 
under test. The majority of these outputs are related to the fundamental and 
harmonics of the master oscillator, multipliers, driver, and power amplifier 
frequencies. Other frequencies which are not harmonically related to the 
master oscillator may be present due to the mixing of the various frequencies 
present in a transmitter. These intermodulation products are usually harmoni-
cally related to oscillators used in control systems and auxiliary circuits. 
Also, in some transmitters containing both the above emissions, sums and dif-
ferences of some of these frequencies are present. 
This test is performed with the transmitter terminated in a matched resis-
tive load. Although communications type transmitters are not used with the 
same antenna at all times, the · test provides a basis for the comparison of dif-
ferent transmitter types. 
If the fundamental output signal is not attenuated, spurious responses of 
the Radio Interference Measuring Set will give erroneous data. A wide selec-
tion of low-pass, high-pass, band-pass, and band-reject filters are necessary 
for this ' test. 
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(2.1) Test setup. The test setup is shown in figure 8. 
(2.2) Equipment required. 
(2.2.1) Dummy load 
(2.2.2) Coupling device (such as a directional 
coupler) 
(2.2.3) Filters 
(2.2.4) DPDT rf switch 
(2.2.5) Signal generators 
(2.2.6) Radio Interference Measuring Set 
(2.2.7) Frequency meter 
f. Intermodulation. 
(l) Receiver. Intermodulation in a receiver is caused by two 
signals (rf) mixing at the input of the receiver to produce a product frequency 
that falls near the tuned frequency. 
The farther away from the tuned frequency that the two signals are, the 
less likely they will generate intermodulation products. Whether or not the 
two signals will produce intermodulation products depends greatly upon the 
front-end rejection. 
In this test, signal generator intermodulation products can produce errone-
ous results unless precautions are taken to prevent their occurrence. This 
is best accomplished with filters or a hybrid coupler. If a hybrid coupler is 
not av'ailable or not adequate, filters may be utilized in the following manner: 
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Figure 7- Block diagram of antenna conducted emissions test 
setup for receivers. 











Figure 8. Block diagram of antenna conducted emissions test 
setup for transmitters. 
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band-reject filter in the path of f 2 tuned to f 1
. 





, the low~pass filter may be placed in the path 
of the lower of the two frequencies and the high-pass filter may be 
placed in the path of the higher of the two. 
(1.1) Test setup. Figure 9 shows two possible test setups 
for this test using different signal generator coupling schemes. 
(1.2) Equipment required. 
(1.2.1) Signal generators 
( 1. 2. 2) Hybrid coupler or appropriate filters 
( 1. 2. 3) Output monitoring device such as a distorti.on 
analyzer 
(1.2.4) SPDT rf switch 
(1.2.5) DPDT rf switch 
(1.2.6) Frequency meter 
(1.2.7) Radio Interference Measuring Set 
(2) Transmitter . The level of i.nterrnodulation products obtained 
when an external signal is coupled into a transmitter output circuit depends on 
the selectivity of the coupling circuitsJ the level of the interfering signalJ 
and the nonlinearity of the output stage. 
The spurious frequencies generated, which are relatively near the funda-
mental output frequency, will be radiated at much higher levels due to the 
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A principal source of trouble in this test is intermodulation products 
generated in the measuring set. This can be minimized by the judicious use 
of filters. 









SIGNAL SWITCH FREQUENCY 
GENERATOR (DPDT) METER 
RIMS 
Figure 10. Block Diagram of Intermodulation Test Setup for Transmitters 
(2.2) EQuipment reQuired. 
(2.2.1) Dummy loads for both transmitters 
(2.2.2) Two coupling networks 
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(2.2. 3) Radio Interference Measuring Set 
(2.2.4) DPDT rf switch 
(2.2.5) Signal generator 
(2.2.6) Filters 
(2.2.7) Frequency meter 
g. Case and cable radiation. 
The object of the Case Radiation Test is to determine the fre-
quency, source, and field strength of radiation from the equipment case and 
any associated cables. 
There are two types of tests used in the overall test. The fi.rst of 
these is the Probing Test which discovers the source and frequency of each 
signal radiated. The Field Intensity Test measures the field strength at a 
fixed distance from the equipment case. 
(l) Test setup. The test setup is shown in figure 11. 
(2) Equipment required. 
(2.1) Radio Interference Measuring Set with associated 
antenna 
(2.2) Test probe (loop probe antenna) 
(2.3) Termination for the equipment under test if neces-
sary 
(2.4) Signal generator 
(2.5) Frequency meter 
(2.6) DPDT rf switch 
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h . Radiated susceptibility. 
The object of this test is to determine the susceptibility of 
the equipment under test to radiated signals that penetrate the case or are 
picked up by the cables. 
(l) Test setup. The test setup is shown in figure 12. 
(2) Equipment required. 
( 2.1) Signal source capable of gene rating the required 
field 
(2.2) Radiating antenna 
(2.3) Termination for equipment if required 
(2.4) Output monitor 
(2.5) SPDT switch 
(2.6) Frequency meter 
i. Antenna radiated extraneous outputs, integral systems. 
Where it is not practical to detach the antenna from a system 
and operate into a dummy load, all tests must be performed on a radiated basis. 
The equipment requirements and test setups are essentially no different than 
presented in the foregoing tests. 
B. Accessory items 
1. Introduction 
During this report period, efforts have been directed toward the 
















Figure 11. Block diagram of case and cable radiation test setup. 
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Figure 12. Block diagram of radiated susceptibility test setup. 
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perform the tests that are.required. As a result, a good cross section of 
information on currently available test apparatus for both coaxial and waveguide 
systems has been obtained. This information is currently being catalogued and 
' cross-referenced for more rapid and complete evaluation. That information for 
which an immediate need is present will be presented in tabular form. Some of 
this information may be duplicated by commercial tabulation services. 
In searching the literature and manufacturers' catalogues, particular 
emphasis has been placed on power handling capabilities and frequency coverage. 
Coaxial components are generally wideband in nature. For this reason, coaxial 
components would probably be preferred up to about 12 k.Mc. This range can be 
covered with a minimum number of components. The power handling capability of 
coaxial components is less than waveguides. The large ·coaxial systems have 
increased power handling capabilities, but have the possibility of other modes 
of propagation being present. 
The problem of handling the power requirements imposed upon this test set 
has been analyzed in view of commercially available components and recent devel-
opments in the state-of-the-art and in view of the test setups required to per-
form each of the required tests. A survey of all the test setups revealed that 
the high powered components could be limited to transmissions lines, dummy 
loads, sampli.ng networks, and possibly a special type of filter. 
The theoretical power rating of a waveguide size can be obtained from 
standard waveguide data. This power rating is usually computed on the basis of 
the voltage breakdown of air, and must be reduced for such factors as SWR, imper·-
fections in the waveguide systems, etc. There are many factors that can affect 
the breakdown power:7 
24 
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(1) The nature and pressure of the gases present in the component 
(2) The extent of ionization by ultraviolet light or by other ionizing 
radiations 
(3) Surface conditions 
( 4) The frequency 
(5) The pulse width 
(6) The pulse repetition rate 
(7) The electric field configuration inside the component 
(8) The size of the component 
The results of studies of some of these factors can be summarized as 
follows: 
Factors Influencing Breakdown 
increase in gas pressure 
increase in pulse width 
increase in pulse repetition rate 
use of ionizing source 
presence of metal filings and 
surface points (rough surface) 
humidity 






practically no effect on air; may 
affect surface breakdown at a dielec-
tric-air interface 
As the average power being handled by a waveguide goes up, heating of the 
waveguide takes place. The heating of the waveguide imposes a limitation on 
the CW power handling capacity. King
8 
has shown the relationship between 
waveguide heating and the limitation imposed on the power rating. His paper 
presents a comparison between the power limitation imposed due to voltage 
breakdown and the limitation due to temperature rise. He concludes" ... the 
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CW power handling limitation is a function of the temperature rise, rather 
than the limi tati.on i.mposed by voltage breakdown." In the same paper, King 
d.iscusses an additional limitation that is imposed by a VSWR. 
2o Dummy loads 
Many of the tests of equipment require that they be properly termi-
nated in an appropri.ate load. As the operating frequency and output power 
levels of transmitters increase, the problems of heat dissipation and matching 
become more severe than at the low frequenci.es. 
Two pri.mary problems are associated with loading. First, the loading 
material must be a good absorber of the incident wave . Its electrical pro-
perti.es must be such that there is little reflection. The reflection of the 
incident wave is affected by both the composition of the absorber and its 
configuration. 
The other major problem with loads is the difficulty of dissipating the 
heat that is absorbed by the loado The three states of matter--solids, liquids, 
and gases-~have been suggested and successfully used as energy absorbers. Solids 
are most frequently used as loads, particularly at the low and medium power 
levels o Their frequency range extends to 40 Gc and beyond, with their loading 
capabilities decreasing with increasing frequency. Recent developments with 
high temperature materials give promise of increasing the power dissipating 
capabilities of solid loads. Liquids, usually water, may be used as the rf 
load directly, or as the coolant for solid loads. Loads in which the water 
directly absorbs the rf energy are presently available. The water -load is often 
equiped with temperature-measuring devices and flow regulators and the device 
used as a calorimetric wattmeter. Water loads generally are capable of handling 
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high power levels but their disadvantage is the size and complexity of the 
associated flow system. Gases, such as ammonia, 7 have been used to absorb rf 
energy. The energy heats the gas. The resultant pressure increase may be cali-
brated and used as a wattmeter. Ammonia is effective up to 40 Gc. The heat 
capacity of this method is not known due to incomplete information. 
Tvm approaches are being taken to provide a load which provides proper 
termination for transmitters in the frequency range and power output levels 
required of the RFC Accessory Set. First, presently available loads are being 
exami.ned for the possibility of meeting as much of the requirement as possible. 
Second, the state-of-the-art in load dissipation devices and techniques is 
being investigated with the idea of possible extension into the power levels 
and frequency ranges required. A cross section of commercially available loads 
is presented in table I. These data are restricted to medium and high power 
loads. 
From a preliminary investigation of the catalogues of several commercial 
producers of dummy loads it has been observed that loads are available to dis-
sipate 10 kw average in the VHF, UHF, and low microwave frequency ranges. The 
typical power handling capability at 4o Gc is in the neighborhood of 100 watts. 
For convenience, dummy load techniques are divided into five classes: 
(l) lossy dielectric, (2) water, (3) bonded metal powder, (l+) gases, and (5) 
thin films of metals. There is some overlapping among these classes since the 
lossy dielectric may be a thin film or even a metal powder. Also the water 
may be used as a coolant for classes 1, 3, or 5. 
a. Lossy dielectric. The lossy dielectric may be carbon or other 
material having high loss properties. The lossy element is constructed to pro-




A limitation to this type of load is the relatively low power handling 
capability. This is primarily due to the problem of heat removal. Increasing 
the radiating surface of the load by the addition of fins helps somewhat. 
Forced air, water, and oil baths also aid in the removal of heat. As the size 
of the load becomes smaller, as required if used as a waveguide load at the 
higher microwave frequencies, the power handling capability decreases due to 
inability to dissipate the heat. 
b. Water load. Water loads have been used to dissipate large amounts 
of rf power. Thus far, such use has been limited to less than 10 Gc in com-
merci.ally available loads. Water has good loss characteristics in the micro-
wave spectrum as well as desirable themal characteristics. By providing a 
conti.nuous flow of water through the loads, large amounts of power in the fom 
of heat can be removed. An accurate wattmeter can be constructed using a water 
load by providing a known constant water flow and monitoring the temperature 
change in the water as it passes through the load. 
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c. Gas load. Ammonia has been used as an rf load with fairly good 
results in the 10 to 30 Gc range, where the power absorption of ammonia gas is 
relatively high. 
d. Bonded metal powder load. Metal powder bonded by an epoxy mate-
rial can be used to dissipate large power levels and can be constructed to 
produce low reflections in the line. . * One manufacturer uses this technique to 
* Narda Microwave Corporation, Plainview, L. I., New York. 
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produce loads capable of handling 4500 watts average power at L.;..band. Hinckel-
mann et a19 report the construction of a multimode load capable of dissipating 
10 kw average power. The load was constructed of a mixture of powdered iron 
and epoxy cast in the shape of a 36 inch hollow pyramid. The maximum dominant 
mode standing-wave-ratio over the 2.7 to 4.0 Gc range was 1.008. At 9.75 Gc, 
the reflected power was equivalent to a 1.02 standing-wave-ratio. 
e. Thin film loads. Studies of thin films of various metals for 
high temperature resistors have been conducted at the Engineering Experiment 
Station of Georgia Tech in the past.lO,ll The ·study by Belser and Hicklin 
reports data taken on 162 thin films of various metals. This study revealed 
four metals that had sufficiently low temperature coefficients of resistance 
to be considered as possible high temperature devices. These four were molyb-
denum, tantalum, zirconium, and titanium. The resistance versus temperature 
behavior of titanium is shown in figure 13. 
The authors report the results of electrical power dissipation studies 
and these results are given in the appendix, table II. They further report, 
"The ability of thin film resistors to dissipate electrical 
power is determined by the melting temperature of the metal used 
for the resistor element because the agglomeration temperature 
of the film is related to the melting temperature of the metal. 
For the metals gold, silver, and platinum it is less than 0.5 K 
(melting point °K). For a given metal, the ambient temperaturem 
conditions during the test determine the maximum electrical power 
dissipation obtainable." 
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Belser and Robertson followed up the above study with a specific study 
of high temperature resistors. They also reported four metals with satisfac-
tory TCR 1 s to be considered as high temperature resistors. The four metals 
fell in the classification of Refractory Metals and included molybdenum, tanta-

































INITIAL RESISTANCES AT ROOM TEMPERATURE: 
FIRST TEST- 8030 
SECOND TEST - 6360 
THIRD TEST - 5870 
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Figure 13. Resistance versus temperature characteristics of titanium 10 film tested in air after coating it with silicon monoxide. 
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1. Molybdenum melts at 2620 ec and is one of the most common 7 workableJ 
and economic of the refractory metals. It has one major fault: it forms a 
highly volatile oxide when heated in air above about 300 ~c. TCR values were 
observed from -0.000010 to +0 . 000610. 
2. Tantalum melts at 3005 °C. It is both ductile and corrosion resistant. 
The low TCR value of this film _5 0 .000087 3 is typical ·of sputtered films of this 
metal. Typical behavior of f i.lms of this meta l is shown in figure 14. 
3. Rhenium exhibited TCR values from ~0 . 000160 to +0.000330. When cycled 
in air, oxidation appeared to occur at a temperature of 300 to 350 °C but 
several units protected by silicon monoxide overcoats were successfully cycled 
to 600 °C in air without suffering major damage. Figure 15 shows a typical 
behavior pattern for this metal. 
4. Tungsten exhibited TCR values from +0.000380 to ~0.000360. Figure 16 
shows a pattern of behavior of tungsten film temperature cycled to 6oo ec. 
About the power dissipating possibilities of thin films .9 the authors con-· 
eluded: 
11Although the amount of data obtained was not large ·' it is apparent 
that thin film resistors of sputtered tungsten and rhenium overcoated 
with evaporated silicon monoxide, are capable of withstanding rather 
high power dissipations in relationship to their small physical mass. 
'The metals molybdenum, tantal-wn, rhenium;~ and tungsten exhibited 
TCR. values largel.y in the range 0 to 200 ppm/eC with some values 
less than 10 ppm/°C in either a positive or negative direction. 
Furthermore, these materials exhibi.ted high stability and high power 
dissipat:ion abilities up to about 800 °C when properly protected 
from oxidation.n 
12 
Feldman and Culver report that they were able to dissipate up to 10.26 
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INITIAL RESISTANCES AT ROOM TEMPERATURE: 
FIRST TEST - 10860 
SECOND TEST- 12490 
THIRD TEST - 12730 
THE THIRD TEST AGREED WITH THE SECOND 
TEST WITHIN ± 1.0%. CURVE NOT SHOWN. 
----- 1 ---
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TEMPERATURE (°C) 
Figure 14. Resistance versus temperature data for a film of sputtered 




+ 10.0 I I I I I 
UNIT NO. Re-7-V COATED W/ SiO 
INITIAL RESISTANCE 2799.40 
+9.0 RESISTANCE AFTER CYCLE l 2799.2n 
RESISTANCE AFTER CYCLE 2 2803.on 
+8.0 
RESISTANCE AFTER CYCLE 3 2837.1n 
TEST IN AIR 
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TEMPERATURE (°C) 
Figure 15. Resistance versus temperature data for a film of sputtered 
rhenium deposited on a substrate heated initially to 500°C, 11 
coated with silicon monoxide and temperature cycled in air. 
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+ 10.0 
l I I I 
UNIT NO. W-29 FQ 
+9.0 INITIAL RESISTANCE 1960.8 
R/SQ 122.7 
RESISTANCE AFTER CYCLE 1879.1 
+8.0 RESISTANCE AFTER CYCLE 2 1876.1 
RESISTANCE AFTER CYCLE 3 1874.2 
TEST IN VACUO 
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Figure 16. Resistance versus temperature data for a film of 
sputtered tungsten deposited on a substrate heated 11 
initially to 400°C and temperature cycled in vacuo. 
to 500 °C in a vacuwn. They concluded ~ rrThe stability outside a vacuwn and 
the power dissipation depend on the type of surface protection . 11 
Either fused quartz or a high temperature glass is normally used as a 
substrate for the deposited thin films. Neither of these materials are very 
good conductors of heat . 
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Bohrer et al reported an evaluation of alwnina as 
a substrate and concluded that it had superior heat dissipating capabilities 
to giass or glass bonded mica, 
Most of the power di s s i pation test s that have been reported have been 
for films of small areas. The power gradi.ents per area appear encouraging. 
It is not likely that such gradients would be maintained for larger areas of 
metal. Additional means for removing heat other than radiation and normal air 
convection may have to be supplied. The high temperature operating capabili~ 
ties of the films hold promi.se of high power loads in a reasonable sized pack~ 
age. Further investigation and possi.ble experimentation will. be necessary to 
develop construction techniques that will minimize reflections and maximize 
heat dissipation of thin film loads. 
3. Sampling networks 
Sampling networks are used to provide a representative sample of 
the signal under test. This representative sample should have the same charac-
teristics as the primary si.gnal . This requirement imposes limitations as to 
the disturbance that the sampling network may introduce into the primary sig-
nal's path. Various types of signal sampling devices are currently available 
commercially that do produce a representative .sample of the primary signal with~ 
out introducing unnecessary disturbances into its path , The purpose of using 
a sampling device in testing i.s to obtain a sample of the signals in the trans= 
mitter output and to reduce the power l~vsl of the test signal to avoid having 
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excessive power requirements on all the test equipment . A sampling method 
worthy of consideration is the use of high power attenL;.ators directly in the 
signal path to reduce the signal. to a useable level. Generally? Radio Inter~ 
ference Measuring Sets operate at low levels to enable the detection of as 
many signals as possible . Therefore j to avoi.d damage to the instrument and 
to eliminate the possibility of spurious re sponses 1 it is generally necessary 
to attenuate the fundamental s ignal. 
For the purpose of this Test Set 3 there are five dev:ices or teclmiques 
of sampling the output signal. These are directional couplers} capacitance 
couplers, magnetic or electric field probes? resistive-type samplers, and high 
power attenuators. 
a. Directional couplers. Directional couplers are generally 
available commercially to cover the fre quency range required of this Test Set 
above 300 Me . A few models are available below 300 Me . They are available in 
both coaxial and waveguide confi.gurations and can be designed for high power 
applications. Considerable desi . gn work has been done on high powered branch 
guide directional couplers by Stanf o· d Re search Institute . 15 
In addition to not being available at low frequencies, the directional 
coupler generally is limited in bandwidt h . They are available to cover a 
normal waveguide band. In coaxial configuration~ they are generally limited 
to an octave of frequency coverage. As is t rue with many other componentsJ 
this requires the availabili.ty of several couplers to cover the required fre~ 
quency range and requires care in their use to make sure they are not used :i _ 
an improper frequency range o A group of direct:i.onal coupler.s has been used to 
cover the frequency range of 300 to l.O JOOO Me, the higher frequency couplers 
being left in the signal line with no detrimental effect when measurements were 
made using other couplers.
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Various degrees of coupling can be designed into a directional coupler. 
The standard values are 3, 6, 10, 20.)1 40, and 60 db of coupling. 
b. Capacitance couplers. A capacity coupler uses capacitance coup~ 
ling to the main transmission line. .Such a device may be fabricated by modi-
fying a coaxial 11tee" connector. The insertion loss or coupling is a straight 
line function of log frequency if the capacitive reactance of the coupling capa= 
citor is large with respect to the terminating impedance. The devices are 
useful at low frequencies 3 but have the disadvantage of not having a constant 
coupling versus frequency. 
c. Probes. There are two types of field probes in both coaxial and 
waveguide configurations . The magnetic or loop probe couples to the magnetic 
field. The electric or single post probe couples to the electric field. The 
construction of the probe element must be such that minimum disturbance of the 
field configuration is caused by the probe. 
Probe samplers suffer from two disadvantages: (1) similar to the direc-
tional couplers, they are not usabl~ at the low frequencies; ( 2) their degree 
of coupling is inversely propertional to frequency. For a relatively wide 
range of operation a calibration curve is required or the coupling must be 
measured at the frequency of interest. Probes are commercially available that 
are adjustable with the maximum coupling being dependent upon the frequency. 
d. Resistive~type samplers. Since the d.irectional coupler and field 
probes are not useful at vhf and lower frequencies and the capacitance coupler 
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has a coupling that is a function of frequency.? some type of coupler that has 
a coupling loss which is not a function of frequency is des .irable. An approach 
6 
to thi.s problem is the design of a resl:::tive~type coupler whi.ch is good up to 
about 300 Me. The power rati.ng of the resistors used is not excessive. With 
proper techniques the coupler should be adaptable to the power capabi.li ty 
required for this Test Set. The desired degree of coupling can be adjusted 
by the selection of the resistors used. 
General considerations of the maximum power requirements and of the esti-
mated system sensitivity required result in 40 db of coupling being the nomi= 
nal value that would be most usef ul . If i.t is assumed that transmitters nor-
mally range from +30 dbm to -+70 dbm (l wa1,t to 10 kw)J 40 db of coupling would 
reduce the maximum power level down to l.F'SS than +30 dbm. Most components such 
as attenuators;~ switches.? filters and the like are rated at least at l watt 
power level. Such items would not have to have hi.gh power ratings. By being 
able to use components that have the normal power ratingsJ the selection of 
i terns for the Test Set is si.mpli.fied. The minimum signal level :required to be 
measured by MIL-I-ll748(B) :Ls ~64 dbm. This is measured with the transmitter 
in the stand-by condition.? which means the high-powered. fundamental does not 
present any problem. The lowest signal level to be measured with the transmit~ 
ter operating is -50 dbm or 60 db below the fundamental. These considerations 
show that the l watt maximum operating level after sampling is a reasonable 
level. 'I1he minimum sensi ti vi ty of radio interference measuring sets should 
be at least -70 to -·80 dbm. 'I1he addition of other required components for fil-
tering, matching, or other purposes should still retain the required system 
sensitivity. 
4. Filters 
There are many occasions in interference testing where selective 
passage or rejection of frequencies is desired. Every test that requires a 
signal generator to be used has an occasion to use a low-pass filter to filter 
out the harmonics that the generator produces. The spurious emissions test 
and the intermodulation test require filters to prevent erroneous responses 
from occurring. Filters fall into four general classes: low~pass, high~pass, 
band-pass, and band=reject. 
a. Low-pass filters. Low-pass filters are readily available com-
mercially for coaxial applications. They may be obtained with various cutoff 
frequencies and various degrees of sharpness at cutoff. A characteristic of 
a typical short line type low-pass filter is that the insertion loss is subject, 
depending on the filter design, to decreases at frequencies above approximately 
6 f . The fact that low=pass filters do not necessarily maintain a high inser-
c 
tion loss at frequencies higher than their cutoff frequency must be considered 
in their application. 
b. High-pass filters. High-pass filters are readily available com~ 
mercially for coaxial appli.cations. Waveguide is inherently a high~ pass filter. 
High-pass filters generally are not as sharp in their cutoff characteristic as 
are low~pass filters. Coaxial types are characterized by degeneration of the 
pass-band at about 2 to 3 f . 
c 
c. Band~pass filters. Fixed-tuned band-pass filters for various 
frequencies and for varying bandwidths are readily obtainable . For testing 
purposes, fixed= tuned band-pass filters are not \tery appropriate. Searching 
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* of product catalogues revealed one source of tunable band~pass filters. These 
filters are tunable over an octave range. Nine filters are required to cover 
the range from 500 Me to 40 Gc. Tunable YIG filters are becoming available 
in the region above l Gc. 
d. Band-reject filters. In some of the tests to be performed by 
this Test Set, it is particularly desirable to attenuate a specific frequency 
or a band of frequencies. By attenuating a specific frequency, the effective 
sensitivity of the system i.s increased to measure other interference-producing 
signals that are nearby. A set of coaxial tunable rejection filters have been 
designed and built
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to cover the range from 14 kc to l kMc. Seventeen of 
these filters are required since each one covers approximately an octave range. 
A few tunable rejection filters above 1,000 Me have been found available com-
mercially. Voltage tunable YIG filters offer attractive characteristics in 
the microwave region. 
So-called "waffle-iron" filters have been designed15 that can cover vary-
ing bandwidths. In this same reference, a rejection filter that covered a 
band from 2 to 10 Gc was described. The ~'~waffle-iron 11 filter is capable of 
high powered applications and can be used to attenuate transmitter harmonics 
and other spurious outputs above the fundamental. 
5. Switches 
Additional items are needed to complete the selection of test acces-
sories. To facilitate rapid measurements, switches are necessary to minimize 
* Frequency Engineering Laboratories, Asbury Park, New Jersey. 
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the time spent in connec t ing and disconnecting cables and test equipment. 
Switches will be needed if an integrated combination of accessories are assem-
bled in a relatj_vely fixed setup" Curr ent literature from manufacturers indi-
cates that there should be no problem in obtaining adequate switches to perform 
any required function. Coaxi.al. switches are available that cover from direct 
current to about 12 k:Mc. Waveguide switches n rnmal· y cover the waveguide band. 
Mechanical_, electrical? and electro-mechani.cal switching is avai.lable. 
6. Attenuators 
A very important item that has not been relegated to secondary impor~ 
tance is attenuators. Various types of attenuators are available encompassing 
fixed and variable operation . At least two attenuators are needed to cover 
the :range from direct current to 12 k:Mc in coaxial attenuators. In uaveguide 
configurations, both f ixed and variable attenuators are available. These atteL-
uators normally cover a wavegu.ide bandwidth in frequency. Most attenuators are 
relati.vely low powered. 
7. Receiver input coupler 
The requirements for the recei.ver input coupler which specify that 
the input VSWR be less than 1.3:1 when the output VSWR is not greater than 
3:1 can be met by the insertion of a 6 db pad in the transmission line at the 
input of the receiver. Many commercially available attenuators are available 
for 50 ohms or waveguide systems which will meet this requirement. To date .!/ 
no 300 ohm commerc .ial attenuators have been located. A 300 ohm attenuator 
and matching pads to a 50 ohm system for test purposes was constructed using 
small values of regular carbon esistors with the expected result that it was 
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not suitable for operation to 400 Me. Inquires are being made as to the avail-
ability of more suitable resistors for this application. The mechanical con~ 
figuration of the attenuator is under consideration. 
8. Audio susceptibility tester and amplifier 
An audio susceptibility tester and audio amplifier are being inves-
tigated. The audio susceptibility tester is required to deliver 3 volts rms 
open circuit voltage into the power line of the equipment under test. It must 
handle line currents up to 50 amperes and have no more than 5 per cent of the 
supply voltage drop across the line winding of the transformer. Response 
s.h~ll be 50 to 15,000 cps with no more than 5 per cent distortion. 
Investigation is underway on both the audio amplifier and coupling trans-
former. Although it is only required that the tester deliver an open circuit 
voltage of 3 volts rms, it seems desirable that this voltage should be developed 
across some impedance which might approximate the actual load seen by the trans-
former during operation. An approximate load impedance can be arrived at by 
assuming that the line impedance is zero and that the minimum impedance of the 
equipment under test is that which applies for the lowest voltage system at 
the highest operating current. For this situation with a supply voltage of 24 
volts and a load current of 50 amperes, the minimum load impedance will be 
approximately l/2 ohm. To deliver 3 volts rms across a resistive l/2 ohm load, 
the tester must deliver a minimum of 18 watts. Any line impedance greater than 
zero will reduce the power required to deliver the voltage. Investigation of 
line impedance characteristics is being pursued to determine the possibilities 
of resonance effects between equipment and line impedances which could result 
in high voltages in the circuit. 
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A transistorized audio arn.plifier with an extremely low output impedance 
is being experimentally evaluated. It is hoped that its output impedance will 
be only a fraction of an ohm so that the turns ratio in the coupling trans-
former will be low. From another consideration., if the amplifier can be made 
to drive a transformer with a secondary self~inductance low enough, the ampli-
fier output impedance will not be depended on for the low line impedance . The 
design details of an isolation transformer with similar characteristics are 
being studied.
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9. Microwave frequency deviation detector 
In the development of a Design Plan for the RFC Accessory Test SetJ 
all accessory devices must be considered. Signal generators and Radio Inter-
ference Measuring Sets are spec:ifically excluded from the Accessory Set. De-
vices for monitoring the output of the equipment under test should be consi.dered. 
Distortion analyzers which can be used to monitor the output of a receiver are 
generally available on the commercial market. Frequency modulation monitors 
are available for moni torJ..ng transmitter output up through the vhf regions, 
but at microwave frequencies thi.s type modulation monitor is not readily avail~ 
able. These monitors are required because many of the tests required by MIL-I-
ll748B specify that the output of a transmitter be monitored to detect any 
disturbances in its operation due to interfering signals. In addition other 
tests requi.re that the output of a transmitter be deviated a specified amount 
and be monitored . 
Above the region where modulation monitors are available·' the principal 
method has been the 11 zero-count" using a spectrum analyzer. This method becomes 
inaccurate because of the resolution capabiliti.es of most spectrum analyzers, 
and it is time consuming in that new computations must be made for each value 
of modulation produced or required and for each different modulating frequency. 
In an effort to improve the technique of measurement of frequency devia-
tion and improve the accuracy of frequency deviation detection, a system has 
been designed and construction of some of the components has been completed. 
Evaluation of the components has begun. 
The system uses the principle of frequency compression demodulation. Ruth~ 
roff and Bodtmann17 applied the principle in the very high frequency range. 
The block diagram of the detector is shown in figure 17. This system is 
designed with RFI testing in mind and assumes that signal generators near the 
frequency of the transmitter are available for use. 
The oscillator is designed to operate at a convenient frequency near 100 Me. 
The band-pass amplifier is centered at 60 Me ., The difference frequency from 
the first mixer with the oscillator output signal produces the 60 Me inter-
mediate frequency in the second mixer . The output of the discriminator is ampli~ 
fied by the low-pass amplifier and changes the oscillator frequency to produce 
a minimum output at the discriminator. The meter reads rectified output of 
the low~pass amplifier< The amplitude of this signal is proportional to the 
deviation of the transmitter output signal. The bandwidths required by the 
60 Me intermediate frequency and the low-pass amplifiers are determined by the 
modulating frequency of the transmitter. 
The Hartley oscillator shown in figure 18 v1as constructed with part of the 
tank capacitance provided by a voltage variable silicon capacitor. The oscil-
lator demonstrated a region of fairly linear operation between 4 and 7 volts 
of control voltage. The free running stability of the oscillator was better 
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NOTE 1: Tank Coil Dimensions. Two turns, No 20 AWG. 
l/4" 10, l/4" Long. Tapped 1:1 turns Ratio. 
NOTE 2. Pacifjc Semiconductors Vl2 Standard Varicap. 
NOTE 3. All capacitance values in picofarads and all 




Figure 18. Schematic diagram of voltage-controlled oscillator. 
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Future plans include the construction of the discriminator and testing of 
the system using available amplifiers and mixers. 
10. Collection of data on accessory equipment 
A large volume of data has been collected on commercially available 
accessory equipment such as filters, directional couplers, dummy loads, atten-
uators, waveguide components, etc. In addition to the direct communication by 
letter with manufacturers of such equipment, the applicable sections of the 
Directory of Technical Specifications published by the Technical Information 
* Corporation have been obtained. 
* Technical Information Corporation, 260 Glen Head Road, Glen Head, L. I., 
New York. 
V. CONCLUSIONS 
Investigation of the measurements required by military specification 
MIL-I-11748 was started and test setups indicating the basic accessory equip-
ment were outlined. It will be necessary to continue this investigation and 
to make refinements as progress is made. 
Accessory equipment availability has been studied so that; a knowledge of 
items of accessory equipment available commercially will be at hand. Reference 
will be made to this i.nformation when equipment is needed. This study shows 
that many of the accessory items are available commercially . 
Further research is required on materials and construction techniques to 
produce a small size thin film dwmn.y load . Certain refractory metals show 
promise as high temperature materials which could be used as a thin film load. 
Further investigation of tunable rejection filters will be required to 
meet the needs of the Design Plan . Low frequency rejection filters will be 
studied and evaluated. YIG filters offer attractive characteristics at the 
higher frequencies . 
The audio susceptibility tester amplifier shows promise of providing a 
low output impedance and should, therefore, provide a low series impedance in 
the line so that line voltage drop can be kept a minimum . 
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VI. PROGRAM FOR NEXT IJ\TTERVAL 
During the next quarter work on the outline of tests required will con-
tinue. Methods of combining the various test setups into an integral system 
will begin. 
Work on the audio susceptibility amplifier and transformer will continue 7 
as will work on the receiver input coupler and frequency deviation detector. 
Consideration of the problem of the measurement of spurious and harmonic 
emissions in waveguide systems will begin. Revi.ew will be made of the various 
techniques for making these measurement found in the literature. 
Possible improvement of line stabilization networks will be studied. 
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The background and q_uali.fications of these men are presented in the fol~ 
lowing paragraphs. 
Mr. Denny joined the project shortly after it was i.ni.tiated in April 1963. 
He received a B.E.E. degree from Tennessee Polytechnic Institute in 1960 and 
is presently working toward an M.S. degree in the same field at the Georgia 
Institute of Technology. His previ.ous experience includes work in design, con~ 
struction, and testing of transistorized, crystal controlled, vhf oscillators. 
As an Army Officer, he serve<;l as a Wire Communications Officer with a combat 
area Signal Batallion in Texas and Germany. While at Florida Power and Light 
Company, he worked in the System Control Division i.n the planning of load con-
trol systems and in the Relay Division. 
Mr. Huddleston joined the project on June 24, 1963. He received his B.E.E. 
degree from Tennessee Polytechni.c Institute in 1963 and is presently working 
toward an M.S. degree in the same field at Georgi.a Tech. 
Mr. Robertson is Head of the Communications Branch. He has been associ-
ated wi.th the Georgia Institute of Technology since 1947. He received a B.S. 
degree in E.E. in 1950 and a M.S. degree in the same field in 1957. From 1941 
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to 1947_, he was employed by Civil Service where his work included maintenance 
and installation of airborne radio and radar equipments . At Georgia Tech, he 
has been a staff member and director of various projects . 
Mr. Walsh assumed duties as Project Director when the project began in 
April 1963. He received a B.E.E. from the Georgia Institute of Technology in 
1949 and an M.S. in the same field in 1961. His previous experience includes 
work with Westinghouse Electric Corporation in electronic design and with the 
Civil Aeronautics Administration where he installed and tested VOR and ILS navi-
gation systems. At Georgia Tech, he was an assistant director of a project to 
design and construct a radar system for studying characteristics of ground 
clutter and target return} and wa:s concerned with applications of these results 
in an experimental radar system. He has been associated with the design and 
development of electronic circuitry of a radar system for study of the polari-
zation and statistical properties of sea return, and with field operation of 
this equipment. He has been connected with several projects concerned with 
radio frequency interference . 
Mr. Warren received a B. E. E. degree from the Georgia Institute of Techno-
logy in 1953, and an M.S . degree in the same field in 1955. He was first asso-
ciated with Georgia Tech from 1953 to 1957 doing electronic design work in 
the fields of radar and communications. He was later associated with Bell 
Telephone Laboratories working on missile guidance systems . After his return 
to Georgia Tech, he has been associated with communication systems and radio 
frequency interference. He is the holder of several patents in the electronics 
field. 
Mr. Wood received a B.E.E. degree from the Georgia Institute of Technology 
in 196o and a M.S.E.E. degree in June 1963. His previous experience includes 
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3 years with the Federal Communications Commission at the Atlanta Field Office 
where he worked with radio interference cases; 15 months as a Test Assistant 
for the Georgia Power Company; 2 years as a Radio Engineer with an Atlanta 
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SOME COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE MEDIUM AND HIGH POWER DUMMY LOADS 
Fre- Power 
* quency Avg Peak Impedance Type VSWR Absorber Cooling method Source 
~me) (kw) (Mw) (ohms) 
0-30 10 60 c 1.1 Deposited car~ Forced air Rohde & Schwarz 
bon resistor Type RBN 10/ 6o 
0~220 25 50 3·-l/8° c 1.1 Cylindrical Water Bi.rd Model 5025 
film resistor 
0~ 220 50 50 6=1/ 8 11 c l ol Cylindr:ical Water Bird Model 890 3 
film resistor 
0= 10 5l o5 3=1/ 8 11 c 1 . 2 Oil filled Forced air Electro~- Impulse 
1000 resistor Type CPTA 10,000 
\Jl o ~ 10 51.5 3=1/ 8'' c 1.2 Oil filled Water Electro-Impulse 
0\ 1000 resistor Type CPTL 10 K 
0- 16 50 c 1.05 (up Rohde & Schwarz 
1000 to 800 me) Type RD 10/ 50 
o~ 0.5 0.5 50 c 1. 3 Fins WacLine Model 
5000 DS-58 
400- 4 3-l/ 8" c 
3 2.0 1.1 500 ft~ i.n Diamond Model 
450 air flow HPLl-1 
470- 15 2 50 3-1/ 8" c 1.15 Water Water Varian V-4042 
1200 
470- 10 50 c 1.05 Rohde & Schwarz 
2300 RC 10/50 
1000- o. 35 c 1.2 Molded Fins Douglas Model 





TABLE I (Continued) 
SOME COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE MEDIUM AND HIGH POWER DUMMY LOADS 
Fre~ Power 
* quency Avg Peak Impedance Type VSWR Absorber Cooling method Source 
·-rmcT- (kw) TMWJ (ohmsr 
-= ~~0..:.0-•_......__ --~- ~-~~ 
1,120~ 0.75 7/8!! c 1.15 Molded Fins Douglas Model 
l, 700 dielectric 193 L 
1_,120~· 0,75 Oo75 lu5/8lf c 1. 2 :Molded Fins Douglas Model 
1;700 dielectric 194 L 
1)120~ 2 w 1 . 15 Hi.gh~1ow rna=, Fins Electro=ImpulsP-
l_, 700 terial used 
for waveguide 
walls 
l) 120~, 6 w 1.1 Molded Fins Douglas Model 
\Jl 1.~ 700 dielectric 202L~HP 
--...::} 
1)120 ~ 8 2.2 w 1.15 Silicon Can be modified Airtron Model 
l) 700 carbide for liquid 890374 
cooling 
1)150- 1.5 w 1.15 Double wall= Glycol solution WacLine Model 




l) 700- 1.5 w 1.15 High-loss rna~ Fins Electro~ Impulse 
2) 600 terial used 
for waveguide 
walls 
l) 700- 3 w l.l Molded Fins Douglas Model 





























TABLE I (Continued) 
SOME COMMERCIALLY AVAI:LABLE MEDIUM AND HIGH POWER DUMMY LOADS 
Power * 
Avg Peak Impedance Type VSWR 
~kw) ·(Mw) (obms ) 
12 w 
20 w 
7/8" c 1 .. 15 
2.2 w 1.15 
2 w 
w 1.15 
4.5 w 1.15 
5 2.0 w 1.08 
20 w 1.08 












Cooling method Source 

























Can be modified Airtron Model 












TABLE I (Continued) 
Fre - Power 
* quency Avg Peak Impedance Type VSWR. Absorber Cooling method Source 
TmC)-· (kw) (Mw) , (ohms) -
2,800~ 30 3 w 1.15 Water Water Varian V~4045 
4~800 
3., 950 - 0.8 w 1.15 High~loss rna- Fins Electro~ Impulse 
5.,850 teri.a1 used 
for waveguide 
walls 
3,9950- l 1.4 w 1.15 Molded Fins WacLine Model 
5,850 dielectric D-19 
3,950- 1.5 w 1.1 Molded Fins Douglas Model 
5.,850 dielectric 202C~HP 
\ Jl 3.y 950~ 2 2 . 0 w 1.15 Silicon Can be modified Airtron Model 
\0 
5.1850 carbide for liquid 890376 
cooling 
3,950- 3 1.2 w 1.08 Silicon Fins DeMornay-Bonardi 
5.,850 carbide Model DBK-461 
3,950- 14 2.0 w 1.08 Silicon Water DeMornay-Bonardi 
5,850 carbide Model DBK-462 
4 .,000 - 5 0.75 w 1.1 Water Water Sierra Model 
5,800 187 
4,000~ 8 2 w l ,-0 ') Water Water Varian V=4023B 
6,000 






TABLE I (Continued) 
SOME COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE MEDIUM AND HIGH POWER DUMMY LOADS 
Fre~ Power 
* quency Avg Peak Lmpedance Type VSVffi. Absorber Cooling method Source 
(me) (kw) TM0 ( ohms) 
5,850- 0.3 w 1.15 High-loss rna~ Fins Electro= Impulse 
8,200 terial used 
for waveguide 
walls 
5,850- 0.42 0.56 1.15 Molded Fins WacLine Model 
8,200 dielectric D~20 
5,850- 0.85 w 1.1 Molded Fins Douglas Model 
8,200 dielectric 202A-HP 
5,850 l 0. 71 w 1 .15 Silicon Can be modified Airtron Model 
0\ 8,200 carbide for liquid 890377 
0 
cooling 
5,850- 2 0.6 w 1.08- Silicon Fins DeMornay-Bonardi 
8 ,200 carbide Model DBJ-461 
5,800- 5 0.50 w 1.1 Water Water Sierra Model 
8,200 l87B-C 
5,850- 5.6 1 . 0 w 1.08 Silicon Water DeMornay-Bonardi 
8,200 carbide Model DBJ'-462 
7,000- 0.45 w 1.15 High~loss rna~ Fins Electro-Impulse 
10,000 terial used 
for waveguide 
walls 






TABLE I (Continued) 
SOME COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE MEDIUM AND HIGH POWER DUMMY LOADS 
Fre~ Power 
* quency Avg Peak Impedance Type VSWR Absorber Cooling method Source 
(me) (kw) TMWJ (ohms) 
7,000- 30 0.5 w 1.10 Water Water Varian V~4045D 
10 J 200 
7,050- 0.3 0.35 w 1.15 Molded Fins WacLine Model 
10,000 dielectric D~2l 
7,050- 0.6 0.46 w 1.15 Silicon Can be modified Airtron Model 
10,000 carbide for liquid 890378 
cooling 
7,050- o. 75 0.4 w 1.08 Silicon Fins DeMornay-Bonardi 
10,000 carbide Model DBH-461 
0\ 
7,050- 0. 75 l.l Molded Fins Douglas Model I--' w 
10,000 dielectric 202B-HP 
7,050- 3-5 0.5 w 1.08 Silicon Water DeMornay-Bonardi 
10,000 carbide Model DBH-462 
7,100- 5 0.5 w 1.15 Water Water Varian v-4022B 
10 J 200 
7,100- 5 0.3 w 1.15 Water Water Varian V-4022C 
12,400 
8,200- 0.25 w 1.15 Hi,gh~loss rna~ Fins Electro-Impulse 
12,000 terial used 
for waveguide 
walls 
8,200~ 0.175 0.20 w 1.15 Molded Fins WacLine Model 





TABLE I (Continued) 
SOME COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE MEDIUM AND HIGH POWER n·UMMY LOADS 
Fre~ Power 
* quency Avg Peak Impedance Type VSWR Absorber Cooling method Source 
(me) (kw) (MW) (ohms) 
8,200- 0.5 0.29 w 1.15 Silicon Can be modified Airtron Model 
12, 4oo carbide for liquid 890379 
cooling 
8,200- 0.6 0.3 w 1.08 Silicon Fins DeMornay-Bonardi 
12,400 carbide Model DBG-461 
8) 200-~ 0.6 w 1.1 Molded Fins Douglas Model 
12,400 dielectric 202X-HP 
8) 200- 2 0.15 w 1.1 Water Water Sierra Model 
12,400 187B-X 
0'\ 
1\) 8,200- 2 0.3 w 1.08 Silicon Water DeMornay-Bonardi 
12,400 carbide Model DBG-462 
10,000- 0.3 0.15 w 1.08 Silicon Fins DeMornay-Bonardi 
15,000 carbide Model DBFA-461 
12,400- 0.125 0.12 w 1.15 Molded Fins WacLine Model 
18,000 dielectric D-23 
12,400- 0.25 0.16 w 1.15 Silicon Can be modified Airtron Model 
18,ooo carbide for liquid 890380 
cooling 
12,400- o. 275 0.2 w 1.08 Silicon Fins DeMornay-Bonardi 
18,000 carbide Model DBF-461 
12,400- 0.4 w 1.1 Molded Fins Douglas Model 





TABLE I (Concluded) 
SOME COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE MEDIUM AND HIGH POWER DUMMY LOADS 
Fre- Power 
* quency Avg Peak Impedance Type VSWR Absorber Cooling method Source 
(me) (kw) (Mw) (ohms) 
18,000- 0.05 0.043 w 1.15 Molded Fins WacLine Model 
26,500 dielectric D-24 
18,000- 0.15 0.125 w 1.15 Silicon Can be modified Airtron Model 
26,500 carbide for liquid 890381 
cooling 
18,000- 0.15 0.1. w 1.08 Silicon Fins DeMornay-Bonardi 
26,500 carbide Model DBE-461 
18,000- 0.25 w 1.1 Molded Fins Douglas Model 
26,500 dielectric 202K-HP 
0\ 
26,500-VJ 0.035 0.022 w 1.15 Molded Fins WacLine Model 
39,500 dielectric D-25 
26,500- 0.075 0.05 w 1.08 Silicon Fins DeMornay-Bonardi 
4o,ooo carbide Model DBD-461 
26,500- 0.075 0.1 w 1.15 Silicon Can be modified Airtron Model 
4o,ooo carbide for liquid 890382 
cooling 
26' 500-. 0.1 w 1.1 Molded Fins Douglas Model 






COMPARISON OF POWER DISSIPATED BY FILMS OF VARIOUS METALS 
Melting 
Metal Temperature Resistance Power Atmos- Ambient 
Film of Metal of Film Dissipation phere Temperature Remarks 
( ec) (njsQ) (watts) ( ac) 
Au 1063 3·5 0.20 Air 6oo Film failed 
Au-Pt 57. 8 0.26 Air 6oo Film failed 
Au-Pt 15.3 2.9 Air 6oo Film failed 
Cr 1550 30.5 2.6 Air 6oo Film failed 
Zr 1830 156.0 2.4 Air 450 Film failed 
(SiO coated) 
Zr 1830 94.2 5.4 Air 450 Film failed 
(SiO coated) 
Rh 1966 11.9 4.03 Vacuum 100 End bonds 
failed 
Pt-Ir 41.8 11.2 Air 25 Film failed 
Ir 2454 24.4 7.5 Air 25 End bonds 
failed 
Mo 2622 99.0 10.0 Argon 6oo Resistance 
decreased 
66 per cent 
Mo 2622 38.8 9.2 Argon 6oo Resistance 
decreased 
41.7 per cent 
Mo 2622 20.4 17.25 Argon 6oo · Film fa:i.led 
* All elements were of similar areas but differed in thicknesses. The thick-
ness of a specific metal film may be roughly estimated from resistance per 
square · values. 
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I. PURPOSE 
The purpose of this project is to conduct a study leading to a Design Plan 
for accessory equipment to be used with Radio Interference Measuring Sets and 
signal generators. The accessory equipment includes the complementary devices 
necessary to determine radio frequency interference characteristics of U. S. 
Army electrical and electronic equipment in accordance with military specifi-
cation MIL-I-11748. The frequency range of interest is 0.014 to 40,000 Me. 
It is also the purpose of the project to investigate two items of equipment. 
These are a receiver input coupler and an audio susceptibility tester. 
The areas of investigation on this project are divided into three tasks 
as follows: 
I. Evaluation of state-of-the-art items and techniques from the viewpoint 
of modifying or extending them to fill the Design Plan requirements. 
II.. Investigation of new techniques and materials when the Design Plan 
requirements cannot be met by state-of-the-art items or techniques. 




Consolidation of as many of the various test setups for performing the 
various measurements specified in military specification MIL-I-ll748B into as 
few basic setups as possible is considered. Some differences applying to wave-
guide systems are noted. 
Work on a thin film dummy load in a coaxial configuration was started. 
A taper section for this load was electroformed. 
Work on the audio susceptibility tester continued with consideration 
given to both the amplifier and transformer. A receiver input coupler was 
constructed and preliminary results are shown. 
A discussion of the various techniques presented in the literature for 
the measurement of spurious and harmonic emissions in waveguide systems is 
presented. 
A method for determining the maximum VSWR that can be expected from the 
connection of a group of components with given VSWR's is described. 
2 
III. PUBLICATIONS, LECTURES, REPORTS, AND CONFERENCES 
Discussions of project technical and contractual details were held at 
Georgia Tech, 16-18 July 1963, l"ith Mr. Sidney Weitz and Mr. R. L. McKenzie 
of USAELRDL. 
A visit was made 30 July 1963 by Mr. Warren Kesselman of USAELRDL and 
Mr. I. N. Mindel, Mr. J. T. Ludwig, and Mr. Martin Sherman of liT Research 
Institute to Georgia Tech and a discussion of nonlinear effects in dummy 
loads ~ras held. 
3 
IV. FACTUAL DATA 
A. Design plan 
During the first quarter) work on the Design Plan was limited to an exami-
nation of the various test setups and a survey of accessory items necessary to 
implement the test setups. During the second quarter effort was devoted to 
consolidating as many of the tests into as few basic setups as possible in 
order to reduce the number of equipment changes to a minimum when going from 
one test to another. 
The test equipment setups as presented in Quarterly Report No. 1 apply 
primarily to coaxial systems. Minor differences appear in the waveguide setups. 
An analysis of the test setups revealed that they could be conveniently 
classified as follows: 
1. Power line tests 
a . Line conducted emissions 
b. Line conducted susceptibility 
2. Susceptibility tests 
a. Antenna conducted susceptibility 
b. Radiated susceptibility 
c. Receiver intermodulation 
3. Emissions tests 
a. Antenna conducted emissions 
b. Transmitter intermodulation 
c. Case and cable radiation 
Figure 1 shows a possible test setup that would enable both power line 
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on transmitters and receivers with a minimum of equipment changes. The line 
conducted interference tests are limited to a maximum frequency of 100 Me; 
therefore the test setup is applicable to waveguide as well as coaxial systems. 
Figures 2 and 3 show possible setup configurations for the susceptibility · 
tests. Signal generators necessary to cover the range up to 12 Gc are combined 
through a single-pole) multiple-throw switch to facilitate rapid coverage of 
the range. The diagram in figure 2 shows a setup which could be modified to 
accommodate the generators available. The antenna is indicated for the radiated 
test. The receiver intermodulation test is awkward to incorporate into a 
general setup; therefore it is indicated as requiring some different connections. 
Figures 4 and 5 show possible setups for the emissions tests. The trans-
mitter intermodulation test is indicated as a closed system test for low-powered 
transmitters. From a review of available components and a survey of usual 
techniques of performing high-power tests) radiated tests seem to be the answer 
to the problems encountered in coupling one high-powered transmitter into 
another. The low-power configuration shown would be modified to load the trans-
mitters with antennas and couple f. into f by proper orientation of the anten-
l 0 
nas. Here low power is intended to mean 100 watts or less. 
As mentioned) these setups are possible configurations. Further analysis 
may reveal that more consolidation is feasible. 
Several of the elements shown in the blocks of the diagrams were investi-
gated to varying degrees. Those which warranted a more thorough examination 
are reported in sections Band C of this report. 
6 
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Figure 3. Block diagram of susceptibility tests for waveguide systems. 
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Figure 5. Block diagram of emissions tests for coaxial systems. 
Frequency meters consisting of a transfer oscillator and an electronic 
counter are available to measure frequency accurately up to about 15 Gc. Above 
this frequency, standard waveguide frequency meters are readily available. 
A spectrum analyzer or a deviation detector may be used as an output moni-
tor for transmitters. The output monitor for a receiver may be a distortion 
analyzer for receivers producing an audio output. The associated display unit 
may be used for a radar receiver. For integrated systems the associated output 
accessories may be used as output monitors. 
To sample the output of a transmitter at VHF and higher frequencies, com-
mercially available directional couplers are recommended. A survey of avail-
able instruments reveals that directional couplers are available from about 
250 Me and up in octave bandwidths and greater. Couplings of 40 db with 20 
or 30 db directivity present no problem. A survey of various coupling tech-
niques suggests the use of a high-powered attenuator such as that produced by 
Rhode and Schwarz. Their UHF Load Resistor Type RBD is available in models to 
handle 10 kw up to frequencies of 2300 Me with an output connection providing 
a signal approximately 30 db below the input signal. 
As given in the appendix of Quarterly Report No. 1, . a number of dummy 
loads exist for termination purposes. Information from Chemalloy Electronics 
Corporation, Santee, California, indicates that this company produces water 
loads and calorimeters with large power handling capabilities over very broad 
frequency ranges. If a dummy load of proper power handling capability is not 
available to terminate a transmitter, the associated antenna could be used. 
It is assumed that a transmitter with large power output would be a relatively 
fixed installation and would have an associated antenna available for use. 
10 
Techniques for building a small size, high temperature dummy load are under 
investigation. 
A receiver input coupler that is useful to 400 Me is described in section 
B of this chapter. For systems of constant impedance or waveguide systems, 
appropriate attenuators may be used. If the power loss in attenuators is 
undesirable, an isolator may be used effectively to attenuate the reflected 
wave up to 20 db. Low-power isolators are generally available in octave band-
widths or with a frequency coverage corresponding to a waveguide band, though 
not many manufacturers produce isolators to cover complete K and K bands. 
a 
In any measurement setup consideration must be given to the error pro-
duced by mismatches. Usual specifications on devices, such as attenuators, 
filters, couplers, and the like, specify a maximum VSWR that can be expected 
over the operating range of frequencies. In the development of this Design 
Plan, the problem was encountered of estimating the maximum VSWR that could 
be expected from the contribution of several mismatches. This problem was 
investigated in some detail and is presented in section E of this chapter. A 
means of estimating the resultant VSWR from a series of reflecting interfaces 
evolved from this study. For small voltage reflection coefficients (low VSWR) 
the maximum ratio of reflected to incident power may be estimated as being 
approximated by the number of interfaces times the greatest voltage reflection 






B. Experimental work 
1. Receiver input coupler 
An investigation of the requirements for a coupler to feed into a 
300 ohm receiver from a 50 ohm system led to the construction of a minimum-
loss resistive pad. Because of the fact that the receiver input coupler 
must operate from 14 kc to 400 Me, the possibility of using reactive devices 
such as transformers is remote. The simplest approach is to use a resistive 
pad that has flat impedance characteristics throughout the range of interest. 
The circuit shown in figure 6 presents a 50 ohm impedance looking from 
the right when the left terminals are terminated in 300 ohms and vice versa. 
This circuit was constructed using molded carhon, 10 per· cent tolerance 
resistors. The 273.9 ohms was approximated with 276 ohms and the 53.9 ohms 
with 54 ohms. These resistors were mounted in a specially constructed mount. 
Figure 7 is a photograph of the completed pad. 
Figure 8 shows the variation of input impedance (from the 50 ohm input 
terminals) with frequency when terminated with a GR 874-BM 300 ohm termination. 
Since 300 ohm test equipment was not available to test the pad, another identi-
cal pad was constructed and the pair were used in tandem to run insertion loss 
measurements. Figure 9 shows the insertion loss characteristics for the 
pair up to 400 Me. Theoretically, the insertion loss for a single 50 to 300 
ohm minimum-loss pad is 13.42 db. Considering the deviation of the resistors 
used from the proper values, the insertion loss is as expected. The 3.4 db 
rise from 10 to 150 Me has not been explained since the behavior is relatively 
flat to 400 Me. More suitable resistors have been ordered. 
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D = a log 300/276 D = Spacing 
a = Radius of Conductors 
BODY MADE OF BRASS 
/TYPE N CONNECTOR 
~ 53.90 
Figure 6. Schematic diagram of minimum-loss pad. 
Figure 7. Photograph of receiver input coupler. 
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Figure 9· Insertion loss versus frequency for two receiver input 
couplers in tandem. 
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2. Thin film load 
Dummy load techniques were investigated during the second quarter. 
Discussion with personnel at the Engineering Experiment Station who have done 
considerable thih film work resulted in several approaches to a thin film durrnny 
load. 
A coaxial tapered load was chosen as the first model. The principal effort 
was directed toward obtaining the necessary materials and building the proto-
type. The taper was designed and the load shell constructed. Ceramic rods 
* v-1ere ordered for the center conductor. Liquid Bright Gold and Platinum were 
obtained for plating purposes. A supply of ceramic cement was obtained for 
construction purposes. In addition, approval of funds to purchase a muffle 
oven for high temperature testing is being sought. 
The load consists of an electroformed copper shell which forms the outer 
conductor or body. There is a straight section followed by a taper. The taper 
1 is designed to produce even power distribution over its length. The inside 
diameter of the shell is 0.578 inch with approximately 1/16 inch wall thickness. 
Figure 10 is a drawing of the load. The center rod is an alumina (American . 
Lava, AlSiMag 614) rod, 0.250 inch in diameter. For a first try the alumina 
rod over the length of the taper will be coated with platinum because of the 
ease of deposition of this film from a liquid solution. The re,sistance of the 
platinum coating will be adjusted to be 50 ohms over the taper length. The 
remainder of the rod will be painted with gold resinate solution. This will 
allow checkout of the taper section and load characteristics as a function 
* Engelhard Industries, Inc., Hanovia Liquid Gold Division, 1 West Central 
Avenue, East Newark, Harrison P.O., New Jersey. 
b ~ IM"~&:W00W~~¢pffA 
SECTION OF GR-874 I I ~ 
AIR LINE WITH • • 4-3/8""" 6" 1/16" 
CONNECTOR 
I~~ --LOAD-~~~ 
NOT TO SCALE 
Figure 10. Drawing of dummy load configuration. 
I 
of frequency. The inside of the shell of the load will be coated with silver 
to improve its conductivity. 
Experiments will be performed to determine the necessary deposition tech-
nique to deposit a film of an alloy of rhenium and platinum which from past 
experience has exhibited a very lov-r temperature coefficient of resistance. 
3. Audio susceptibility tester 
Work continued during the second quarter on the audio susceptibility 
tester transformer and amplifier. The details of the coupling transformer were 
investigated and information on core materials was collected. It does not seem 
practical to obtain the required line drop by depending on a low self-inductance 
of the secondary of the transformer with no dependence on the reflected ampli-
fier output impedance because of the attendant low open circuit inductance of 
the primary of the coupling transformer and the resulting large reactive cur-
rent that the amplifier would be required to handle at the lower frequencies. 
The present approach is to construct a transformer with a turns ratio in the 
neighborhood of 10:1 and an amplifier with a low output impedance. The use 
of the high turns ratio reduces the back current that the amplifier must handle. 
Several configurations of the amplifier have been investigated but none 
have displayed desirable thermal characteristics. One amplifier which appears 
promising and was recently discussed in the literature is the Delco
2 50 watt 
audio amplifier. An amplifier similar to this one is presently being construc-
ted and materials for the transformer are being procured. 
C. Filters 
Variable filters should be used, as filters for interference testing 
should be as versatile as possible. A moderate literature search revealed 
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several commercial variable filters) the major characteristics of which are 
tabulated in Table I of the appendix. This table shows that variable low-pass 
filters are available up to about 4 Gc. Above this) fixed filters must be used. 
For effective testing) in addition to the variable filters) fixed filters should 
be available with cutoff frequencies at 6) 8) and 10 Gc. Waffle-iron filters 
can be designed to produce effective low-pass characteristics in waveguide con-
figurations. 
The selection of band-pass filters is adequate to cover the frequency 
range of interest. Below 125 Me several manufacturers produce variable band-
pass filters. No attempt was made to list them. The selection of fixed-frequency 
filters may be obtained at any frequency to 40 Gc. 
Rejection filters are less plentiful than band-pass filters. A few sources 
of variable filters are available. The Bureau of Standards filters (see Table 
I) are apparently excellent filters but a large number of filters are required 
to cover the frequency range from 14 kc to 1 Gc. The Electro-Mechanics filters 
cover the same range with three units using plug-in coils. From published spec-
ifications) the Bureau of Standards filters exhibit the better characteristics. 
The Aircraft-Armaments) Inc. filters cover most of the range from 1 to 12 Gc 
with moderate rejection obtainable. The waveguide technique used may be appli-
cable up to 40 Gc. 
Variable high-pass filters have been encountered primarily at audio fre-
quencies. Fixed high-pass filters to cover every situation would be impossible 
to predetermine. Cutoff frequencies of 500 Me and 1) 2) 4) and 8 Gc should be 
useful. For waveguide applications the guide itself is an effective high-pass 
filter. 
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A desirable filter type from the standpoint of ease of tuning is the YIG 
filter. This type of filter is electronically tunable, a useful characteristic 
in a test set. These filters are currently available in both band-pass and 
band-reject configurations. At the present time, information on these filters 
is available from three commercial sources. These data are tabulated in Table 
II of the appendix. 
D. The spurious and harmonic emissions test in waveguide systems 
In attempting to measure signals other than the fundamental in a waveguide 
one encounters the problem of energy propagating in more than one mode. The 
problem occurs to a lesser degree in coaxial systems. Most interference measure-
ment techniques have more or less ignored the problem of power being in other 
than the fundamental mode. 
At the fundamental frequency of a transmitter, the output stages are 
generally designed to launch a specific mode in the transmission line. This 
mode is usually the dominant TE10 mode in rectangular guides. The TE01 mode 
is usually used in circular guides. At frequencies above cutoff, energy can 
propagate in various modes. The number of modes depends upon the size of the 
guide and the frequency of the signal. 
A thorough discussion of possible modes in a waveguide can be found in 
the better text books on electromagnetic theory and in Quarterly Reports Nos. 
1, 2, 3, and 4 by Armour Research Foundation on Contract No. DA 36-039 sc 89102. 3 
The primary obstacle in attempting to measure the power in a multimode 
signal lies in the field sampling device or technique. Most simple probes 
and sampling devices are sensitive to one mode primarily. This means that a 
single fixed probe may not respond accurately to the power that is contained 
in more than one mode. 
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A number of techniques have been developed for sampling a multimode field 
and determining the po-wer contained therein. These methods have been described 
by Forrer and Tomiyasu,
4 
Sharp and Jones, 5 Le-wis,
6 
Knop and Cohn, 7 and Price. 8 
Edson9 has made a comparative analysis of these five methods. 
Forrer and Tomiyasu utilize a moveable electric probe to obtain ra-w data 
-which are analyzed by Fourier analysis to yield a series of linear equations 
-which in turn are solved by matrix inversion. A computer program is necessary 
to process the data. The entire test is time consuming and voltage breakdo-wn 
is a problem -with the moveable probe. The accuracy is ±l db. 
Sharp and Jones devised a method -which consisted of a series of sampling 
-waveguides mounted on the -walls of a rectangular -waveguide and coupled by 
irises to the field in the transmission guide. They reported an accuracy of 
±2 to ±5 db. The only problem -with voltage breakdo-wn is caused by the edges 
of the coupling irises. The total po-wer is the average of the po-wers measured 
in each of the sampling -waveguides. For this method to be most useful, the 
modes containing po-wer must be kno-wn. Other-wise there must be a sampling guide 
for each possible mode -which becomes un-wieldy for even lo-w ordered harmonics. 
Le-wis used mode couplers to sample the po-wer in the guide. This method 
can yield an accuracy of ±l db. It is not useful for testing purposes because 
the mode couplers are frequency sensitive. The method is limited practically 
to frequencies -where no more than five or six modes can propagate. 
Price reported a calorimetric method for measuring the po-wer in a multi-
mode -waveguide to an accuracy of ±5 db. A calorimeter is employed -with an 
absorptive harmonic filter -whose stop band-width coincides -with either a har-
monic frequency or some anharmonic frequency signal propagating in the -wave-
guide. This method suffers from poor sensitivity and lack of precision in 
determining the frequency. 
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Knop and Cohn applied a technique similar to that of Forrer and Tomiyasu 
to coaxial waveguides. Their method is attractive because in typical situations 
fewer modes propagate in a coaxial line than in a rectangular waveguide. They 
achieved an accuracy of ±l db. Their method requires a computer to correlate 
the raw experimental data, which imposes a limitation for testing purposes. 
Price10 presents another technique for multimode power measurements that 
is similar to that of Forrer and Tomiyasu. The method utilizes a series of 
broad-wall and narrow-wall fixed probes instead of a moveable probe, which 
solves the problem of electrical breakdown. A computer program is required to 
correlate the experimental data. The author quotes an accuracy of ±l db. 
The most promising technique from the point of view of the Design Plan 
ll was reported by Taub. Th . . t . t
12 f d b lS paper lS a repor on a proJeC per orme y 
Airborne Instruments Laboratory. The method is said to produce an accuracy of 
±l db or better. High-power breakdown does not present a problem and no com-
puter services are necessary for reduction of data. A test run of a particular 
frequency can be completed in minutes. 
The sampling section consists of a series of electric field probes situated 
in the broad and narrow walls of an oversized waveguide. The number of probes 
is not determined by the possible number of modes propagating. The number of 
probes is fixed and used for all number of modes. 
Between the transmitter and the fixed probe waveguide section is a trom-
bone line stretcher and a nonlinear taper. A high-powered multimode load 
terminates the signal path. 
A motor driven commutator successively samples the probes. The output of 
the commutator goes to a receiver and then to a pulse averaging circuit. The 
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output of the pulse averaging circuit is proportional to the square of the 
electric field detected by the fixed probes. 
For more details the reader is referred to Reference 12. This technique 
seems to be the most desirable for a piece of versatile test equipment. The 
accuracy is adequate and the time requirement is not excessive. The receiver 
used in the equipment setup is a Radio Interference Measuring Set and would 
be available for use. The greatest objection is that the signal line components 
become cumbersome and require a lot of space at the larger waveguide sizes. In 
addition, the sampling commutator and pulse averaging circuit are specially 
designed components. 
E. The maximum VSWR due to a number of reflections in a line 
In the examination of the Design Plan, the problem of selecting a testing 
setup that would exhibit versatility but introduce minimum error was encountered. 
The technical requirements specify a maximum VSWR at the output of the Accessory 
Set of 1.2:1. A literature search failed to yield very much information on the 
prediction of total reflection due to the contributions of several reflections. 
An examination of the problem disclosed that one is confronted with deter-
mining the effective characteristic impedance of a composite nonhomogenous 
transmission line. Further investigation revealed this to be a complex problem. 
In the interest of having a method easily applicable to estimating the 
maximum reflection possible from a series of given maximum VSWR's a different 
approach was used. 
Suppose we represent the transmission system as: 
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Represent this system as a series of interfaces where reflections occur: 
Pn p4 p3 p2 pl -- --_Pn) -------- p4) p3 ) p2) p1 ) 
Pnr- - ---
p 4r p 3r P 2r P lr 
n 4 3 2 
where p = incident power on interface ~) n 
p = voltage reflection coefficient of interface ~) and n 
p = reflected power from interface n. nr 
To evaluate the maximum reflected power at interface n we impose the fol-
low~ng conditions: 
(1) P1 = P2 --- = pn) Pn = maximum voltage reflection coefficient of any 
interface. 
(2) Reflection occurs only for power flow from left to right-not for 
power flow from right to left. This means that the incident power 
is reduced from interface n to interface n-1. The reflected power 
from interface n-1 does not encounter further reflection when it 
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where V. = amplitude of incident voltage and 
l 
V = amplitude of reflected voltage. 
r 
From the general expressions for incident power, P. = 1 Re (Y), and 
l l 
reflected power, P = 1- Re (Y), we may derive 
r r 
p v2 





Here Y is defined as the admittance of the line at the point of investigation. 
The reflected power at successive interfaces may be derived as follows: 
at interface 1: p = 
2 
pl lr 
p ; [1] 
at interface 2: pl p2 -
2 
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at interface 3: p2 p3 -
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p3 + p2r = p 
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[6 J Similarly: p4r = p + 4p - p ) p4 
2 
(5 
2 4 6 8 
[7 J p5r = p lOp + lOp - 5P + p ) p5 
It is observed that these equations are similar to the binomial expansion: 
(1 ± x)n 1 ± nx+ n(n-1) 
2 
± n ( n-1 ) ( n- 2 ) x3 + = 2! X 3! .... 
+ (-l)r n! r + ( n-r)! r! X .. [8 J 
If we take x = 2 p 
(l - p2)n l -
· 2 n(n-1) 4 n ( n-1) ( h- 2 ) 6 = np + p p + .... 2! 3! [9 J 
It can be proved that the series for the binomial expansion is convergent for 
-1 ~ X ~ 1. 
Rewriting [9 J 
2)n l - (l - p n(n-1) 2 + n(n-l)(n-2) 6 2! p 3! p - .... J 
This expression is convergent in a similar region as [8]. 
[10 J 
For realizable values for p, it can be seen that the expressions obtained 
are valid at the limit points p = 0 and p = l. These limit points result in 
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1 for p = 0 and p = 1) respectively. 
The coefficients of P can be readily obtained by the use of Pascal's 
nr 
Triangle) which is shown in figure 11. For instance) 
PlOr = P2 (10 - 45P2 + 120p4 ~ 210p6 + 252PS 
- 45pl4 + 10pl6 - pl8) p 
10 
[ 11] 
The behavior of P /P for selected values of p was computed and graphically 
nr n 
portrayed for n = 1) 2) 3) .. •) 10. The results are shown in figure 12. 
At this point it may be observed that if several sources of reflection 
must be used) the maximum reflection due to any one must remain fairly small 
to avoid the possibility of excessive r. This is not to say that a large r 
will result from a given combination but that the possibility exists. 
From the graph) it may be observed that a good estimate of the maximum 





~ np . 
Parts I and II of figure 12 may be used in conjunction with the conversion 
[12 J 
graph) figure 13) to estimate the maximum r that can be expected in any one 
system for a know·n number of components. 
To illustrate the use of these graphs) suppose there are four components 
plus an imperfect termination. These would result in nine reflecting interfaces. 
Suppose the maximum r of any (or all) of the interfaces is 1.2. Figure 13 shows 
that this represents p = 0.1. Figure 12) Part II shows that P /P. ~ 0.09. for 
r l 
n = 9 and p = 0.1; Part I shows that this represents a r of 1.85. 
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Figure 12. Nomograph for the prediction of maximum VSWR. 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 
From a study of the various tests and test setups required by military 
specification MIL-I-ll748B it has been shown to be feasible to combine various 
parts of the test setups into units that can be sw~tched in and out of the dif-
ferent setups and therefore eliminate duplication of components and save setup 
time. 
All techniques for the measurement of spurious and harmonic emissions 
in waveguides discussed in the literature involve considerable equipment and 
some require appreciable measurement time. Continuation of the presently used 
methods for the measurement of spurious and harmonic emissions may have to con-
tinue in use until a method suitable for field use is developed. 
Various methods for the construction of a thin film dummy load have been 
studied and the deposition of a thin film of an alloy of gold and platinum or 
rhenium and platinum should provide a usable temperature coefficient of resis-
tance for the resistive element over a wide temperature range. 
As a result of experimental work and theoretical considerations, a tenta-
tive design has been selected for the audio susceptibility amplifier and trans-
former. 
A first design of a minimum loss 50 to 300 ohm matching pad has been tested 
and insertion loss was found to vary approximately 1.5 db for frequencies up 
to 400 Me. Better resistors and refinements of the housing should improve this 
situation. 
A method for predicting the worst case VSWR situation when a group of 
components are connected together in a transmission line has been derived and 
will provide a criterion for the selection of system components. 
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VI. PROGRAM FOR NEXT INTERVAL 
During the next quarter) work on the outline of tests required will continue 
as will work on the combining of the test setups into an integral system. 
Work on the audio susceptibility tester amplifier and transformer will 
continue. 
Various techniques will be tried to produce a thin film load. These will 
include the deposition of thin films and the investigation of their resistance 
and temperature coefficient of resistance properties. 
Evaluation of the Electro-Mechanics rejection filter will be performed. 
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Type Manufacturer Model Range Insertion Lo ss Notes 
(db) 
Low-pa ss Micro lab LV-02N 200 Me - 500 Me 1 Tuned line contin-
uously variable 
Microlab LV- 04N 4oo Me - 1 Gc 1 Tuned line con tin-
uously variable 
Rhode & Schwarz PTV BN 49131 0 - 1.35 Gc 12 ranges 
Microlab LV-08N 800 Me - 2 Gc 1 Tuned line contin-
uously variable 
Microlab LV-16N 1.6 Gc - 3.6 Gc 1 Tuned line contin-
uously variable 
'vJ 
0\ Band- pass Telonic Series TTF 125 Me 250 Me 0 . 5 -
Telonic Series TTF 250 Me - 500 Me 0.5 
Telonic Series TTF 500 Me - 1000 Me 0 .5 
Telonic Series TTF 1000 Me - 2000 Me 0 . 5 
Freq_uency A 50 BC 500 Me - 1000 Me 1.5 The B series is a 
Engineering Labs 2- section filter . 
(FEL) They are available 
in 3- and 4-section 
filters . The in-
sertion loss in-
creases w~th the ad-
dition of more 
sections . 
FEL A 100 BC 1 Gc - 2 Gc 1.5 
FEL A 200 BC 2 Gc - 4 Gc 2.0 















TABLE I (Concluded) 
VARIABLE FILTERS 
Model Range 
A 600 BW 6 Gc - 8 .2 Gc 
A 820 BW 8 .2 Gc - 12.4 Gc 
A 1240 BW 12.4 Gc - 18 Gc 
A 1800 BW 18 Gc - 26.5 Gc 
A 2650 BW 26.5 Gc - 40 Gc 
F-643(XN-l)/URM 14 Kc - 1 Gc 
to 
F-659(XN-l)/URM 
LF 14 Kc - 100 Me 
MF 100 Me - 4oo Me 
HF 4oo Me - 1 kMc 
5067 L 1 Gc - 2 Gc 
5067 s 2 Gc - 4 Gc 
5067 CLO 5.0 Gc - 7.0 Gc 
5067 CHI 5 , 7 Gc - 7.0 Gc 
5067 X10 
8,5 Gc ,_ 10.0 Gc 
5067 X HI 9-5 Gc -
12.0 Gc 
Insertion Loss Notes 
(db) 
2.5 The B series is a 
2-section filter. 
They are available 
in 3- and 4-section 
filters. The in-
sertion loss in-
creases with the 






This range is cover-









































































30 Rejection 50 
30 Rejection 50 
30 Rejection 50 
30 Rejection 50 
* L-Loral Electronics Corporation, 825 Bronx River Avenue, The Bronx, Ne"\-r 
York, 10472. 
P-Physical Electronics Laboratories, 1185 O(Brien Drive, Menlo Park, 
California. 
W-Watkins - Johnson Company, 3333 Hillvie~<r Avenue, Stanford Industrial 
Park, Palo Alto, California. 
** The bandwidth and insertion loss data are for one-resonator filters except 
the Physical Electronics Laboratories units which are two-resonator filters. 
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The purpose of this project is to conduct a study leading to a Desig _ 
Plan for accessory equipment to be used with Radio I nt erference Measuring 
Sets and signal generators. The accessory equipment i ncludes the complementary 
devices necessary to determine radio frequency interference characterist ics 
of U. S. Army el ectrical and electronic equipment i n accordance W'i th military 
specification MI - =11748. The frequency range of i nterest is 0. 14 to 
40 , 000 Me. I t is also the purpose of the project to investigate two items 
of equipment. These are a receiver input coupler and an audio suscept ibility 
tester~ 
'rhe areas of i nvestigation on t his project are divided i nt o t hree tasks 
as follows~ 
I. Evaluation of state-of-the-art items and techniques from the view-
point of modifying or extending hem to fill the Design Plan requirements. 
II . I nvestigation of new techniques and materials when the Design Plan 
requirement s can..not be met by state=of~the=art i t erns or techniques. 
I I I. Verification of fi ndings and conclusions by experimental work when 
!lecessary. 
l 
II. ABSTRAC' I 
A discussion is presented of several of the i t ems of equipment necessary i n a 
radio frequency compatib ilit y accessory equipment set desig ed for performing 
measurements as specified i n mi:.!..i tary specification MI , ,~I-117480 Major i terns 
discussed are the frequency measurement system and a s · andard response indicator 
for both CW and pulse systemso The specifications for o her acces s ory items 
such as direct ional couplers~ isolat ors, a ttenuat ors, d.urmny loads, and fi l t ers 
are also reviewed. 
Experimental work on the deposi t ion of t hin film all oys to obtain a film 
wi t h a temperature coefficient of resist ance 11rhich exhibits a minimum change 
of resista __ ce over the temper ature range of i nterest was conduct ed. Results 
of this work are shown . 
A receiver input coupler which provides for coupling from 50 to 300 obm 
transmission systems was d,esigned and its charact eristics are shown . 1rhe 
problems associated with t he audi.o susceptibility test er are discussed o 
Result s of the evaluat ion of a reject ion filter operating i n t he frequency 
range 100 to 4-00 Me are presented. 
2 
I I I. PUBLICATIONS, LECTURES REPORTS, AND CONFERENCES 
I 
The Ni nt h HI - SERVICE Conference on ElectromagnBt ic Compat i b i lity held 
in Chicago, IllL _ois, o:.'l 15-17 October 1963, was attended by Mro J. H. Wal sh , Jr. 
Mr. Ho W. Denny, Mr . W. R. Free} and Mro J. R. Wal sh, J r . attended a 
conferen ce held at USAELRDL, Fort Monmout h , New Jersey, 26 November 1963, 
to discuss details of t he Desigr:. Plan a!.l.d possib l e areas of needed develop= 
mer ... t al wor:k. o 
Mr. Sidney Weitz and Mr. Guy Johnson visited Georgia Tech on 16 Decembe , 
1963 to discuss proj e c t technical. mat t ers. 
3 
... 
I V. FACTUAL DA'I'A 
A. Accessory set component s 
Development of the Design Pl an continued wi t h primary emphasis being 
placed on details of the accessory items. This result ed in the specification 
of the more important characterist ics of these i tems deemed necessary for t he 
Test Set. Generally the specifications conform to t he present state=of~the~art. 
In some cases available components are not adequate and. the specifications are 
those which are con sidered desirable for testi ng purposes. 
1. Frequency measuring system 
MIL=I-11748 does not requir e an extr emely precise determination of 
frequency; however, i n the i nt erest of providing a t est set that will be of 
maximwn usefulness it is desir able t o supply frequency measuring capabilities 
that v.rill meet the requirements of MIL-STD- 449A as far as possible. MIL-
STD-449A requires the determination of frequency to an accuracy of one part 
i n 10
6 . 
Using a transfer oscillator, accuracies of this degree can be obtained 
to 12 Gc. In the waveguide bands above 12 Gc frequency meters are generally 
accurate to one part in 103 . Hewlett-Packard in one of their application 
notes1 describes a frequency measuring system that provides much better accuracy 
in waveguide.bands and is useful from de to 40 Gc . This system uses a 
standard transfer oscillator to produce harmonics to 12.4 Gc which affords 
direct measurement to this frequency. An auxiliary output from the harmonic 
oscillator is amplified and subsequently applied again to other mixers to 
prod.uce harmonics from 12 . 4 to 40 Gc. A minor problem exists in the use of 
the system in that the determination of the harmonic nwnber of the signal 
supplying the beat note may be difficult for inexperienced personn.el. Per-
haps further investigation could develop a simplified method for readily deter-
mining the harmonic number. 
2. Standard response indicators 
In order to perform the majority of the receiver spectrum signa-
ture measurements described in MIL-I-11748 and MIL-STD-449A., it is necessary 
that an output monitoring device or standard response indicator be connected 
to the output video or audio terminals of a unit under test to determine the 
presence or absence of a desired signal-to-noise ratio under various inter-
ference conditions. Since instruments to satisfactorily accomplish this 
function have not been found to be readily available., the requirements and 
proposed configurations for such instruments or an integrated instrument are 
discussed in the following paragraphs. 
a. Pulsed systems. A block diagram of a proposed standard 
response indicator for use with pulsed systems i . s shown in Figure 1. Two 
input signals are required for the instrument-a video input from the output 
of the receiver under test and a pulse repetition frequency (PRF) synchroniz-
ing signal from the modulator of the simulated radiator (the signal generator 
supplying the desired signal). The desired video, interfering signal, or 
signals _, and noise are amplified in the video amplifier. The output from the 
video amplifier is split into two channels-a noise channel and a pulse 
channel. The noise gate samples the noise and interference immediately pre-
ceding each desired pulse. This noise sample is applied to a noise threshold 
amplifier which has an adjustable threshold which determines the noise and 
interference level which will be maintained at the output of the video ampli-
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Figure l. Block Diagram of a Standard Response Indicator 






selec ed threshold level is amplified and applied to the automatic gain control 
(AGC) dr i ver stage. The amplifi.ed noise samples are integrated and converted 
into a. de vo ta.ge in the AGC driver stage. This AGC voltage controls the gain 
of the input video amplifier to maintain the noise and interference level a.t 
the output of the video amplifier at a. desired level, independent of the input · 
1eve.l. 
It is apparent :from the above discussion that the combination of the input 
video ampl i fier and the AGC loop results in a. known, constant level of noise 
and .interference being maintained at the input of the pulse channel, independent 
of t he level of the noise and interference level at the input of the video 
amp-if ier. Since the amplitude of the desired pulse is changed proportionally 
t o he inplJ.t noise a.nd interference level in the common video amplifier, it 
S+N is cnly necessary to measure the pulse amplitude to establish the ---w- ratio 
of t he i nput video signal. 
The des i red pu.lse is gated into the pulse channel by means of the pulse 
gate. The gated pulses are applied to a peak vo.ltmeter which provides a 
con+.inuous, di.rect reading of s;N rat io in decibels en a front panel meter. 
A PRF synchronizing waveform is required to maintain the proper timing of 
the various gating waveforms. The relative timing, position, and shape of the 
various waveforms required for _the proper operation of this instrument are 
shown in Figure 2. The PRF trigger delay circuit generates a trigger in 
response to each PRF synchronizing pulse. This trigger is delayed from the 
lea.di.ng edge of the PRF pulse which triggered its generation by the proper 
amount to position it 25 f-J.Sec before the next PRF pulse, The delay range over 
which the ci.rcui t must operate is determined by the PRF range over w·hich 
it is desired to operate. Assuming a. 100 to 20_,000 pps PRF range, which 
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Figure 2. Waveforms for Standard Response Indicator. 
field, the delay range required would be 25 ~sec t o 10 msec . A delay circuit 
capable of covering this range is readily obtainable. The delayed trigger 
from the PRF trigger delay circuit triggers the noise and pulse gate gener-
ators. 11he no:Lse gate generator provides a 15 'sec noise gate start1ng 
25 ;... s ec before the next PRF pulse and ending 10 sec before the pulse. The 
15 0sec gate width is recommended on the basis that it is a sufficiently 
wide sample to dri.ve the AGC dri ver and sufficiently narrow to be com-
pati.ble w:i.th the min1mum inter·-pulse spacing at a PRF of 20,000 pps. The 
10 ""sec spac i ng between the trailing edge of the noise gate and the leading 
edge of the PHF pulse is felt suffic i ent to accommodate the gate turn-off 
time, the delay ci.rcuit jitter, and the PRF jitter. The pulse gate gener-· 
ator provides a 50 ' sec pulse gate starting 25 ~sec before the next PHF 
pul s e and ending 2 .5 sec after the start of the PRF pulse. The 50 i-i sec 
pulse width i.s suggested on the assumption that all PHF' pulses encountered 
will have a rise time of less than 25 Gsec, and in addition, will reach 
thei.r maximum amplitude during this period. On the other hand, the 50 sec 
width is compatible wi.th the mi.nimum inter-pulse spacing at the maximum 
PRF. If all pulses will not reach their maximum applitude within 25 p.sec, 
it will be necessary to make the pulse gate width variable. However, this 
will complicate the circuitry, controls, and operation and should be provided 
only if essential. 
A more sophisticated, fully transistorized standard re~ponse indicator 
based on this same bas.ic technique has been described :in the literature .2 
The i.nstrument described provides a Go/NoGo output s:ignal in addition to 
the front panel meter reading. This feature would be necessary for radi-
ated receiver measurements and, in some cases, for conducted measurements 
9 
where the operator i.s required to be located at a point remote from the 
receiver-und.er-test. This instrument also includes ·a pulse position ind.i-
cator circuit whic:h makes it possible to accurately position the gates with-
out an external oscilloscope or an extremely precise calibration of the delay 
+ 
di.al ·' the delay must be positioned to an accuracy of approximately .:.5 f1Sec 
over the range from 25 p sec to 10 msec)o These features can be added to the 
sys tem described wi thout too much di fficulty; and their inclusion in any 
system to be developed should be considered. 
b . CW, AM, and FM systems. A block diagram of a proposed standard 
response indicator for use ~trith CW, AM, and FM systems is shm-rn in Figure 3. 
Only one signal input is required for this instrument---the audio output 
f r om the receiver under test. The desired audi.o, interfering signals, distor-· 
tion components, and noise are amplified in the input audio amplifier. The 
output from the audio amplifier is split into two channels, a noise channel 
and a signal-plus-·noise channel. r:ehe noise amplifier in the noise channel 
contains a tunable notch filter which notches out the desired audio signal 
(desired test tone ) and amplifies all other components. The ampli.fied 
noise-plus-interference-plus-·distortion sample is :routed to a noi.se threshold 
ampli.fier which has an adjustable threshold whi .. ch determines the noise and 
interference level which will be maintained at the output of the input audio 
amplifier" That portion of the noise and interference sample which exceeds 
this threshold is amplified and routed to the AGC driver stage. This stage 
integrates and converts the i.nput signal into a de AGC voltage. This AGC 
voltage controls the gain of the input audio ampli.fier to maintain the noise-






















Figure 3. Block Diagram of a Standard Response Indicator for 
AM, FM, and CW Systems. 
at a des i red level, i~dependent of the input level. 
The noi. .se-plus- i nterference-plus-dtstorti on level at the input of the 
signal-plus-noi.se channel is a known, constant level, and hence, since the 
amplitude of the desired signal is changed proporti.onally to the noise level 
:i.n the common input audio amplifier, it is only necessary to measure the 
l . . d f th . . l t t b- . h th S+l\T + . f th . t. amp 1tu e 0 e comp0s1te SJ,gna 0 es a llS · e N . ra ul.O 0 . e lDpU 
aud.i.o signal , rhe total audio signal, including the desired signal, is 
amplif i ed in the s ignal-plus-noi.se amplifier, and the output is applied to 
a voltmetero 
S+N 
The voltmeter provides a cont i nuous, direct reading of N 
ratio in decibels on a front panel meter. 
This system utilizes the same basic technique that has been utilized in 
distortion analyzers for some t ime o Ho~.-rever, providing two separate channels 
and the AGC loop makes it possi.ble to obtain a continuous, direct reading 
of S;N ratio w:i.thout the i.ncorNenience of 2Vi tching from ;<notch i .n ' t.o 
"notch out" positions, adjusting the i.nput level, and determining the differ-
ence betv.reen two meter readings. In. addi ti.on, a simple circuit to provide 
a Go/NoGo output signal to permit remote operation can be readily added to 
thi.s system, but presents a real problem wi.th the distortion analyzer o It 
would probably be desirable to add a tvro-pole switch to ( l) open the AGC 
loop and ( 2) disconnect the S+N amplifier output from the voltmeter and 
connect the noise threshold amplifier output to the voltmeter during tuning 
of the notch filter. This vrould allovr the notch filter to be tuned to the 
desired signal frequency by tuning for a dip on the meter, 
It is apparent from the above discussions of the tvro proposed standard 
response indicators that t-vro different techni.ques are required to operate 
vri th pulsed and CW, AM, and FM. systems. Pulsed systems require a time division 
12 
mul t iplex t echnique while CW, AM, and FM systems requ.ire a frequency division 
mul t iplex t echni.q.Je. However, in order to obtain a general purpose standard 
response indicator, the two techniques can be integrated into a single 
i.nstrument as shown in Figure 4. Not only does this approach provide a 
general purpose instrument, but a significant amoil.nt of t he circu.i try (power 
s·J.ppl ie s, out put volt meter, etc. ) ca.n be shared between the two f unctions. 
2 
Based. on the inf r ma.tio.n. avai lable- it appears that a. f:...~.lly transistorized, 
port able general purpose standard response indicatcr is quite feasible. It is 
ant i c ipated tha t such an instrument will significant:;_y improve the accuracy, 
repeatability;; and corre.lation of spectrum signature measurements on pulse, CW, 
AM, and FM receivers since it w·ill permit a given signal-to-noise ratio to be 
established more accur ately, a. given ratio to be reestabli.shed any number of 
-+.i.mes over both short and long periods of time_, and provide a common standard 
for various measurement teams operat i ng a.t remote J..ocations. 
3. Di rectional couplers 
A general discussion of the requirements of signal samplers was in-
e~uded in Quarterly Report No. 1. Directional couplers in particular seem to 
be the most useful sampling device at frequencies where they are usable. 
Since couplers are needed to sample the transmitter output signal, their 
power handling capabilities are of prime importance. Ideally they should be 
capable of handling the rated power of the transmission system which is the 
case for waveguide narrow wall couplers. Narrow wa.ll couplers also meet the 
40 db coupling criterion as established in Quarterly Report No. 1 and are 
available commercially to cover waveguide bands through 40 Gc. 
Commercial coaxial couplers are generally rated at 1,000 watts or less 
which is lower than the rating of the coaxial line. Octave bandwidths are avail-
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Figure 4. Block Diagram of an Integrated Pulse-CW Standard 
Response Indicator. 
14 
A variable probe coupler such as the General Radio Model 874 GAL coupler 
could ·be used from 100 t o 240 Me. This coupler possesses a power handling 
capa..bi li ty of approximately 1 , 000 watts at 100 Me which decreases inversely 
as t he square root of t he frequency. 
In Quarterly Report No. 2 the conclusion was reached that a high powered 
attenuator would ·be useful as a. sampling device from 14 kc to 100 Me. If 
space r eq\;_irements ·.)r heat dissipation present s a pro-blem a.s it might in 
a. f i eld set- ~.p ·' the resistive coupler referred t o in Quarterly Report No. l 
wou d -be more appropriate. Fu.rther evaluation of this resistive sampling 
technique needs to be done before selecting this method. 
Merrimac Research and Development, Inc. advertises two models of a.n 
IF directional coupler that collectively will cover from 0.15 to 200 Me 
w.ith a. nomi.nal coupling of 15 db. The severest limitation on these couplers 
is the one wat t power rat.ing, but it is quite likely that the power rating 
can 'be raised and the C.(iLlpling value increased. 
Desirable specifications for coupling devices are as follows: 
a. ~waveguide 
Bandwidth: standard waveguide band 
Power rating: rating of waveguide 
Coupling: 40 db ± 3 db 
Type : narrow wall 
Directivity: 20 db 
VSWR: 1.1.0:1 
Insertion loss: 1 db 
Secondary line VSWR: 1.3:1 
15 
b. Coax-Lal : 
Band~rridth: octave coverage (m:Lnj_mum) 
Power rating: 1000 ;,ratts 
Coupling : 40 db 
Directivity~ 30 db ( nominal) 
VSWR ~ lo3 ~ l 
Insertion loss ~ loO db 
Secondary line VSWR~ 1.3~1 
Impedance : 50 ohms 
4. Isolators 
ln Quarterly Report No. 2 reference was made to the usage of iso-
lators to reduce undesired reflections at the input of a receiver. An 
isolator could be u .sed to reduce an excessive VSWR by attenuating the reflected 
wave. Isolators may be used effectively to minimize generator intermodulation 
that is a problem in conducting the receiver intermodulation test. The place-
ment of an isolator in each signal path attenuates the interfering signal 
and reduces the possibility of product frequency generation in the signal 
generators. 
Coaxial isolators are generally available in octave bandwidths or greater 
above 500 Me. Waveguide models are available that cover a waveguide band. 
Specifications: 
a o Waveguide 
Bandwidth: standard waveguide band 
Isolation: 20 db 
Insertion loss: 1 db 
VSWR ~ 1.15:1 
Power ( avg )~ 10 watts 
16 
b, Coaxial 
.Bandwidth: octave (minimum) 
Insertion loss~ l db 
VSWH~ 1"25:1 
Power ( avg ) ·; 10 watts 
Isola i on : 20 db 
Impedan ce: 50 ohms 
5. Attenuators 
Attenuators are useful in any measuring setup for extending the 
range of po~trer measuring instruments. They may also be used to provide a 
reference impedance for insertion loss measurements-and to :reduce reflections 
occurring in a mismatched system. 
~vo ba s i c techniques are used in building a coaxial attenuator that is 
broadbandc The lower frequency type which i.s useful from de to 4 kMc is a 
resistive T section network consisting of a disc resistor between two rod 
resistors in a coaxial line. The higher frequency model which is useful to 
ll kMc is a distributed element attenuator conisiting of a matched resistive 
element in the center conductor of a coaxial line. 
One type of waveguide attenuator utilizes a section of resistive material 
parallel to the electric field lines in a rectangular guide. The attenuation 
is adjusted by appropriate placement in the electric field region. 
The pow·er handling capabilities for a given size attenuator are generally 
determined by the temperature characteristics of the resistive material. 
Special construction techniques providing for better heat dissipation make 
possible higher powered attenuators. For the purpose of the Design Plan
7 
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1 -vratt attenuators will probably be adequate since they will be used after 
the coupler or other signal sampler. 
The data from some manufacturers indicate that closely matched attenuators 
are available that exhibit small variations from their nominal attenuation 
over limited frequency ranges. The typical characteristic curves indicate 
that the specifications on the variation of attenuation are relaxed in an 
attempt to extend the frequency coverage. 
The typical VSWH specification is in the neighborhood of 1.5:1 . More 
closely matched units are necessary to avoid exceeding the 1.3:1 specified 
for the Test Set. If the attenuator is to be used to correct mismatches, 
its residual VSWH must be lo-vr enough to permit correction to within the 
desired limits. 
Des irable specifications for fixed attenuators are~ 
a. Waveguide 
Frequency range: waveguide band 
VSWR~ l cl5:l 
Attenuation~ 10 db ± 1 db 
Power (avg): l watt 
b. Coaxial 
Frequency range~ 0 to ll Gc 
VSWR~ 1.3:1 
Attenuation ~ 6 db ± 0. 5 db 
Power (avg): 1 watt 
Impedance; 50 ohms 
18 
6 • Dummy Loads 
The selection of a dummy load is influenced by a number of factors. 
Although a specification of the Design Plan is a 10 kw CW power handling 
capability, a termination of this capacity is not practical or necessary in 
most cases. The physical size alone would be incompatible with the rest of 
the accessory items. In addition, present state-of-the-art does not include 
such power handling capabilities above 1500 or 2000 Me. 
A review of the testing setups reveals that limitations of other 
accessory items make extremely large terminations unnecessary. The main 
line and secondary line power rating of coaxial directional couplers place 
an upper limit on power requirements for loads unless higher power couplers 
become available. For instance, a 1 kw main line rating on couplers would 
negate any higher power requirements on terminations. A higher pm,-J"ered trans-
mitter would require that its output be radiated in order to perform spurious 
emissions tests and other tests involving the higher power transmitter output. 
A problem is also encountered in transmitter intermodulation tests in 
that the amount of power that can be handled by the secondary line of a directional 
coupler is generally much less than the capacity of the main line. This is 
true for both coaxial and waveguide models. Coupling of higher powered trans-
mitters must then be done by radiation, which removes the need for terminations. 
The power line tests and emissions tests on waveguide systems could be done 
as readily with the transmitter loaded with its associated antenna. The main-
line power limitation of couplers for waveguide systems does not seem to be a 
problem since narrow wall directional couplers are capable of handling the 
rated power of the guide. 
Dry loads, either air-cooled or liquid-cooled, are generally limited in 
their frequency coverage from de to 10 Gc (or less) or to a waveguide band. 
Above 1 kw capacity they become rather large. Water loads are smaller 
19 
in size, allow the greatest dissipation of power in the microwave region, and 
provide a wider useful frequency range. An adequate water supply is required 
which may not always be available in a field test setup. Water reservoirs 
and cooling units of a practical size limit the capacity of such loads to 2 kw 
in the absence of a large supply of water. 
Thus, on the basis of the considerations of excessive physical size, 
limitations in state-of-the-art, and characteristics of the test setups a 
termination capable of handling 10 kw is neither necessary nor practical. 
A l kw load should be adequate for the Test Set. At the higher waveguide 
bands, transitions could be used to adapt the guide to lower band load. The 
frequency characteristics of the load must be compatible with the frequency 
of the signal to be absorbed. 
Specifications: 
Type: unspecified 
Frequency: as wide as the state-of-the-art permits 
VSWR: 1.1:1 (maximum) 
Power: l kw 
This nebulus frequency coverage specification is intended to encourage 
the selection of a load that will absorb as many harmonics of a signal as 
possible. Proper termination of a transmitter through at least its tenth 
or higher harmonic permits more accurate measurements to be made. 
7· Filters 
Quarterly Reports Nos. 1 and 2 discussed several considerations in 
the selection of filters along with some aspects of their commercial avail-
ability. 
Although variable low-pass and high-pass filters are desirable, improved 
20 
performance of fixed frequency filters may be the decid ing factor in the 
final se lect i on. Trade literature indicates a marked i mprovement in ski rt 
characteristi.cs as well as extended out-·of-·band performance. The Eumber of 
fixed filters is of course larger than the nwnber of variable filters to 
cover the same range. The consideration of fewer pieces of equipment is 
offset by the generally slower cutoff characteristics of the var1able filters. 
Band-pass and band-reject filters must be variable because of the 
impracticality of predetermining where in the testing range that the filters 
would be required. Trade literature does not permit a complete determi.nation 
of the commercial availability of adequate filters. 
Throughout the coaxial range low-pass and high-pass filters should be 
chosen with cutoff frequencies that will insure differentation between the 
fundamental and the second harmonic. If the cutoff frequency is chosen 
to be about 1.8 times the next lower cutoff frequency, sufficient overlap is 
provided. The skirt attenuation should rise rapidly enough to reach at 
least 60 db within .5 per cent of the cutoff frequency. 
The followi.ng specifications are considered desi.rable, though not neces-
sarily optimum, for filters to be used in test work: 
a o Low-pass 
Passband attenuation: l db 
Stopband attenuation: 60 db 
Skirt attenuation~ 60 db within 5 per cent of f . c 
Extent of stopband: 6 f 
c 
Spurious responses: none within stopband 
Pov-rer rating ; 2 watts 
VSWR: lo2~l (see note) 
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b. Hi gh-pas s 
All speci.fications identical to those for low-pas s fi.lters 
except the passband should extend to 2 f . 
c 
c. Band-pass 
.1ype ~ variable 
Tuning range: octave or standard waveguide band 
Bandwidth: 1 per cent of the tuned frequency 
Out-of-·band attenuation~ 
Power rating: 2 watts 
VSWR~ 1.2 ~ 1 ( see note) 
d . Band-reject 
Type , variable 
60 db wi.thin 1 per cent of f 
c 
Tuning range: octave or standard waveguide band 
Bandwidth: l per cent of the tuned frequency 
Ski.rt attenuation~ maximum of 6 db within 1 per cent of f 
c 
Power rating: 2 watts 
VSWR. ~ 1. 2: l ( see note) 
The present state-of-the-art may be hard pressed to meet some of the 
speci.fications on the variable band-pass and band-reject filters. The 
specificiations were selected to be of maximum usefulness in a test program . 
Note~ Most filter specifications give the passband or tuned frequency 
characteristic impedance or maximum VSWR. For testing purposes it is desi,r·-
able to kno-vr the out-of-band impedance or mismatch. A constant impedance 
fl,lter would provide the most reliability in that its effect on out-of-band 
signals would be of a more predictable nature. 
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B. Experimental work 
l . Thin film load 
Increased effort was devoted to the thin film load this report 
period e Quarterly :Report No. 2 presented a discussion of a possible configura~ 
tl.on for a coaxial load. Before a final configuration can be sel ected and 
evaluated, characteristics of the power absorbing element must be known c 
Therefore, before directing additional effort toward the con.figurati.on, 
further evaluation of thin film resistors has proceeded. 
A number of method.s for producing a metal film on a substrate are krown 
in the pre sent-state-of-the-art. Firing, electroplating, evaporation, sput-
tering, and pyrolytic deposition are some of the I.-fell known techni que s . 
Evaporation and sputtering have long been used for producing prec i se fi.lms 
over a small area; these processes can be used to deposit most meta l .s and 
nonmetals. For the purposes of this effort, they are not easily applicable 
due to the requirement for a vacuum system capable of encl s ing t he s t bst Ta t e . 
Pyrolytic deposition is an attractive technique because of its adapt-
ability to larger surfaces . The only compounds available to the project 
were those of molybdenum and tungsten, both of whi.ch require an inert atmosphere 
during the process. Adequate information was not available on the quali.ty 
control obtainable ~trhen applying the materi.al to a large surface . 
The firing process involves depositing the desired metal by applying 
a resi.nate solution to the substrate and then removing the carri.er by heating. 
It is a s imple process to use from an equi.pment requirements standpoint. 
Quality control is a matter of art i.n that i.t greatly depends upon the ex-
perience of the individual applying the film of resinate solution. 
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For the purposes of investigation to this point in the development, 
the firing process was chosen as being the most readily avai.lable, most 
easily applied, and least expensive to use. Using thi,s technique, investi.-
gations of the temperature coefficient of resistance (TCR) of several 
samples of metal combinati.ons were performed with a minimum of time. 
Platinum and gold resinate solutions were applied to alumina substrates 
in varying combi.nations and fired. Table I presents a summary of the re sults 
TABLE I 





Composition Resistance . CR 
l l-0 Alumina 
+++ 
42o4 .00189 
2 1-'l " 5.9 o00035 
3 1-l 
!! 20.8 o00039 
4 l-2 !! 301.5 o0003 l 
5 2-l 
r• 16.0 .00048 
/ l-1 .5 II 18.1 .00042 D 
7 l-3 " 41.5 ,00066 
8 1-l !' 40.4 .00037 
9 1-l Fuzed Quartz l2o7 .0004-4 
+ T'hi s column gives the ratio of the volume of platinum resinate solution 
to gold resinate solution respectively. These resinate solutions are 
supplied by Engelhard Industries, Inc. 
++ Resi.stance at room temperature after any annealing was done. 
+++American Lava Company, AlSiMag 614. 
of nine samples. It is of interest to note that the alloys of metals exhibit 
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a lo-vrer TCF than does the single~metal sample. The lovrest TCR ~ s are produced 
by approximately volumetrically-equal solutions of platinum and gold . 
Sample 9 was fired on a fuzed quartz substrate , The slightly h l gher 
TCH is characteristic of films applied to smooth substrates as oppose to 
:rough surfaces. 
Figure 5 sho~rs the resistance versus temperature behavior of five 
samples which demons t rate the typical behavior. r c e definitely greater 
t emperature dependence of the single-metal resistance is sho\.,r:c_ by sample l c 
Figure 6 shows the per cent change i.n resistance versus temperature for 
selected samples" Room temperature 2_5° C) is t -aken as the reference 
temperature. These curves are from data that were taken after annealing 
of the film. 
Attempts were made to fi.re rhenium resinate but diffi culties we r e 
encountered due to the absence of a firing procedure. Rheni um oxidi ze :-
0 
at about 350 C and above this temperature an inert atmosphere mus t be s up-
plied. Platinum-rhenium alloys produce very low TCR' s and for t~1iE reaso~ 
rheni.um is being investigated . 
Palladium has demonstrated a low TCR3 for a pure metal. No reports of 
experiments ~ri th a platinum-palladium alloy have been found. Palladi um i.s a 
relatively i.nert metal wi.th a melting point near that of plati:r..um, and it 
should be easier to fire than rhenium. In view of these characteristics, 
some palladium resinate solution has been ordered. FUrther exami.nation of 
palladium and rhenium alloying with platinum -vrill be conducted upon receipt 
of the resinate and required firing procedure for the rhenium . 
Power dissipation tests were conducted on samples 3 and 9 by applyi.ng 
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3 whi.ch resulted in a crack developing around the unit" It appeared as though 
the localized heating caused an increase in resistan c e and the two effects 
cascaded to failure. The power test was run on sample 9 t o ob s e rve the di f -
ferences 1.n the quartz and alumi.na substrates " More even heat ing occurred 
over the sample but this could have been due primarily to a more un i form 
film on the smooth surface. F:i.lm failure appeared to be :in the nat.ure of 
film agglomerationo Agglomeration has been found3 to o::!cu:r at abou~: r1alf 1~ ne 
melting temperature. Probably agglomeration of the gold used ir"I the fi 1m 
resulted in failure. This particular effect was the primary f·actor pr ompt i ng 
the consideration of higher melting point metals such as rheni,um a n d pallad:i.um 
as the alloying material for platinumo 
'P.he power disslpation tests resulted in a revaluat ioE of t h e load c on-
figurati_on presented in Quarterly Report Noe 2o The two samples te s t ed fa i l ed 
at less than 300 11atts applied powero Th e fi rst conf i gur a ti or1 r e qu ires the 
heat developed in the resistor to be predominantly radiated to t he shell 
and then removed by convection and radiation. At t.he t emperature allowableJ 
radiation is not an e f f icient mode of heat transfer. To pr ovide a larger 
di.ssipating surface it may be necessary to plate the resist:i,ve element on 
the outer conductor and taper the inner conductor. 
2. Recej_ver :input coupler 
Quarterly Report Noo 2 reported the development of a m:i.nimum-loss 
resistive coupler that could be used to match a 50 ohm system to a _300 ohm 
systemo 'This coupler exhibited an insertion loss rise up to 150 Me ~Arhich 
then leveled off at about 15 db" 
This quarter the holder was redesigned and precision re si stor t: •.vere pur-
chased o Tnt ernational Resistance Company J 'Iy pe MEB, 1 per cent t ol e r a nce, 
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resi stors were obtained. 
Experimental investigations revealed that the 274 ohm res1.stor in series 
with the 300 ohm line must be placed exterior to the metal body to f.latten 
the insertion loss characteristic. This was accomplished by plac i ng the 
resistor i.nside a p1exiglass sleeve support that affords adequate mechan:l> 
ca.l rigidity to the 300 ohm terminals. Figures 7 and 8 show more clearly 
the construction of the coupler. 
Figure 9 shows how the insertion losses for two units in tandem and the 
input i.mpedance for one unit vary with freq·c.ency. The t ot al i nsertion 
loss for the two units is 26.5 db on the average from 14 kc to 400 M.c c 
Attribut ing half of the total loss to each coupler) each unit has a 13.25 db 
i.nsertion loss) which agrees favorably 1.-ri th the idealized figure of 13,42 db 
for a minimum loss resistive pad. 1he maximum input impedance shown on the 
curve represents a VS'VlH of 1.2 in a .50 ohm systemo 
3. Audio suscepti~ility tester 
Work continued during the third ~1arter on the audio suscepti-
b i.li ty amplifier and transformer. Several designs of trans istor ized power 
amplifiers to furnish the audio susceptibility te s ting voltage were considered. 
An amplifier was constructed and tests are presently underway on this unit. 
This amplifier consists of a driver and pover output stage . The power output 
stage is a conventional arrangement of PNP pov-rer transistors in a bridge con-
figuration) one half of the bridge being made up of a series connection of the 
power transistors and the other half of the bridge being the posi.tive and 
negative power supplies" The load is connected between the midpoint of t he 
power suppli.es and the power transistors in such a manner that the de current 
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be paralleled with those in the power output stage to increase the pC;.wer 
handling capababilities. A transformer was constructed to obtain the phase 
relationshi.p of the driving signal required by the output stage because of 
the use of all PNP transistors. This amplifier has operated at a 30 vatt 
level with what appears to be an adequate thermal margin. 
Consideration is being given to the possible operat ion of the transi s -· 
tors i.n a series configuration of two transistors to .replace one transistor 
to obtai.n a higher breakdown voltage. The problem of transients which may 
be passed back through the transformer and their effect on the ampli fier 
has been considered. Several methods of possible protection of the amplifier 
include the use of zener diodes) or surge suppressing selenium rect ifiers; to 
li.mi t the voltage of transients on the primary of the coupling transformer , 
' 
Protection of the amplifier in case of the loss of the low electron i c out-
put i.mpedance must be considered also since it is this impedance which is 
depended upon to keep the pov.rer frequency v\)l tage drop on the secondary of 
the coupling transformer vrithin the specified limits. Loss of the low 
ampli.fier output impedance could result in a high voltage being appli.ed to 
the amplifier. 
A possible method which may be used to protect against the steady state 
situation under these conditions is to short circuit the transformer wind-· 
ing on the amplifier side with a set of relay contacts when the amplifier 
power source is lost . The methods depend on the transient suppressors to 
protect the amplifier until the relay can operate. 
The audio susceptibility tester transformer is presently being con-
structed) procurement of materials for the present design having been com-
pleted. This design will yield a transformer with a maximum tur ns ratio of 
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10:1 and with low leakage reactance, the conductors being copper foil ancL +"'he 
winding configuration being bifiliar. 
C. Evaluation of EMCO rejection filter 
In performing emissions tests on transmi.tters it is often necessary to 
a t -l;:; enuate the fundamental to a llow measurements of adjacent signals which 
are much lower in amplitude. For this reason rejection filters are useful. 
in extending the dynamic range of the measurement syst em and avoiding damage 
t.o sensitive measuring instruments. At the beginning of this contract two 
principal so··T ces of rejection filter designs were available in the 14 kc 
t o 1 hl1c range" The Bureau of Standards developed a set of seventeen di f-
ferent filters to cover this frequency range. 4 Filters developed by the 
Electroc-Mechanic s Company_, Austin, Texas, cover this range wit h three filter 
units using plug-in-coils. One of these units was purchased and evaluated 
for possible use in the Accessory Set. 
The fol lowing are the published specifications: 
Model: MF 
Serial Number: 1105 
Tuning range: 100 to 4oo Me 
Number of bands: 3 
Characteristic impedance: 50 ohms 
Attenuation: 120 db or more at rejection frequency; 1+0 db or less 
at 10 per cent removed 




The insertion loss versus frequency characteristic for a tuned fre-
quency at the center of each coil range was obta.ined and the results are 
shown in Figure 10. Two important features are to be noted on these curves. 
One is that the maximum rejection obtainable by project personnel adjusting 
the filter was less than 100 db at best and only about 81 db at one point. 
A possible contributor to this less-than-specified rejection could be a 
broad skirt to the spectrum of the output of the signal generator. If this 
signal extends beyond the bandwidth of the rejection filter and feeds into 
the IF of the measuring instrument the rejection figure will be degraded. 
In the opinion of project personnel, the primary problem lies in the precise 
adjustment required on the potentiometer and capacitor controls of the filter. 
From 400 to 1000 Me the attenuation begins to rise and develop peaks 
as high as 20 db in the neighborhood of 700 Me. From the reoccurrence of 
these peaks with each coil they appear to be due to resonances in the body 
cavity of the filter enclosure. 
A pseudo-sweep system was constructed by mechanically coupling a slow 
speed synchronous motor to the capcitor control. The motor was equipped 
with start-stop and reversing switches. Curve tracing was accomplished by 
recording the output of an Empire Devices Noise and Field Intensity Meter, 
Model NF105, while the filter was swept across its region of maximum re-
jection. In this manner the mechanical backlash in the controls was 
graphically displayed. From these graphs and recorded dial readings, 
Figure 11, which demonstrates the backlash in the capacitor adjustment, 
was constructed. 
The chart recording shown in Figure 12 is a sample of the effects 
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Figure 12. Chart Recording Showing the Effects of Jarring the 
Filter and Adding Capacitance to the Body Cavity. 
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cavity. The tuning did not return to its original position after being jarred 
off. Region A shows the effect on the output caused by jarring the filter. 
Note that a change in the rejection of more than 20 db was caused by disturbing 
the filter in this manner. Region B shows the necessity for always maintain-
ing the coil holder on the filter because changes inside the cavity cause 
several decibels of variation in the rejection. The 25 db change in rejection 
was caused by the removal of the coil holder. 
In conclusion) it appears that this filter is not entirely satisfactory 
for this Design Plan because (l) extreme care is required to obtain rejection 
of 80 db or more; (2) mechanical backlash in the tuning controls render tuning 




Several i.tems of accessory equipment can be designated at present as 
fulfilling requirements for the final accessory set or that should be 
developed for use in the accessory set. A frequency measurement system 
meeting accuracy requirements suitable for most spurious response ident ifi, 
cati.on purposes and general frequency measurement requirements of MIL-I-11748 
is presently available. Such a system is described in He"\vlett- Packard. 
Application Note No. 2 and i.s sui table for measurement of f r equencies 
throughout the range of interest for the accessory set. Some work needs 
to be done to perfect simple operating procedures for this system. Another 
item of equipment which would provide a faster and more repeatable measure-
ment of a standard response at the output of a receiver JS the pulse and 
CW standard response indicator. This system would remove much of the labor 
of making measurements as well as improve their accuracy by removi,ng operato:r 
judgement from the measurement. Several other items of accessory equipment 
for vrhich the specifications can be outlined at present -r rere discussed o 
Films of gold and platinum alloys do not appear capable of withstand-
ing the desi.red operating temperatures. AdditionallyJ the resistance change 
over the temperature range is too great for the intended use, Further 
investigation into other materials and plating techniques will be required 
to lower the TCR and i.ncrease the temperature range of operation. 
A receiver input coupler was constructed which allows matching 300 to 
50 ohm systems by use of a minimum loss pad. 'Tests on this pad indicate 
that its characteristics are within the specifications imposed by the technical 
requirements. 
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A transistorized audio susceptibility amplifier has been operated at a 
30 watt level with good thermal characteristics. The problem of protection 
of this amplifier against transients was considered from several viewpoint s G 
An EMCO rejection ftl ter was evaluated o I t appears that this f],l ter 
i.s not entirely satisfactory for the purposes of the accessory set because 
of the tuning difficulties encountered to obtain a rejection of 80 db or more, 
mechanical backlash :in the tun:i ng mechanism, and. attenuation of the f i 1 ter near 
its rejecti.on frequency being too high o 
4o 
VI . PHOGRAM FOR l\TEXT I NTEHVAL 
During the next quarter work on the desi.gn plan will be continued so 
that it can be finalized. 
Work on the audi.o suscept:ib.ility tester will continue . 
Addi.ti.onal alloys and techniques of deposition of thi.n films will pro-
ceed as time permits. 
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The purpose of this project was to conduct a study leading to a Design Plan 
for accessory equipment to be used with radio interference measuring sets and 
signal generators. The accessory equipment includes the complementary devices 
necessary to determine radio frequency interference characteristics of U. S. Army 
electrical and electronic equipment in accordance with military specification 
MIL·-I-11 748. The frequency range of interest is 0.014 to 40,000 Me. It was also 
the purpose of the project to investigate two items of equipment. These were a 
receiver input coupler and an audio susceptibility tester. 
1 
II. ABSTRACT 
The results of a program to develop a Design Plan for accessory equipment 
to be used with radio interference measuring sets and signal generators is pre-
sented. The plan provides for establishing the various test setups required to 
make interference measurements in accordance with military specification 
MIL-I-11748. 
Emphasis is placed on Class I equipment but many of the measurements 
required for Class II and Class III equipment can also be made with little or 
no modifications. Tests required have been analyzed and the configurations of 
test equipment required for each of these tests is presented in block diagram 
form. 
From the individual test block diagrams, integrated block diagrams of 
accessory items are presented which show the configuration of switches and 
components necessary to provide for making the required measurements using a 
single system. 
Areas where further development will be required or where deficiencies 
in present accessory equipment exist are pointed out. 
The designs of two items of accessory equi~ment are summarized. These 
are a receiver input coupler and an audio susceptibility tester consisting of 
a coupling transformer and amplifier. 
2 
III, DESIGN PLAN 
A. Introduction 
This Design Plan is for the purpose of specifying the accessory equipment 
to be used with radio interference measuring sets and signal generators for 
determining radio frequency interference characteristics of U. S. Army electrical 
and electronic equipment in accordance with MIL-I-11748. This specification 
establishes the interference limits that equipment must meet to be acceptable. 
From the tests described in the document, considerable latitude is afforded in 
the details of test procedure. In the preparation of this Design Plan a previous 
Georgia Tech publication
1 
and MIL-STD-449B were used as the source of detailed 
test setups. These documents should be consulted for the testing procedures when 
using the setups described herein. 
MIL-I-11748 classifies electrical and electronic equipment into three 
classes as follows: 
"Class I. Equipment for generating, amplifying, trans-
mitting, receiving, or utilizing radio-frequency elec-
trical energy, within the frequency range covered by 
this specification, for purposes of communication in any 
form by wire or radio methods, or for test or maintenance 
of such communication equipment .... 
11 Class II. Equipment for generating, amplifying, con-
trolling or utilizing radio-frequency energy for purposes 
other than covered by Class I, and of which any of the 
fundamental or other output falls within the frequenc~ 
range covered by this specification .... 
"Class III. Equipment capable of unintentionally gen-
erating radio-frequency energy while utilizing mechanical 
or non-radio-frequency electric power in the performance 
of its intended function.n 
Class I equipments have been considered primarily in designing the test 
setups since these are of predominant interest. Classes II and III equipments 
can be tested with the accessory set with little or no modifications. 
3 
An analysis of MIL-I-11748 indicates that the required tests on Class I 
equipments can be conveniently classified as follows: 
(l) power line conducted emissions 
(2) power line and nonsignal line conducted susceptibility 
(3) nonsignal line audio susceptibility 
(4) antenna and signal line conducted susceptibility - receiver 
a. narrow band 
b. broad band 
( 5) antenna conducted emissions - transr11i tter 
a. stand-by 
b. operating 
(6) antenna conducted emissions - receiver 
(7) intermodulation 
(8) case and cable radiation 
a. narrow band 
b. broad band 
(9) radiated susceptibility 
a . CW only 
b. CW modulated 
(10) antenna radiated extraneous outputs, integral systems 
These ten tests are delineations from the two general categories of 
conducted and radiated tests as described in MIL-I-11748. This breakdown 
enables an analysis of the test to be made and the establishment of equipment 
requirements. 
B. Test setups 
The individual test setups are presented here for reference purposes 
when examining in detail the final equipment setup for all the tests. Only 
block diagrams are preoented. For detailed equipment requirements and test 
4 
procedures reference should be made to MIL-STD-449B and other test procedures. 1 
l. Power line conducted emissions 
Any large signal voltages that exist in a piece of equipment may couple 
into adjacent equipments through power lines (and other nonsignal lines) and 
cause interference. This test is designed to measure the frequencies and ampli-
tudes of all signals which emanate from the equipment under test and appear on 
these lines. 
Figures la and lb show the block diagrams of the equipment setups for per-
forming this test on receivers and transmitters, respectively. 
2. Power line and nonsignal line conducted susceptibility 
Signals capable of producing interference may be conducted into the 
equipment by the power lines or other nonsignal leads. Figures 2a and 2b are 
block diagrams of the equipment setups for measuring this form of susceptibility. 
3. Nonsignal line audio susceptibility 
The audio susceptibility test is a procedure wherein an audio signal 
voltage is inserted in series with a nonsignal line of a piece of equipment in 
order to determine whether or not these signals, so inserted, will degrade the 
performance of the equipment under test. Figure 3 shows the test setup for 
this test. The audio amplifier and isolation transformer are not readily 
available items at this time. Developmental work on these two items has been 
conducted under this contract and is summarized in the appendix and described 
2 
in the final report for this project. 
4. Antenna and signal line conducted susceptibility 
This test is applicable only to receivers and is essentially the 
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susceptibility test setup. 
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5o Antenna conducted emissions 
This test is for the purposes of detecting, identifying, and measuring 
any signal that appears at the antenna terminals of a receiver or transmitter. 
The transmitter portion of this test is normally called the Spurious and Harmonic 
Emissions Test. Figures 5a and 5b show the test setups for the receiver and 
transmitter portions of this test. 
6. Intermodulation 
Figures 6a and 6b give the block diagrams of the test setups necessary 
to conduct the intermodulation tests on receivers and transmitters. Any time 
that two or more signals can reach a common nonlinearity there is a possibility 
of product frequency generation occurring. Since two or more signals are nec-
essary to conduct this test there is always a problem of obtaining erroneous 
results due to intermodulation occurring in the generators when testing 
receivers, and in interference measuring sets when testing transmitters. This 
problem can be minimized by the proper use of isolators, hybrids, or filters. 
For high powered transmitters, coupling of interfering signals may have to be 
accomplished by use of the equipment antennas. 
7. Case and cable radiation 
The object of this test is to determine the frequency, source, and 
field strength of radiation from the equipment case and associated cables. 
Figure 7 gives the equipment arrangement for the performance of this test. 
8. Radiated susceptibility 
This test is to determine the susceptibility of equipment to radiated 
signals that penetrate the case or are picked up by the cables. The block 
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Figure 8 . Block diagram of radiated susceptibility test setup. 
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9. Antenna radiated extraneous outputs, integral systems 
Where it is not practical to detach the antenna from a system and 
operate into a dummy load, all tests must be performed on a radiated basis. The 
test setups are essentially no different than those presented in the two 
preceding tests. 
C. Accessory items 
l. Sampling networks 
The purpose of using a sampling device in testing is to obtain a 
sample of the transmitter output and to reduce the power level of the test 
signal to avoid having excessive power requirements on all test equipment. 
Directional couplers are the most practical sampling network for use in the 
accessory set. Their severest limitation is nonavailability below 250 Me. At 
lower frequencies, a high powered attenuator could perform the same function. 
General considerations3 of the maximum power requirements and of the 
estimated system sensitivity required result in 40 db of coupling being the 
nominal value that would be most useful. This value of coupling enables the 
use of components without excessive power ratings. The level of the smallest 
signal required to be measured by MIL-I-11748 is of sufficient magnitude to 
allow the addition of other required components for filtering, matching, or 
other purposes and still retain the required sensitivity. 
The power rating of the coupler should be commensurate with the main 
signal line. Waveguide directional couplers in the narrow wall configuration 
have the same power rating as the same size waveguide. Coaxial (5/8 inch) 
couplers are normally rated at l kw or less. 
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2. Attenuators 
Attenuators are useful in any measuring setup for extending the 
range of power measuring instruments. They may also be used to provide a 
reference impedance for insertion loss measurements and to reduce reflections 
occurring in a mismatched system. 
For the purposes of this Design Plan, l watt attenuators will probably 
be adequate since they will be used after the signal sampler. When used as 
a signal sampler as mentioned above the power rating will of course be 
greater, but this applies to only one unit. The typical VSWR specification 
is in the neighborhood of 1.5:1. More closely matched units are necessary to 
avoid exceeding the 1.3:1 specified for the test set. If the attenuator is 
to be used to correct mismatches, its residual VSWR must be low enough to 
permit correction to within the desired limits. 
3. Dummy loads 
Many of the tests of equipment require that they be properly termin-
ated in an appropriate load. As the operating frequency and output power 
level of transmitters increase, the problems of heat dissipation and matching 
become more severe than at the low frequencies. 
The selection of a dummy load is influenced by a number of factors. 
Although a specification of the Design Plan is 10 kw CW power handling 
capability, a termination of this capacity is not practical or necessary in 
most cases. The physical size alone would be incompatible with the rest of 
the accessory items. 
A review of the testing setups reveals that limitations of other accessory 
·t k t l l t . t· 4 A l kw l d h ld b l ems ma e ex reme y arge ermlna lOns unnecessary. oa s ou e 
adequate for the test set. At the higher waveguide bands, transitions could 
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be used to adapt the guide to a lower band load. The frequency characteristics 
of the load must be compatible with the frequency of the signal to be absorbed. 
4. Switches 
To facilitate rapid measurements, switches are necessary to minimize 
the time spent in connecting and disconnecting cables and test equipment. As 
many switches as were deemed practical were included in the test set design. 
Since there are so many switches, it is imperative that those models exhibiting 
the lowest VSWR and insertion loss be included in the set. To minimize sources 
of error, as much isolation as possible between ports is highly desirable. About 
60 db of isolation seems to be the highest practical value in present state-of-
the-art. 
5. Isolators 
Isolators would be useful to perform several functions, one of these 
being the reduction of undesired reflections at the input of a receiver without 
the penalty in power level reduction that occurs when using attenuators. 
Generally, in cases of excessive VSWR, an isolator may be used to attenuate 
the reflected wave. Isolators may be used effectively to minimize the generator 
intermodulation that is a problem in conducting the receiver intermodulation 
test. The proper placement of an isolator in each signal path attenuates the 
interfering signal and reduces the possibility of product frequency generation 
in the signal generators. Further evaluation of isolators relative to their 
nonlinear properties should be done before using them unreservedly. 
Wideband isolators are fairly low powered devices but this presents no 
problem since they would be used following the signal sampling network. Octave 
bandwidths are available from 250 Me. The isolation capabilities decrease at 
the lower frequencies. 
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6o Filters 
Although tunable low-pass and high-pass filters are desirable, 
improved performance of fixed frequency filters m~y be the deciding factor in 
the final selection. Trade literature indicates a marked improvement in skirt 
characteristics as well as extended out-of-band performance. The number of 
fixed filters is of course larger than the numberof variable filters to cover 
t he same range. The consideration of fewer pieces of equipment is offset by 
the generally slower cutoff characteristics of the variable filters. 
Band-pass and band-reject filters must be variable because of the imprac-
ticality of predetermining where in the testing range that the filters would be 
required. A desirable filter type from the standpoint of ease of tuning is 
the YIG filter. This type of filter is electronically tunable and currently 
available in both band-pass and band-reject configurations. 
Throughout the coaxial range low-pass and high-pass filters should be 
chosen with cutoff frequencies that will insure differentation between the 
fundamental and the second harmonic. If the cutoff frequency is chosen to 
be about 1.8 times the next lower cutoff frequency, sufficient overlap is 
provided. The skirt attenuation should rise rapidly enough to reach at least 
60 db within 10 per cent of the cutoff frequency. 
D. Accessory set 
1. Design 
Early in the study an analysis was made of MIL-I-11748 to determine 
the tests required and the parameters, with their magnitudes, that needed to 
be measured. On the basis of this analysis, test setups were diagrammed in 
block form and the equipment requirements enumerated. Next, classification and 
integration of the tests were performed to permit maximum utilization of 
equipment without duplication, and to require a minimum of operator time. Then 
investigation was made into the feasibility of an equipment configuration which 
"rould allow the equipment to be used in a mobile van test setup. 
IJ:'o achieve a feasible van-mounted facility, the test setups were divided 
into two parts. One part is the measurement portion which includes switches, 
measuring instruments, and signal sources. This portion of the setup is 
included. inside a shielded room in the van. For a static, laboratory-type 
setup, this part of the measurement system would be located insfde a conventional 
screen room. The other part of the test setup contains the signal sampling 
elements such as antennas and coupling devices plus terminationso A smaller, 
less critically shielded room provides space for the pickup devices as well as 
medium sized pieces of equipment that are to be tested. Antennas and dummy 
loads should be mounted exterior to the van. 
Figure 9 is a simplified flow diagram of the measurement portion of the 
test setups. These elements are located inside the shielded room of the van. 
Figure 10 is the first of several detailed block diagrams of the measure-
ment system. This figure gives the breakdown of the coaxial subsystem with 
connections to some of the measuremen,t instruments of the waveguide systems 
indicated. The range from 14 kc to 15.5 Gc is shown as being covered by two 
rad~o interference measuring sets (RIMS). * Commercial units are available from 
14- kc to 10 Gc with built-in radio frequency heads that may be selected with 
* Noise and Field Intensity Meter, Model NF-105-F, The Singer Company, Metrics 
Division, Bridgeport, Conn., and NM-62A, Stoddart Aircraft Radio Company, 6644 
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of the coaxial subsystem. 
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appropriate rf switches. At present, extension to 15.5 Gc is possible only 
with plug-in heads. To avoid a separate unit to cover X-band, the unit with 
the plug-in heads is considered in this design. 
The deviation meters are shown as b·ro units because commercial instru-
·:-.- -.•·.' 
ments provide measurement capability to l Gc while further development is 
required to provide coverage to 40 Gc. A summary of a possible approach is 
given in the appendix of this Design Plan. 
Spectrum analyzers are available to cover from 10 Me to 40 Gc without 
modification. Since most spectrum analyzers provide only a coaxial input to 
12 Gc, an additional switch may be required to accomodate the two inputs at 
X-band -~ one from the coaxial system and one from the waveguide system. 
A possible approach to the standard response indicator is summarized in 
the appendix. A distortion analyzer and a standard response indicator for 
+ pulsed systems may perform the required functions in the absence of the 
integrated llni t herein de scribed. 
Remote indicators are shown located in the test area for tuning purposes 
and for the power line tests. Some measuring instruments have facilities for 
remote i.ndi.cators while others may have to be modified to provide this capability. 
Figure ll is a block diagram of the signal generator complex and a portion 
of the frequency measurement system. The signal generators are shown having 
frequency ranges which are characteristic of instruments of this type in use 
)(-
Noise and Field Intensity Meter, Model NF-112, The Singer Company, Metrics 
Division, Bridgeport, Conn. 
** Model 1102 FM Deviation Meter System, Advanced Measurement Instruments, 
Inc., Somerville, Massachusetts, and Model TF-791D Carrier Deviation Meter, 
Marconi Instruments, Englewood, New Jersey. 
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at the present time. There can possibly be much more efficient coverage of the 
frequency range with different equipment combinations since signal generators 
are becoming available with wider frequency ranges than those shown. Low-pass 
filters are shown at the outputs of the signal generators for the purpose of 
attenuating the harmonics of the desired signal. It may not always be necessary 
to do this. Practically, the permanent location of filters here may be difficult 
as most generators cover more than an octave band of frequencies. This means 
that variable (tunable) filters would be required or that the fixed cutoff fre-
quency filters must be changed during operation. Facilfties for switching the 
filters in and out become complex--requiring a great number of switches. 
Therefore, although switched low-pass filters would be desirable at the generator 
outputs, the complexity involved may well defeat the purpose. 
The oscilloscope is useful for pulse system frequency measurements and as 
a general purpose indicator. An internal oscilloscope is provided in the 
transfer oscillator for CW frequency measurements. A recently released plug-in 
* head allows the oscilloscope to be used as an IF centered spectrum analyzer. 
This type unit could be used to observe spectrums below 10 Gc or at any other 
frequency desired when used in conjunction with the RIMS by observing the IF 
spectrum. 
Figure 12 gives a breakdown of the X-band waveguide subsystem. Although 
coaxial components are generally usable through X-band, the waveguide system 
was included for two reasons: (1) the preponderance of X-band waveguide equip-
ment now in common use, and (2) the high attenuation of coaxial line in this 
frequency range. The system is a hybrid one of waveguide and coaxial lines. 
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Coaxial cable lengths are to be kept short. All switches are waveguide com-
ponents. The variable attenuator is also a waveguide type as it exhibits better 
characteristics than coaxial attenuators above 10 Gc. 
Also shown in figure 12 is the switch combination that enables the 
selection of the different ranges when making frequency measurements. Switch 
no. ll selects the desired system to which the mixing signal is applied to beat 
with the signal to be measured. At the same time switch no. 10 selects the 
associated detected beat note. The harmonic generator, coupler, and detector 
are frequency compatible with their associated subsystems. 
Figure 13 gives the block diagram of the K -band (12.4 to 18 Gc) subsystems. 
u 
This system is entirely composed of waveguide components. The RIMS is shown as 
an integral unit of this system to keep signal paths as short as possible. 
Figures 14 and 15 are identical in -their format to figure 13. The only 
difference in the three systems is the different waveguide sizes. 
All of the measuring subsystems are identical in their functional approach. 
To describe the operation of the subsystems, the coaxial system (figures 9 and 
10) will be used as the example for convenience in designating switches. There 
are two radio frequency lines per subsystem into the shielded measuring room. 
One of these goes to an externally located antenna for radiated measurements. 
The other goes to the receiver or transmitter in the closed system tests. One 
of these rf lines is selected by switch no. l which is of SPDT configuration. 
From switch no. l the path goes to switch no. 2. This four port, three position 
switch is connected to switch no. 5, the deviation measuring system, and the 
spectrum analyzer. The path to the RIMS is from switch no. 2 to no. 5. Switch 
no. 5 is another four port, three position switch that allows an unknown signal 
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Figure 14. K-band subsystem. 
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Figure 15. Ka- band subsystem. 
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RIMS, the input line, or the frequency measuring system. Switch No. 7 (figure 11) 
selects the desired frequency range to be supplied to the rest of the measuring 
system. 
Switches no. 14, 18, 21, and 24 (figures 12, 13, 14, and 15) perform a 
similar function as switch no. 5. Switches of the four port, three position 
configuration are available in the waveguide bands. For clarity, figure 16 
shows the configuration of this switch. As can be seen by this drawing, any 
port can be connected to any of the other three. A coaxial version of this 
switch has not been found in the literature, but present construction techniques 
appear to be adequate to produce a coaxial model. 
Figure 16. Diagram of four port, three position switch. 
The signal generators covering the 7 to 15 Gc frequency range are the 
signal sources for the X-band subsystem. Switch no. 8 (figure 11) allows the 
7 to 11 Gc signal generator to feed into the coaxial or X-band waveguide 
subsystems. The 10 to 15.5 Gc signal generator would have a waveguide output 
connector. Switch no. 15 (figure 12) performs the function of selecting one 
of these signal generators. Figure 17 shows an alternate waveguide distri-
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26.5- 40 Gc 
the 8.2 to 40 Gc frequency range. This system adds little to the system 
shown in figures 9 through 15 as between-series adapters are available for 
going to the intermediate waveguide sizes; it does provide a fixed installation 
of these adapters in a switch selectable configuration if desired. 
The standard response indicator is attached through the video connector 
to the output of the receiver under test. Since the functions of this 
instrument will vary according to the receiver being tested, these are not 
permanent connections but are performed with interconnecting cables. This 
same video connector may be used to connect a modulation signal to a transmitter 
under test. 
The variable attenuators are for the purpose of preventing the overloading 
of the input of the spectrum analyzer. Rotary vane attenuators should be 
used here to obtain wide frequency characteristics in the waveguide bands. 
Figure 18 gives the block_diagrams of the equipment arrangement necessary 
to conduct the power line tests. Also, the sampling and coupling networks 
are shown for the receiver and transmitter. These items of equipment are 
located near the equipment being tested and are outside the shielded room. 
Line conducted interference and emissions tests are to be conducted to 
100 Me. At this frequency coaxial losses are negligible; therefore, signal 
path lengths are not critical. Switch no. 27 selects the particular power lead 
to be tested. The operation of switches no. 25 and 26 are illustrated by 
figure 19. 
For these tests, runs of RG-55/U to the signal source, frequency measur-
ing system, and RIMS will not introduce excessive error into the measurements. 
Since a large percentage of tests will be made on coaxial systems, and in 
order to reduce the number of connections to be made by the operator, a system 
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Figure 19. Operational diagram of switch no. 25 and switch no. 26. 
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of cascaded directional couplers as shown in figure 20 is suggested. This type 
of arrangement of directional couplers has been evaluated5 and found to cause 
very little disturbance to the operation of the transmission system. This set-
up allows measurements to be conducted from 14 kc to 12 Gc without interruption 
to change sampling devices. 
Switch no. 32 selects the proper frequency range to feed into the 
measuring system. Switches no. 28, 29 , 30, and 31 either terminate the signal 
sample or direct it to switch no. 32. The switch combination should be set up 
such that when switch no. 32 is at a particular port, the corresponding switch 
at the coupler should be at port 2. 
The tapped load is a high powered attenuator. At present a single high 
powered attenuator capable of covering this frequency range is not available. 
Further work needs to be done in the development of high powered attenuators 
that would provide a good termination in the frequency range from de to 12 Gc. 
It is also possible that frequency sensitive attenuators (having losses that 
i ncrease with frequency) could be inserted ahead of a low frequency load and 
accomplish the desired wide band termination. 
Figure 21 is a scaled floor plan of a possible truck-mounted test van. 
The overall length of the truck bed is only 23 feet. If required, this length 
could be extended without going to a trailer configuration. 
The layout of the equipment is based on equalization of losses among the 
systems. The higher frequency components are placed so that the signal paths 
are shortest. 
The plan is drawn on the basis of rack mounting the equipment in standard 
19-inch racks. Allowance is made for the rack itself. A survey of the items 
of equipment that would be included indicated that a depth of 24 inches is 
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Figure 21. Floor plan of van for interference test set. 
adequate. Cable channels are provided to furnish a convenient mounting channel 
for coaxial lines and waveguide runs to the equipment. This reduces the 
necessity of mounting signal lines down the face of instruments. Cable channels 
are to be provided in the ceiling for interconnecting wiring. 
Space is indicated in front of the van for locating air conditioning and 
heating facilities. Air ducts will be provided with wave-guide-below-cutoff 
vents to keep external interference from affecting the measurements. 
Terminations in the form of a water load and a dry load are placed exterior 
to the van enclosure on a floor extension. These terminations are placed in 
this position to facilitate heat removal. 
The pow2r lines must be filtered to eliminate another possibility of 
unwanted external interference. These filters are placed in the power line on 
the supply side before the line impedance stabilization networks. 
Figures 22, 23, and 24 are the equipment layouts in the van interior. 
The final equipment arrangement will be affected by the models chosen. The 
scaled layout drawing is on the basis of presently available typical units which 
meet the needs of the test setups. 
The operator's desk is centrally located in the van and close to the 
RIMS. It is also in a position where the operator can turn around and be 
near the spectrum analyzer, deviation meters, and frequency measuring system. 
Several of the switches were chosen to be electrically operated depending 
upon their frequency of use and accessibility. The switch control panel is 
located near the operator since he will have to use it often. 
Space for a number of storage drawers is available for storing such 
items as isolators, filters, attenuators, etc., which are not speci f ically 
included in the test setups but which are needed at various times. 
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Figure 24. Layout of equipment racks in the rear of van interior. 
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2. Operation 
In section B the individual test setups were presented in block 
diagram form. Part 1 of this section combined all of these individual setups 
into an integrated system which allowed practically all of the tests to be per-
formed with the various equipment arrangements accomplished with switches. 
This section is included to demonstrate the use of the integrated system in 
performing the individual tests. 
Figure 25 shows the setup of the power line conducted emissions test 
(see figure la) as it would be performed with the test set. For this particu-
lar test, there appears to be several unnecessary switches in the signal path. 
These switches are required for other tests as will be evident later in the 
discussion. Switch no. 1 is shown located inside the measurements room. 
Consideration should be given to placing this switch in the testing room, 
which would require one less rf cable feed through the dividing wall. The 
receiver input coupler may be an isolator, attenuator, or impedance matching 
device, such as a minimum-loss pad, depending on the function it is expected 
to perform. Accessibility to systems of other than 50 ohms impedance level 
could be obtained by the use of the proper minimum-loss pad in this position. 
For the power line tests, only one line stabilization network (LSN) is 
shown in the block diagrams. Certain situations require two or more--one in 
each power lead (see figure 18). Between the actual power source and the 
equipment under test there should be line filters to minimize outside inter-
ference that may be present on the power leads. In tests where LSN's are 
used the power line filters should be between the power 90urce and the LSN. 
In figure 25 the signal appearing at the LSN is routed to the RIMS and 
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impractical to attempt to provide permanent cable paths for every conceivable 
testing situation. For those cases that arise infrequently, auxiliary cables 
should be used. Also certain cable interconnections will have to be performed 
by operating personnel. Largely these interconnections have been restricted 
to the low frequency (<100 Me) cases where small mismatches are not so 
detrimental. 
In this and in the following diagrams, signal paths through the switches 
have been designated with a numbering system. The common (or pole) terminal on 
the switches is designated with a 11 P 11 • The nwnbers on the switch blocks show 
the proper signal paths for the particular test under consideration. Switch 
no. 7 is a multiple position switch that selects the appropriate signal generator 
for the frequency desired. No signal path is indicated for this switch as any 
signal generator may be used. 
Figure 26 shows the equipment arrangement which will perform the power 
line conducted emissions test on transmitters. The output monitor indicated 
in figure lb is shown as the deviation meter. Either the deviation meter, 
spectrwn analyzer, or RIMS may be used as an output monitor depending upon 
the information desired. 
Switch no. 6 selects the appropriate deviation meter for the frequency 
of the signal under observation. 
The audio signal generator is supplied through the video jack to the 
audio or video input to the transmitter ·modulator, as some test procedures 
specify that the rf signal be modulated a prescribed amount during the test. 
The signal appearing at the signal jack of the LSN is routed to the RIMS as 
discussed for receivers. 





















Figure 26. Test set arrangement of e~uipment for transmitter line 
conducted emissions test. 
TO 
POWER SOURCE 
frequency signal that may be present when trying to measure other smaller 
signals. A device that may be useful and should be examined further is a 
ferrite limiter. These devices are frequency selective in their limiting. 
This means that if two signals of different amplitudes but close in frequency 
are applied to the limiter, only the one which exceeds the limiting threshold 
will be attenuated. 
The power line and nonsignal line conducted susceptibility test for 
receivers (figure 2a) is shown in figure 27. The standard response indicator 
reveals when a predetermined response is present in the receiver. This means 
that the operator can scan the required frequency range with the signal 
generators and not have to continually observe the receiver for responses. 
Switch no. 5 serves an added function in this diagram, that of routing 
the test signal to the LSN. It also allows the test signal to be routed to 
the frequency measuring system to determine its exact frequency to at least 
6 
1:10 accuracy (see figure 16). 
Figure 28 is the system arrangement necessary to perform the power 
line and nonsignal line conducted susceptibility test on transmitters. Since 
the signal to be applied to the LSN is below 100 Me, an auxiliary cable would 
be used to connect the appropriate signal generator to the LSN. 
The output monitor for this test is shown as a spectrum analyzer. If 
desired, a deviation meter could be used as shown in figure 26 or a RIMS as 
shown in figure 30. 
The audio susceptibility setup of figure 3 is not shown in this series 
as it is not necessary to attempt to connect it into the system. The audio 
amplifier and isolation transformer are specialized items of equipment and 
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Figure 28. Test set arrangement of equipment for line conducted 
susceptibility test of transmitters. 
present no problem requiring switches. The setup should be performed in the 
test room as needed. Detection of a standard response at the receiver or 
transmitter output would be accomplished as indicated in figures 27 and 28. 
Figure 29 shows the antenna and signal line conducted susceptibility test 
(figure 4) as it would be done with the test set. The operation of the fre-
quency measuring system and standard response indicators are as explained 
earlier. The conducted susceptibility test in the waveguide regions can be 
made by adapting from the waveguide system to the receiver where adapters 
exist. These are not presently available above 18 Gc. A need exists in this 
test to develop some system which provides a solution to the multimode problem 
which can be used in the field. 
The receiver antenna conducted emissions test (figure 5a) is shown in 
figure 30. In this test the full potential of the four port, three position 
switch, no. 5, is utilized. The signal appearing at the antenna terminals of 
the receiver is detected by the RIMS. This signal path is completed by 
connecting ports l and 2 together. To measure the amplitude of the emissions, 
the signal generator is applied to the RIMS by ports 2 and 3. Next the fre-
quency of the emission is determined by measuring the frequency of the signal 
generator output by connecting port 3 to port 4, which goes to the frequency 
measuring system. 
The spurious and harmonic emissions test of a transmitter (figure 5b) is 
shown in figure 31. The pad or attenuator is illustrated in case additional 
attenuation is desired following the coupler. The actual measurement setup 
is identical to that for receivers as shown in figure 30. For spurious 
emissions in the waveguide bands, coupling to the coaxial systems by the use of 




























Figure 29. Equipment arrangement for antenna conducted susceptibility 
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Figure 31. Equipment arrangement for the transmitter antenna conducted 
emissions test. 
the coaxial system, or into the waveguide systems at the higher frequencies, 
presents a standard way of performing the test but does not assure accurate 
results because of the multimode problem. Further work needs to be done in 
this area. 
The receiver intermodulation test setup (figure 6a) is as shown in 
figure 32. Isolators are indicated in each of the signal paths to minimize 
intermodulation that may occur in the signal generators themseleves. Various 
filters or hybrids may also be used for this purpose. Where they may be used, 
isolators are broadband and are more useful from this standpoint. 
The additional signal generator will generally be of the same frequency 
range as the one already a component of the test set. This one test, which 
requires two signal generators at the same frequency, does not justify pro-
viding two signal generator complexes because of economics and space limitations 
in the van. When the receiver intermodulation test is performed, another signal 
generator that is compatible with the receiver being tested must be obtained 
elsewhere. 
Figure 33 shows the intermodulation test setup for transmitters (figure 
6b)o The features of this equipment arrangement have been discussed previously. 
If the power outputs of the transmitters are too high to be handled by the 
reverse coupling arm of the couplers, coupling with antennas must be doneo The 
coupler that is shown coupling the two transmitters together would be removed. 
The loads would be replaced with antennas and coupling would be accomplished 
by appropriate spacing and/or orientation of the antennas. 
The case and cable radiation test setup (figure 7) is not detailedo However, 
the equipment arrangement is essentially the same as shown in figure 30, the 
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which is port number 2. 
The radiated susceptibility test (figure 8) is conducted with the arrange-
ment shown in figure 29 except that again switch no. l connects to the antenna 
port. Provision must be made to observe any disturbances that occur in the receiver 
or transmitter outputs either by observing the video output or providing an auxiliarJ 
cable to the spectrum analyzer or deviation meter. 
3. Human factors considerations 
In so far as practical, the accessory set should be designed with 
certain human factors being considered which will enable the operator to per-
form at maximum efficiency. The equipment arrangement inside the van is 
based on the joint consideration of minimizing the signal path attenuation and 
providing for as convenient an operation as possible. Since it is expected 
that the RIMS's will be the most used items, they are placed near the operator's 
desk. The height of the meters on the equipment in their indicated locations 
may not be optimum but weight considerations and the related problem of 
accessibility enter into the mounting of the larger pieces of equipment above 
floor level. The other primary measuring instruments such as deviation meter, 
spectrum analyzer, and frequency measuring instruments are placed directly in 
front of the operator's desk area. 
The desk height is shown as approximately 40 inches, which is a practical 
compromise for both sitting and standing. This allows the operator to move 
around and return to a sitting position at the desk with ease. 
As indicated in several of the figures, remote indicators are located 
in the test room. These are not only for the convenience of the operator to 
save him unnecessary steps, but also as a practical necessity for detecting 
responses and tuning in a particular signal. A swivel mounted, large scale 
meter should be centrally located inside the measurements room to allow the 
operator to observe the operation of the measuring equipment from any point in 
the room. 
The ambient noise level inside the van is not expected to be severe. 
Insulation for the purpose of heat flow retardation will aid in reducing the 
noise level from external sources. The major source of noise in the accessory 
items is that due to cooling fans which should not be excessive. 
Temperature control presents a larger and more difficult problem. The 
power consumed by the test equipment may exceed 5 kw, most of which will be 
dissipated as heat into the van enclosure. This means that substantial cooling 
must be provided by the air conditioning system. The cooling system--its size 
and distribution--must be integrally planned from early stages of construction. 
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IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
A Design Plan for a Radio Frequency Compatibility (RFC) accessory set has 
been prepared, and specifications for various accessory items have been stated. 
In some areas refinements of existing equipment will be needed or new equipment 
will have to be developed to fill the needs of the accessory set. Some areas 
requiring refinement are the VSWR specifications of broadband attenuators or 
dummy loads, if the VSWR requirements of the Design Plan are to be met, and 
sampling device characteristics. Areas of equipment development include the 
microwave deviation detector, the standard response indicator, and broadband 
high power loads. Some work has been done on this project with thin film 
materials for high power dummy loads. Thin film resistive elements consisting 
of alloys having a small temperature coefficient of resistance have been 
investigated. These thin film loads would be useful because of their high 
power capabilities and extended frequency range resulting from their small 
size. Multimode problems which affect measurements in waveguide systems out 
of the dominant mode frequency range, and coaxial systems in the higher fre-
quency ranges, are at present not solved in that no system provides the 
capability of making these measurements in a simplified manner useful for an 
operational measurement system. 
No attempt has been made to specify the detailed characteristics of the 
accessory set when it is assembled in the final equipment configuration. 
Characteristics such as VSWR, and attenuation losses in the various trans-
mission systems should be measured and corrective measures taken to pre~ent 
unreasonable specifications being applied to accessory components individually. 
A discussion of the VSWR problem from worst case consideration has been 
presented in Quarterly Report No. 2. 
The configuration of the system is such that once its characteristics are 
measured and their value known, they should remain within tolerance for long 
periods of time requiring only periodic checking. The accessory set should 
reduce the variation of measurement data caused by changes in the configuration 
of the measurement system. Changes in the measurement system configuration pre-
sent a problem when the various accessory components are assembled in a typical 
test setup each time a measurement is to be made. 
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A. Additional accessory items 
l. Frequency measuring system 
MIL-I-11[48 does not require an extremely precise determination of 
frequency; however, in the interest of providing a test set that will be of 
maximum usefulness it is desirable to supply frequency measuring capabilities 
that will meet the requirements of MIL-STD-449B as far as possible. MIL-STD-449B 
requires the determination of frequency to an accuracy of one part in 10
6. 
Using a transfer oscillator, accuracies of this degree can be obtained 
to 12 Gc. In the waveguide bands above 12 Gc, frequency meters are generally 
accurate to one part in 103. Hewlett-Packard, in one of their application 
notes,
6 
describes a frequency measuring system that provides much better 
accuracy in the waveguide bands and is useful from de to 40 Gc. This system 
uses a standard transfer oscillator to produce harmonics to 12.4 Gc which 
affords direct measurement to this frequency. An auxiliary output from the 
-
transfer oscillator is amplified and subsequently applied to other mixers to 
produce harmonics from 12.4 to 40 Gc. A beat signal between one of the generated 
harmonics and the signal to be measured is used to adjust the frequency of the 
transfer oscillator to a subharmonic of the unknown signal. The frequency of 
the transfer oscillator signal is measured which consequently establishes the 
frequency of the unknown signal. A minor problem exists in the use of the 
system in that the determination of the harmonic number of the signal supplying 
the beat note may be difficult for inexperienced personnel. 
2. Receiver input coupler 
It is desirable that a receiver be properly terminated when making 
measurements of its interference properties or when utilizing it to perform 
60 
measurements. To reduce the mismatch to less than 1.3:1 requires either stub 
tuners, an attenuator, or an isolator. Stub tuners are frequency sensitive and 
thus are eliminated on this basis. 
A 10 db pad will reduce an infinite VSWR to less than 1.3:1. Since infinite 
VSWR's would not normally be encountered in a test situation, less attenuation 
could be used and thus reduce this unnecessary power loss. An attenuator for 
matching purposes should have a low residual VSWR. Units are commercially 
* available that exhibit a VSWR of 1.05:1. 
An isolator with at least 20 db of isolation makes an excellent matching 
device with low insertion loss. They are not readily available below 500 Me. 
At the lower frequencies (less than 20 Me) many systems are 300 ohm 
balanced systems. Three hundred ohm attenuators are not readily available, and 
in addition, most test equipment is designed for 50 ohm impedances. 
An investigation of the requirements for a coupler to feed into a 300 ohm 
receiver from a 50 ohm system (or vice versa) led to the construction of a 
minimum-loss resistive pad. Because the receiver input coupler must operate 
from 14 kc to 400 Me, the possibility of using reactive devices such as 
transformers is remote. The simplest approach is to use a resistive network 
that has uniform impedance characteristics throughout the frequency range of 
interest. 
Precision resistors were placed in a specially constructed holder to 
achieve a flat response to 400 Me. Experimental investigations revealed that 
the 274 ohm resistor in series with the 300 ohm line must be placed exterior 
to the metal body to flatten the insertion loss characteristic. This was 
accomplished by placing the resistor inside a plexiglas sleeve support that 
provides adequate mechanical rigidity to the 300 ohm terminals. 
* Model 372C precision attenuator, Hewlett-Packard co·., Palo Alto, California. 
A drawing of the final model is shown in figure 34. The insertion loss 
and input impedance variations with frequency are shown in figure 35. Input 
impedance measurements at the 50 ohm terminal at 400 Me indicated a VSWR of 
l.ll~l with the 300 ohm terminals open and 1.07:1 with the 300 ohm terminals 
shorted. 
3. Standard response indicator 
In order to perform the majority of the receiver spectrum signa-
ture measurements described in MIL-I-11748 and MIL-STD-449B, it is necessary 
that a monitoring device or standard response indicator be connected to the 
output video or audio terminals of a unit under test to determine the presence 
or absence of a desired signal-to-noise ratio under various interference 
conditions. A distortion analyzer may be used to determine the signal-to-noise 
ratio on CW systems. The utilization of this instrument is time consuming 
and requires a great deal of operational adjustments on the part of the user. 
A standard response indicator for pulse systems is described in the 
literature. 7 The basic features of both of these methods may be combined 
in a single instrument. 
It may be desirable to provide a Go/NoGo output signal in addition to the 
front panel meter reading. This feature would be necessary for radiated 
receiver measurements and, in some cases, for conducted measurements where the 
operator is required to be located at a point remote from the receiver-under-
test. Providing two separate channels and an AGC loop in the CW portion of 
the circuitry makes it poss:Lble to obtain a continuous, direct reading of 
S+N/N ratio without the inconvenience of switching from "notch inl! to ''notch 
out 11 positions, adjusti.ng the input level, and determining the difference 
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details, reference should be made to a previous report4 prepared under this 
contract. 
This instrument provides a means of measuring the prescribed standard 
response in terms of a signal-to-noise ratio for pulse, AM, and FM systems. 
Addition of a synchronized signal forturning on and off the signal generator 
by use of a diode switch could provide the capability of making standard 
response measurements on an FM system using the quieting criterion. 
4. Microwave frequency deviation meter 
Frequency modulation monitors are available for monitoring trans-
mitter outputs up through the vhf regions, but at microwave frequencies, this 
type modulation monitor is not readily available. These monitors are required 
because many of the tests required by MIL-I-11748 specify that · the output 
of a transmitter be monitored to detect any disturbances in its operation 
due to interfering signals. In addition, other tests require that the output 
of a transmitter be deviated a specified amount and be monitored. 
Above the frequency region where modulation monitors are available, 
the ''zero count rr technique using a spectrum analyzer is normally employed. 
This method is inaccurate because of the resolution capabilities of most 
spectrum analyzers, and it is time consuming in that new computations must 
be made for each value of modulation produced or required, and for each 
different modulating frequency. 
In an effort to improve the technique of measurement of frequency 
deviation and improve the accuracy of frequency deviation detection, a system 
that will perform this measurement quickly and accurately is outlined. The 
system uses the principle of frequency-compression demodulation which 
8 
Ruthroff and Bodtmann applied in the vhf range. 
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is designed with RFI testing in mind and assumes that signal generators near 
the frequency of the transmitter are available for use. 
The oscillator is designed to operate at a convenient frequency. The 
difference frequency between the first mixer output and the oscillator output 
signal produces the intermediate frequency in the second mixer. The output of 
the discriminator is amplified by the low-pass amplifier and changes the 
oscillator frequency to produce a minimum output at the discriminator. The 
meter reading is proportional to the rectified output of the low-pass amplifier. 
The amplitude of this signal is proportional to the deviation of the transmitter 
output signal. The bandwidths required by the intermediate frequency and 
low-pass amplifiers are determined by the modulating frequency of the transmitter. 
5o Audio susceptibility tester 
A design has been prepared on the contract for an audio suscepti-
bility tester, which consists of a coupling transformer and an audio amplifier. 
This susceptibility tester is to provide 3 volts rms open circuit voltage for 
series injection into the power line of the equipment being tested, with 
harmonic distortion less than 5 per cent and is to have an output impedance of 
less than 0.3 ohm. Design goals were set at 50 amperes of line current as a 
maximum value from de to 400 cps with no more than 5 per cent of the supply 
voltage drop across the susceptibility tester transformer winding coupling 
into the power line of the equipment under test. 
The design approach followed was to construct an amplifier having a low 
output impedance and to transform this low output impedance into the trans-
former winding in series with the equipment under test by use of a step-down 
transformer. 
The susceptibility amplifier and transformer designs are interdependent. 
It was decided to construct a transistorized audio amplifier having a low 
output impedance. A susceptibility transformer with a turns ratio of 8~1 was 
selected as a compromise taking into account such factors as maximum back 
voltage on the power transistors, impedance present in the power line at the 
coupling transformer secondary, and power signal current feedback into the 
amplifier. 
A schematic of the audio susceptibility amplifier is shown in figure 37. 
The power output stage uses the power transistors in a conventional bridge 
configuration: one half of which consists of power transistorsj the other 
half consisting of the positive and negative power supplies. Feedback is 
used to obtain a low output impedance. Fairly elaborate protection devices 
are included in the amplifier to protect against overcurrent in the power 
transistors and overvoltage across these transistors. A more detailed dis-
2 
cussion of the amplifier and transformer is presented in the final report 
on this contract. 
The susceptibility transformer uses bifilar winding techniques. The 
turns ratio of this transformer is 8:1, the de resistance of the secondary 
winding is 0.0058 ohm, the leakage inductance referred to the secondary is 
approximately 0.15 ~h, and the primary open circuit inductance is 130 mh. 
A diagram of the construction details of this transformer is shown in figure 38. 
The frequency response and harmonic distortion characteristics of the 
amplifier are shown in figure 39. These tests were made with the amplifier 
loaded in a 0.5 ohm resistor on the secondary of the coupling transformer 
and include the response of the coupling transformer. The output voltage for 
these tests was the required 3 volts rms at the transformer secondary. Output 
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2. RELAYS K.2 AND K·3 MAGNECRAFT RELAY, SPST ~D. CAT. HO. Wl02PCXJ 
1 RELAYK·l, SPST ~.COIL 1\SV, CONTACTS 15AMPS. 
4. ALL CAPACITORS IH ,..f AND ALL RESISTORS IN OHMS UNLESS OTHERWISE 
SPECIFIED. ALL RESISTORS 1/2 WATT U~LESS NOTED 
Figure 37. Schematic diagram of audio susceptibility tester amplifier. 
--J 
0 
1 LAYER OF 0.003 
x 4.5 IN. TEFLON 
STRIP. 
WINDING DATA: 
SECONDARY: 20 TURNS OF 2 PARALLEL STRIPS 
OF 0.005 x 4 IN. COPPER STRIP. 
PRIMARY: 160 TURNS OF 0.020 x 0.375 IN. COPPER 
STRIP COVERED WITH 0.005 IN. ELECTRICAL 
PAPER TAPE WOUND BIFILAR WITH SECONDARY 
AS SHOWN. INDIVIDUAL WINDINGS CONNECTED 
IN SERIES. 
8 STRIPS OF 0.020 
x 0.375 IN. COPPER 
STRIP. 
2 STRIPS OF 0.005 
x 4 IN. COPPER 
STRIP. 4 LAYERS OF 0.003 
x 4.5 IN. TEFLON 
STRIP. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~CORETUBE-2 
CORE MATERIAL 
2 ARNOLD ENGINEERING 
AH-1112 4 MIL CORES 
SIDE BY SIDE. 
NOTE: ONE TURN OF BIFLAR WINDING SHOWN TO 
ILLUSTRATE WINDING METHOD. 
0.025 IN. AIR GAP AT EACH 
CORE INTERFACE- TOTAL 
ELECTRICAL AIR GAP 0.050 
IN. 
Figure 38. Winding configuration of coupling transformer. 
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VOLT AGE AT SECONDARY OF COUPLING 
TRANSFORMER 3 VOLTS RMS. 
SECONDARY OF COUPLING TRANSFORMER 
LOADED BY 0.5 OHM RESISTOR 
• • • • • • • • • • . 
50 100 500 1000 5000 10,000 
FREQUENCY -cps 
Figure 39. Frequency response and harmonic distortion of susceptibility 
coupling transformer and amplifier. 
50,000 100,000 
impedance of the audio susceptibility tester is shown in figure 40 at the 
output terminals of the coupling transformer. This test was performed with 
a current of 0.43 ampere rms into the secondarY of the transformer. 
Tests have been performed on the susceptibility tester with line currents 
of 35 amperes of 60 cps power current in the coupling transformer secondary and 
50 amperes de. During these tests the audio susceptibility testing voltage 
at the secondary of the coupling transformer was 3 volts rms and the audio 
power supplied was approximately 18 watts. Operation of the amplifier at 
ac line currents higher than 20 amperes requires the use of forced air cooling 



























10 50 100 500 1000 
TEST CURRENT IN SECONDARY OF COUPLING 
TRANSFORMER 0.43 AMPERE RMS 
SUSCEPTIBILITY AMPLIFIER ON WITH NO 
AUDIO SIGNAL PRESENT 
I I I I I 
5000 10,000 
FREQUENCY - cps 
Figure 40o Output impedance of audio susceptibility tester at output 
terminals of coupling transformer. 
I I I I I 
50,000 100,000 
B. Switch list 
Following is a list of switches in the accessory set by number as they appear 
in the accessory set. Switches with as much isolation as possible are desirable--
about 60 db seems to be state-of-the-art at present. 
Switch no. Connections Type Operational Mode 
SW-1 Coaxial SPDT Manual 
SW-2 Coaxial Four port, Electrical 
three position 
SW-3 Coaxial SPDT Manual 
SW-3A Coaxial SPDT Manual 
sw-4 Coaxial SP5T Manual 
SW-5 Coaxial Four port, Electrical 
three position 
sw-6 Coaxial SPDT Manual 
SW-7 Coaxial SP8T Electrical 
sw-8 Coaxial SPDT Manual 
SW-9 Coaxial SPDT Manual 
SW-10 Coaxial SP4T Electrical 
SW-11 Coaxial SP4T Electrical 
SW-12 WR-90 SPDT Manual 
SW-13 WR-90 SP3T Electrical 
SW-14. WR-90 Four port, Electrical 
three position 
SW-15 WR-90 SPDT Manual 
SW-16 WR-62 SPDT Manual 
SW-17 WR-62 SP3T Electrical 
SW-18 WR-62 Four port, Electrical 
three position 
SW-19 WR-42 SPDT Manual 
SW-20 WR-42 SP3T Electrical 
SW-21 WR-42 Four· port, Electrical 
three position 
SW-22 WR-28 SPDT Manual 
SW-23 WR-28 SP3T Electrical 
SW-24 WR-28 Four port, Electrical 
three position 
SW-25 Coaxial DPDT Manual 
SW-26 Coaxial DPDT Manual 
SW-27 Coaxial SPDT Manual 
SW-28 Coaxial SPDT Electrical 
SW-29 Coaxial SPDT Electrical 
SW-30 Coaxial SPDT Electrical 
SW-31 Coaxial SP4T Electrical 
SW-32 Coaxial SP4T Electrical 
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C o Specifications of accessory items 
The following specifications are considered necessary for adequate, though 
not necessarily optimum, accessory items. They are not always available in 
present state-of-the-art. 
1. Waveguide hardware 
Element 
90° bends, E & H 
45° bends, E & H 
Twists 
Transistions 








2. Directional couplers 
a. Coaxial 
Bandwidth: Octave 
Power rating: 1000 watts 
Coupling: 40 db 
Directivity: 30 db (nominal) 
Main line VSWR: 1.3:1 
Secondard line VSWR: 1.3:1 
Insertion loss: 0.5 db 
b. Waveguide 
Bandwidth: Standard waveguide band 
Power rating: Rating of waveguide 
Coupling: 40 db ± 3 db 
Type: Narrow wall 
Directivity: 20 db 
Main line VSWR: 1.1:1 
Secondary line VSWR: 1.3:1 
Insertion loss: 0.2 db 
3. Isolators 
a. Coaxial 
Bandwidth: Octave (minimum) 
Insertion loss: l db 
VSWR: 1.25:1 
Power (avg.): 10 watts 
Isolation: 10 db 
b. Waveguide 
Bandwidth: Standard waveguide band 
Insertion loss: l db 
VSWR: 1.15:1 
Power (avg.): 10 watts 
Isolation~ 20 db (minimum) 
4. Attenuators 
a. Coaxial 
Frequency range: 0 to ll Gc 
VSWR: 1.2:1 
Attenuation: 3, 6, and 10 db± 0.5 db 
Power (avg.): l watt 
Impedance: 50 Q 
b. Waveguide 
Frequency range: Standard waveguide band 
VSWR: 1.15:1 (Hewlett-Packard produces a precision attenuator 
in different values with a VSWR of 1.05) 
Power (avg.): l watt 
5. Dummy loads 
Type: Unspecified 
Frequency range: As wide as the state-of-the-art permits 
VSWR: 1.1:1 
Power~ 1000 watts 
6. Switches 
a. Coaxial 
Frequency range~ 0 to ll Gc 
Power rating: 10 watts 
Isolation: 60 db 
Insertion loss: 0.3 db 
VSWR: 1.3:1 
Characteristic impedance: 50 Q 
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b. Waveguide 
7 o Filters 
Frequency range~ Standard waveguide band 
Power rating: 10 watts 
Isolation: 60 db 
Insertion loss: 0.2 db 
VSWR~ 1.1~1 
ao Low-pass 
Passband attenuation: 1 db (maximum) 
Stopband attenuation: 60 db 
Skirt attenuation: 60 db within 10% of f 
6 f c Range of stopband: 
Spurious responses: Noge within stopband 
Power rating: 2 watts 
VSWR: 1.2:1 (see note) 
b" High-pass 
All specifications identical to those for low-pass filters 




Range: Octave or standard waveguide band 
Bandwidth~ 1% of the tuned frequency 
Out-of-band attenuation: 60 db within l % of f 
Spurious responses: 60 db down to 3.5 times thg tuned 
frequency 
Power rating: 2 watts 
VSWR: 1.2:1 (see note) 
d. Band-reject 
Type: Tunable 
Range~ Octave or standard waveguide band 
Bandwidth: 1% of the tuned frequency 
Skirt attenuation: Maximum of 6 db 1% from f 
c Power rating: 2 watts 
VSWR: 1.2:1 (see note) 
N011E ~ Most filter specifications give the passband or tuned frequency character-
istic impedance or maximum VSWR. For testing purposes it is desirable to know the 
out-·of-band impedance or mismatch. A constant impedance filter would provide the 
most reliability in that its effect on out-of-band signals would be of a more 
predictable nature. 
D. Multimode sampling techniques 
In attempting to measure signals other than the fundamental in a waveguide, 
one encounters the problem of energy propagating in more than one mode. The 
problem occurs to a lesser degree in coaxial systems. Most interference measure-
ment techniques have more or less ignored the problem of power being in other 
than the fundamental mode. 
At the fundamental frequency of a transmitter, the output stages are 
generally designed to launch a specific mode in the transmission system. This 
mode is usually the dominant TE
10 
mode in rectangular guides, the TE
01 
mode in 
circular guides, and the TEM mode in coaxial systems. Above some frequencies, 
energy can propagate in various modes. The nurrilier of modes depends upon the 
size of the guide and the frequency of the signal. 
The primary obstacle in attempting to measure the power in a multimode 
signal lies in the field sampling device or technique. Most sample probes 
and sampling devices are sensitive to one mode primarily. This means that a 
single fixed probe may not respond accurately to the power that is contained 
in more than one mode. 
A number of techniques have been developed for sampling a multimode field 
and determining the power contained herein. Edson9 has made a comparative 
analysis of these methods. The most promising technique from the point of 
10 view of the Design Plan was developed at Airborne Instruments Laboratory. 
The method is reported to be accurate to ± l db or better. High-power break-
down does not present a problem and no computer services are necessary for 
reduction of data. A test run of a particular frequency can be completed 
in minutes. 
For more details the reader is referred to reference 10. This technique 
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seems to be the most desirable for a piece of versatile test equipment. The 
accuracy is adequate and the time requirement is not excessive. The receiver 
used in the equipment setup is a RIMS and would be available for use. The 
greatest objection is that the signal line components become cumbersome and 
require a lot of space at the larger waveguide sizes. 
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E. Attenuation and mismatch considerations 
l. Attenuation calculations 
Sample calculations were made of some repr~sentative signal paths to 
determine if excessive losses were present and to determine the degree of 
equalization of losses between systems. 
Average values of attenuation in db per 100 feet were used in computation 
of the losses. Table I gives the manufacturers' data on currently available 
low-loss coaxial transmission lines. Table II is a listing of the values of 
theoretical attenuation for waveguide sizes from X-band through K -band. 
a 
The values of attenuation are computed by estimating path lengths and then 
multiplying by the per unit attenuation. The attenuation due to the various 
accessory items such as switches and the like were obtained from the maximum 
specified values by manufacturers. Where this information was not available, 
the attenuation was estimated. Using this procedure, attenuation calculations 
were made for a coaxial system at 10 Gc and at the low ends (highest attenuation) 
of X- and. K - bands. 
a 
The calculations for X-band are shown in table III to illustrate the 
procedure. Path losses are computed on the basis of 5.5 db/190 feet which is 
the highest theoretical attenuation over the frequency range of X-band. 
A summary of selected path losses is presented in table IV for the 
coaxial, X-band, and K -band systems. 
a 
The maximum VSWR at the input port is not to exceed 1.2~1. This specifi-
cation is going to be difficult to realize because two components with a VSWR 
of l.l ~ l (a fairly precise unit) can have a maximum VSWR of 1.21:1. Three or 
more units will have a much higher probability of exceeding the specification at 
~east at one point over a practical operating band. Attenuators or isolators 
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TABLE I 
DATA ON LOW-LOSS COAXIAL TRANSMISSION LINE AT A FREQUENCY OF 10 kMc 
Avg. power Nominal 
Name Manufacturer Cutoff frequency rating Attenuation Size 
(watts) (db/100 ft) 
Heliax Andrew 10.8 Gc 50 18 3/8" 
flexible 
Foam f:lex Phelps Dodge 12.5 Gc 160 21 3/8 11 
Electronic 
Products 
Styroflex Phelps Dodge 14.3 Gc 100 15 3/8'l 
Electronic 
Products 
Helical Phelps Dodge 10.8 Gc 170 8.5 l/2!1 
membrane Electronic 
Products 




WAVEGUIDE ATTENUATION CHARACTERISTICS 
EIA Theoretical attenuation 
Designation Band Frequency lowest to highest frequency 
(db/100 ft) 
WR-90 X 8.2-12.4 Gc 8.64-6.02 (B)"*· 
5.49-3:85 (Al) 
WR-·62 K 12.4-18.0 Gc 12.76-11.15 (B) u 
8.13-7.10 (Al) 
WH-h-2 K 18.0-26.5 Gc 17.6-12.6 (Al) 
13.3-9.5 (Ag) 
WR-28 K 26.5-40.0 Gc 21.9-15.0 (Ag) a 
7E·B - Brass, Al - Aluminum, Ag - Silver. 
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TABLE III 
SAMPLE CALCULATIONS OF SIGNAL PATH ATTENUATION 
Item Path Distance Attenuation 
(ft) (db) 
l Test location to switch no. 12 4 0.22 
2 Switch no. 12 0.20 
3 No . 12 to no. 13 0.5 0.03 
4. No. 13 0.20 
. 5 No . 13 to attenuator, A-2 15 0.83 
6 A-2 0.50 
7 Coaxial to waveguide adapter 0.40 
8 * Adapter to spectrum analyzer l 0.18 
9 No. 13 to deviation meter 14 0.77 
10 No. 13 to no. 14 9 0.50 
11 No. 14 0.20 
12 No. 14 to frequency measurement l 0.06 
system 
,2_3 Coaxial to waveguide adapter 0.40 
* 14 Adapter to RIMS 5 0.90 
15 No . 14 to no. 15 l 0.06 
16 No. 15 0.20 
l[ No. 15 to 10-15 Gc generator 3 0.16 
18 No. 15 to coaxial to waveguide 0.5 0.03 
adapter 
19 · Coaxial to waveguide adapter 0.20 
20 Adapter to no. 8 0.5 0.03 
21 No. 8 0.30 
8 4 * 22 No. to signal generator o. 72 
* Attenuation for lengths of coaxial line is computed on the basis of 
18 db /100 ft. 
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TABLE IV 
COMPUTED ATTENUATION OF SELECTED SIGNAL PATHS 
Item System Path Attenuation 
1 Coaxial Test location to RIMS 4.98 db 
2 Coaxial Test location to spectrum analyzer 4.25 db 
3 Coaxial Signal generator to test location 7.09 db 
4· Coaxial Signal generator to RIMS 4.65 db 
5 Coaxial Test location to deviation meter 3.69 db 
6 Coaxial Signal generator to frequency 6.72 db 
measuring system 
7 X-band Test location to RIMS 2.65 db 
8 X-band Test location to spectrum analyzer 2.56 db 
9 X-band Signal generator to test location 2.86 db 
10 X-band Signal generator to RIMS 3.01 db 
11 X-band Test location to deviation meter 1.15 db 
12 X-band Signal generator to frequency 1.91 db 
measuring system 
13 K -band Test location to RIMS 3·79 db a 
14 K -band Test location to spectrum analyzer 7.06 db a 
15 K -band Test location to deviation meter 6.22 db a 
16 K -band Signal generator to test location 3.44 db a 
17 K -·band Signal generator to RIMS 1.61 db a 
18 K -band Signal generator to frequency 4.91 db a measuring system 
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ould. be used to minimize the VSWR of several components but even this may be 
difficult . r:I:'he residual VSWR of coaxial attenuators is in the neighborhood 
of 1. 3 ;1 over at least an octave band. Coaxial isolators have a smaller 
specified maximum VS~ffi of 1.2:1 ( 1.25:1 at ll Gc) over an octave band. ~he 
specification will be easier to realize in waveguide bands as isolators are 
*' 
charac erized by a maximum residual VSWR of 1.15: l and attenuators are available·· 
ha t ar e specified as having a maximum VSWR. of 1.05:1 over a waveguide band .. 
An easily obtainable estimate of the VSWR of a number of components does 
not say in reality how the system will perform. A pseudo-exact analysis would 
be laborious to perform. It would require information such as the residual 
VSWR of each component over the operating band and the attenuation due to each 
component and each section of transmission line. Even the VSWR of connectors, 
which varies each time a connection is changed, must be known. With all this 
i nformation, which is seldom available, the procedure of computing the overall 
pr oblem involving two or more components becomes complex. The effects of all 
other components must be considered when making calculations at any particular 
one" And once a calculation is completed, a change in frequency or components 
necessitates a new calculation. It is evident that the process becomes 
unreasonably cumbersome in addition to riot being completely reliable. 
Therefore, the recommended approach is to select components that have the 
minimum residual VSWR reasonably available in the state-of-the-art, then 
measure the VSWR at the ports mentioned earlier, and apply the corrective 
measures of appropriate use of attenuators and/or isolators. 
Model 372C precision attenuator, Hewlett-Packard Co., Palo Alto, California . 
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I. PURPOSE 
The purpose of this project was to conduct a study leading to a Design 
Plan for accessory equipment to be used with radio interference measuring 
sets, signal generators, and other test equipment. The accessory equipment 
includes the complementary devices necessary to determine radio frequency 
interference characteristics of u. S. Army electrical and electronic equipment 
in accordance with military specification MIL-I-11748. The frequency range of 
interest is 0.014 to 40,000 Me. It was also the purpose of the project to 
investigate two items of equipment. These were a receiver input coupler and 
an audio susceptibility tester. 
The areas of investigation on this project were divided into three tasks 
as follows: 
I. Evaluation of state-of-the-art items and techniques from the viewpoint 
of modifying or extending them to fill the Design Plan re~uirements. 
II. Investigation of new techniques and materials where the Design Plan 
re~uirements cannot be met by state-of-the-art items or techni~ues. 




A summary of a Design Plan prepared for a radio frequency compati-
bility accessory equipment set is presented. The accessory set is a combina-
tion of accessory items, which, when used in conjunction with signal generators, 
radio frequency interference measuring sets, and other test equipment, will 
provide for the selection of various test setups for making measurements in 
accordance with military specification MIL-I-11748. Class I equipment was 
primarily considered in formulating the Design Plan but the measurements for 
Class II and Class III equipments can be performed with little or no modifi-
cation. The Design Plan is complete through the block diagram stage and a 
suggested equipment layout configuration is presented. 
Accessory items such as dummy loads, signal samplers, filters, switches, 
and attenuators are discussed as they may be applied in the accessory set. 
Mismatch considerations involving the operation of several accessory items 
in tandem are discussed. 
A brief review of work done on a resistive element for a thin film 
dummy load is presented, as well as the design details of a receiver input 
coupler. 
A discussion is presented on line impedance stabilization networks, 
and the evaluation performed on a commercial rejection filter is summarized. 
Design details of an audio susceptibility tester, including a coupling 
transformer and transistor ized audio amplifier, are presented. 
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III. PUBLICATIONS, LECTURES, REPORTS, AND CONFERENCES 
On May 22, 1963, Mr. D. W. Robertson and Mr. J. R. Walsh, Jr., visited 
USAEL, Fort Monmouth, New Jersey, to discuss technical matters concerning the 
project. 
Mr. J. R. Walsh, Jr. attended the Fifth National S,ymposium on Radio 
Frequency Interference held June 4-5, 1963, in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 
Discussions of project technical and contractual details were held at 
Georgia Tech on July 16-18, 1963, with Mr. Sideny Weitz and Mr. R. L. McKenzie 
of USAEL. 
A visit was made to Georgia Tech on July 30, 1963, by Mr. Warren Kesselman 
of USAEL and Mr. I. N. Mindel, Jr., J. T. Ludwig, and Mr. Martin Sherman of IIT 
Research Institute, and a discussion of nonlinear effects in dummy loads was 
held. 
The Ninth TRI-SERVICE Conference on Electromagnetic Compatibility held 
in Chicago, Illinois, on October 15-17, 1963, was attended by Mr. J. R. Walsh, Jr. 
Mr. H. W. Denny, Mr. W. R. Free, and Mr. J. R. Walsh, Jr. attended a 
conference held at USAEL, Fort Monmouth, New Jersey, on November 26, 1963, to 
discuss details of the Design Plan and possible areas of needed developmental 
work. 
Mr. Sidney Weitz and Mr. Guy Johnson visited Georgia Tech on December 16, 
1963, to discuss project technical matters. 
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IV. FACTUAL DATA 
A. Accessory set 
1. Approach 
The principal effort of the project has been the development of a 
Design Plan for a RFC accessory set. The effort was conducted in three phases. 
The first phase consisted of an analysis of MIL-I-11748 to determine the tests, 
test setups, and equipment requirements . . The next step was involved with an 
investigation of the various accessory items needed to meet the power and 
frequency requirements. The final phase was the combination of the accessory 
items into a compatible arrangement for an accessory set. 
2. Design 
a. General discussion. In attempting to conduct interference 
measurements over a very wide frequency range as required of this accessory 
set, there are certain limitations that should be recognized in the present 
state-of-the-art of equipment. The development of test equipment has not in 
all cases been able to keep abreast of the expanding boundaries of testing 
requirements. 
Inherent characteristics of presently used transmission media tend to 
classify equipment into discrete frequency blocks. Three-eights inch coaxial 
cable is usable through X-band. The attenuation of the more common types 
such as RG-9/U begins to be appreciable in the gigacycle region. Modifications 
in the dielectric, such as foaming or spiraling, decrease the losses at the 
higher frequencies. Near the higher frequency end of X-band, conventional coaxial 
cable is capable of supporting modes other than the TEM mode. This frequency 
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can be extended by decreasing the size of the coaxial line but this results in 
an increase in the losses for similar types. Conversely, larger diameter coaxial 
cable has less attenuation but the frequency at which modes other than the TEM 
mode can propagate is lower. 
The characteristics of wave propagation in waveguides also set a practical 
upper and lower limit on the frequency range of usefulness of waveguides. The 
inherent high-pass properties of waveguides set a lower bound on the frequency 
range. The propagation of higher ordered modes imposes an upper bound on 
the frequency range for which a given size waveguide is normally used. 
A problem in attempting to measure signals that may be much higher in 
frequency than the operating range of the transmission system employed by 
the equipment is encountered in the antenna conducted emissions test for both 
transmitters and receivers. In attempting to measure spurious signals in a 
waveguide above the dominant mode frequency range, the problem of energy 
propagating in more than one mode is encountered. Most interference measure-
ment techniques have more or less ignored this problem. Efforts have been 
undertaken to remedy ·the situation, but fUrther steps are necessary to produce 
a measurement system for field use. 
At the fundamental frequency of a transmitter, the output stages are 
generally designed to launch a specific mode in the transmission system. This 
mode is usually the dominant TE10 mode in rectangular guides, the TE01 mode 
in circular guides, and the TEM mode in coaxial lines. 
The primary obstacle in attempting to measure the power in a multimode 
signal l ies in the field sampling device or technique. Most simple probes 
and sampl i ng devices are not sensitive to all modes. Consequently a single 
fixed probe will not provide an accurate measurement of the total power. 
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A number of techniques have been developed for sampling a multimode field 
and determining the power contained therein. 1 Edson has made a comparative 
analysis of these methods. The most promising technique at present was 
2 developed at the Airborne Instruments Laboratory. The method is reported to 
be accurate to ±1 db or better. High power breakdown does not present a problem 
and no computer services are necessary for reduction of data. A test run at 
a particular frequency can be completed in minutes. This technique seems to 
be the most desirable for a piece of versatile test equipment. The accuracy 
is adequate and the time requirement is not excessive. The receiver used in 
the equipment setups is a radio interference measuring set (RIMS) and would 
already be included in the test set for other uses. The greatest objection is 
that the signal line components become cumbersome and require excessive space 
at the larger waveguide sizes. 
Another test that presents problems is the intermodulation test. When 
performing this test on receivers, the signal generators supplying the test 
signals have a tendency to generate intermodulation products in their output 
stages. These products obscure those which may be developed in the receiver 
and produce errors in the measurements. Various combinations of filters may be 
used to prevent the output from one signal generator from reaching the output 
of the other. The spacing of the frequencies used in this test places stringent 
requirements on filters which are difficult to meet in the present state-of-the-
art. The optimum type of filter for this application is a variable (tunable) 
filter with a steep attenuation characteristic. In the absence of ideal filters, 
isolators may be used to accomplish the same purpose. Isolators are currently 
available in octave and standard waveguide bandwidths. They are generally 
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capable of handling 10 or more watts of average power with isolations of above 
10 db. Isolators have another advantage over filters in that, due to their 
broadband nature, tuning is not required. Because they are ferrite devices, 
isolators may act as a product generator themselves. No information which 
substantiates or negates this possibility has been found. This property should 
be investigated thoroughly before isolators are finally selected for use in 
the intermodulation test. 
Difficulties are encountered in the transmitter intermodulation test 
because of the required coupling between the two transmitters. The amount of 
power than can be handled by the secondary line of a directional coupler is 
generally much less than the capacity of the main line. Coupling of high 
powered transmitters must therefore be done by radiation between antennas. 
An additional problem exists in that the two relatively strong signals 
present at the input of the RIMS have a tendency to generate inter.modulation 
products in the input stage. In testing low powered transmitters, the judicious 
placement of filters in the signal paths may reduce this problem. This 
method may be difficult to apply in the case of high powered signals, in 
which case the application of special testing procedures is the only recourse. 
Coaxial to waveguide adapters have a residual VSWR in the neighborhood 
of 1.25:1 over a waveguide band. Additional work needs to be done on this 
item to reduce the VSWR as this is high in comparison to most other test items. 
Adapters are presently available through the K -band; a need exists to cover 
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the remainder of the frequency range to 40 Gc. Without some form of adapter 
the testing of transmitters and receivers for emissions throughout the range 
requir~d by MIL-I-11748 is difficult. 
The probability that an imperfect impedance match will be obtained when 
two separate pieces of equipment are mated gives rise to sources of error which 
must be taken into account. 
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b. Design plan summary. Early in the study, an analysis was made 
of MIL-I-11748 to determine the tests re~uired and the parameters, with their 
magnitudes, that needed to be measured. On the basis of this analysis, test 
setups were diagrammed in block form and the e~uipment re~uirements enumerated. 
Next, classification and integration of the tests were performed to permit 
maximum utilization of e~uipment without duplication and to re~uire a minimum 
of operator time. Then an investigation was made of the feasibility of an 
e~uipment configuration which would allow the e~uipment to be used in a mobile 
van test setup. 
To achieve a feasible van mounted facility, the test setups were divided 
into two parts. One part is the measurement portion which includes switches, 
measurement instruments, and signal sources, This portion is included inside 
a shielded room in the van. For a static, laboratory type setup, this part 
of the measurement system would be located inside a conventional screen room. 
The other part of the test setups contains the signal sampling elements 
such as antennas and coupling devices, and the terminations. A smaller, less 
critically shielded room provides a space for the pickup devices as well as 
medium sized pieces of e~uipment that are to be tested. Antennas and dummy 
loads should be mounted exterior to the van. 
Figure 1 is a simplified flow diagram of the measurement portion of the 
test setups. These elements are located inside the shielded room. 
Figure 2 gives the breakdown of the coaxial subsystem with connections 
to some of the measurement instruments of the waveguide systems indicated. 
The range from 14 kc to 15.5 Gc is shown as being covered by two RIMS's. 
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Interconnection diagram of measurement instruments and a portion 
of the coaxial subsystem. 
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* Commercial units are available from 14 kc to 10 Gc with built-in radio fre-
quency heads that may be selected with appropriate rf switches. At present, 
extension to higher frequencies (15.5 Gc) is possible only with plug-in 
** heads. To avoid a separate unit to cover X-band, the unit with the plug-in 
heads is considered in this design. 
The deviation meters are shown as two units because commercial instru-
*** ments provide measurement capability to 1 Gc, while further development is 
required to provide coverage to 40 Gc. A summary of a possible approach was 
included in the Design Plan. 
Spectrum analyzers are available to cover from 10 Me to 40 Gc without 
modification. Since most spectrum analyzers provide only a coaxial input to 
12 Gc, an additional switch may be required to accomodate the two inputs at 
X-band-one from the coaxial system and one from the waveguide system. 
A possible approach to the standard response indicator was presented in 
Quarterly Report No. 3. A distortion analyzer and a standard response indicator 
for pulsed systems+ may perform the required functions in the absence of the 
described unit. 
* Noise and Field Intensity Meter, Model NF-105-F, The Singer Company, Metrics 
Division, Bridgeport, Conn., and Model NM-62A, Stoddart Aircraft Radio Company, 
6644 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38, California. 
** Noise and Field Intensity Meter, Model NF-112, The Singer Company, Metrics 
Division, Bridgeport, Conn. 
*** FM Deviation Meter System, Model 1102, Advanced Measurement Instruments, Inc., 
Sommerville, Mass., and Carrier Deviation Meter, Model TF-791D, Marconi Instru-
ments, Englewood, N. J. 
tstandard Response Indicator, Model C2Al, Sperry Microwave Electronics, Co., 
Clearwater, Florida. 
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Remote indicators are shown located in the test area for tuning purposes 
and for the power line tests. Some measuring instruments have facilities 
for remote indicators while others may have to be modified to provide this 
capability. 
Figure 3 is a block diagram of the signal generator complex and a 
portion of the frequency measurement system. The signal generators are shown 
having frequency ranges which are characteristic of the type in use at the 
present time. More efficient coverage of the frequency range with fewer equip-
ment combinations may be possible with newer signal generators which exhibit 
wider frequency ranges than those shown. Low-pass filters are shown at the 
outputs of the signal generators for the purpose of attenuating the harmonics 
of the desired signal as required. Practically, the permanent location of 
filters here may be difficult as most generators cover more than an octave 
band of frequencies. This means that variable (tunable) filters would be 
required or that the fixed cutoff frequency filters must be changed during 
operationD Facilities for switching the filters in and out become complex--
requiring a great number of switches. Therefore, although switched low-pass 
filters would be desirable at the generator outputs, the complexity involved 
may well defeat the purpose. 
The oscilloscope is useful for pulse system frequency measurements and 
as a general purpose indicator. An internal oscilloscope is provided in the 
transfer oscillator for CW frequency measurements. A recently announced plug-in 
* head allows the oscilloscope to be used as an IF centered spectrum analyzer. 
This type unit could be used to observe spectrums below 10 Gc or at any 
other frequency desired, when used in conjunction with the RIMS, by observing 
the IF spectrum. 
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Figure 4 gives a breakdown of the X-band waveguide subsystem. Although 
coaxial components are generally usable through X-band, the waveguide system 
was included for two reasons: (1) the preponderance of X-band waveguide equip-
ment now in common use, and (2) the high attenuation of coaxial line in this 
frequency range. The system is a hybrid one of waveguides and coaxial lines. 
Coaxial cable lengths are to be kept short. All switches are waveguide 
components. The variable attenuator is also a waveguide type as it exhibits 
better characteristics than coaxial attenuators above 10 Gc. 
Also shown in figure 4 is the switch combination that enables the selec-
tion of the different ranges when making frequency measurements. Switch 
no. 11 selects the desired system to which the mixing signal is applied to 
heterodyne with the signal to be measured. Switch no. 10 at the same time 
selects the associated detected beat note. The harmonic generator, coupler, 
and detector are frequency compatible with their associated subsystems. 
Figure 5 gives the block diagram of the K -band (12.4 to 18 Gc) subsystems. 
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This system is entirely composed of waveguide components. The RIMS is shown 
as an integral unit of this system to keep signal paths as short as possible. 
Figure 6 is a scaled floor plan of a possible truck-mounted test van. 
The overall length of the truck bed is only 23 feet. If required, this 
length could be extended without going to a trailer configuration. 
The layout of the equipment is based on equalization of losses among 
the systems. The higher frequency components are placed so that the signal 
paths are shortest. 
The plan is drawn on the basis of rack mounting the equipment in standard 
19 inch racks. Allowance is made for the rack itself. A survey of the items 
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Figure 6. Floor plan of van for interference test set. 
Cable channels are included to provide a convenient mounting channc1 for 
coaxial lines and -v;aveguide runs to the equipment. This reduces the nccessi ty 
of mounting signal lines down the face of instruments. Cable channels are to 
be provided in the ceiling for interconnecting wiring. 
Space is indicated in front of the van for locating air-conditioning and 
heating facilities. Air ducts will be provided -vlith waveguide-below-cutoff 
vents to keep external interference from affecting the measurements. 
Terminations in the form of a water load and a dry load are placed 
exterior to the van enclosure on a floor extension. These terminations are 
placed in this position to facilitate heat removal. 
The power lines must be filtered to eliminate another possibility of 
unwanted external interference. These filters are placed in the power line 
on the supply side before the line impedance stabilization networks. 
The operator's desk is centrally located in the van and close to the 
RIMS. It is also in a position where the operator can turn around and be 
near the spectrum analyzer, deviation meters, and frequency measuring system. 
Several of the switches were chosen to be electrically operated depending 
upon their frequency of use and accessibility. The switch control panel is 
located near the operator since he will have to use it often. 
Space for a number of storage drawers is available for storing such 
items as isolators, filters, attenuators, etc., which are not specifically 
included in the test setups but which are needed at various times. 
c. Discussion of accessory items. In searching the literature and 
manufacturers' catalogues, particular emphasis was placed on power handling 
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capabilities and frequency coverage. Coaxial components are generally wideband 
in nature. For this reason, coaxial components are preferred to about 12 Gc. 
This frequency range can be covered with a minimum number of components. The 
power handling capability of coaxial components is less than waveguides. The 
large coaxial systems have increased power handling capabilities, but have the 
possibility of other modes of propagation being present. 
The problem of handling the power requirements imposed upon this test 
set has been analyzed in view of commercially available components and recent 
developments in the state-of-the-art and in view of the test setups required 
to perform each of the required tests. A survey of all the test setups 
revealed that the high powered components could be limited to transmission 
lines, dummy loads, and sampling networks. 
(1) Dummy loads. Many of the tests require that the equipment 
be properly terminated in an appropriate load. As the operating frequency 
and output power levels of transmitters increase, the problems of heat dissipa-
tion and matching become more severe than at the low frequencies. 
Two primary problems are associated with loading. First, the loading 
material must be a good absorber of the incident wave. Its electrical properties 
must be such that there is little reflection. The reflection of the incident 
wave is affected by both the composition and configuration of the absorber. 
The other major problem with loads is the difficulty in dissipating 
the heat t hat is absorbed by the load. Recent developments with high temperature 
materi al s give promise of increasing the power dissipating capabilities of 
sol id loads. Water is oft en used effectively either as a coolant for solid loads 
or as an absorber i t self . 
From an i nvestigation of the catalogues of several commercial producers 
of dummy loads it was observed that l oads are available to dissipate 10 kw 
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average power in the vhf, uhf, and low microwave frequency ranges. The typical 
power handling capability at 40 Gc is in the neighborhood of 100 watts. 
The selection of a dummy load is influenced by a number of factors. 
Although a specification of the Design Plan is a 10 kw CW power handling 
capability, a termination of this capacity is not practical or necessary in 
most cases. The physica~ size alone would be incompatible with the rest 
of the accessory items. 
A review of the testing setups reveals that limitations of other 
accessory items make extremely large terminations unnecessary. The main 
line and secondary line power rating of available coaxial directional couplers 
place an upper limit on power requirements for loads unless higher power couplers 
become available. For instance, a 1 kw main line rating on couplers would 
negate any higher power requirements on terminations. A higher powered trans-
mitter would require that its output be radiated in order to perform spurious 
emissions tests and other tests involving the high power transmitter output. 
A related problem is also encountered in transmitter intermodulation tests 
in that the amount of power that can be handled by the secondary line of a 
directional coupler is generally much less than the capacity of the main line. 
This is true for both coaxial and waveguide models. Coupling of higher powered 
transmitters must then be done by radiation, which removes the need for termina-
tions. The power line t ests and emissions tests on waveguide systems could be 
done as readily with the transmitter loaded with its associated antenna. The 
main l i ne power limitation of couplers for waveguide systems does not seem to 
be a prob lem since narrow wall directional couplers are capable of handling 
the rat ed power of the guide. 
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Dry loads, either air cooled or liQUid cooled, are generally limited in 
their freQUency coverage from de to 10 Gc (or less) or to a waveguide band. 
Above 1 kw capacity they become rather large. Water loads are smaller in 
size, allow the greatest dissipation of power in the microwave region, and 
provide a wider useful freQuency range. An adeQuate water supply is reQuired, 
which may not always be available in a field test setup. Water reservoirs 
and cooling units of a practical size limit the capacity of such loads in the 
absence of a large supply of water. 
Thus, on the basis of the considerations of excessive physical size, 
limitations in state-of-the-art, and characteristics of the test setups, a 
termination capable of handling 10 kw is neither necessary nor practical. 
A 1 kw load should be adeQuate for the test set. At the higher waveguide 
bands, transitions could be used to adapt the guide to a lower band load if the 
freQuency characteristics of the load are compatible with the freQuency of the 
signal to be absorbed. Information from Chemalloy Electronics Corporation, 
Santee, California indicates that this company produces water loads and 
calorimeters with larger power handling capabilities that could be used in 
this manner over broad freQuency ranges. 
(2) Signal s~plers. General considerations of the maximum 
power reQuirements and of the estimated system sensitivity reQuired result 
in 40 db of coupling bei ng the nominal value that would be most useful. If 
it is assumed that transmitters normally range from +30 dbm to +70 dbm (1 watt 
to 10 kw ), 40 db of coupling would reduce the maximum power level down to 
+30 dbm or less. Most components such as attenuators, switches, filters 
and the l ike are rated at least at a 1 watt power level. Such items would not 
have t o have high power ratings; therefore, the selection of items for the 
test set is simplified. The minimum signal level reQuired to be measured by 
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MIL-I-11748 is -64 dbm. This is measured with the tr~nsmitter in the stand-by 
condition, which means the high powered fundamental does not present any 
problem. It may be necessary to perform this measurement with the sampling 
device removed. The lowest signal level to be measured with the transmitter 
operating is -50 dbm or 60 db below the fundamental, whichever is greater. 
These considerations show that the 1 watt maximum operating level after sampling 
is a reasonable level. Present state-of-the-art capabilities indicate that 
the sensitivity of RIMS's should be at least -90 to -100 dbm. The required 
system sensitivity should be retained after the addition of required components 
for filtering, matching, or other purposes. 
Since couplers are needed to sample the transmitter output signal, their 
power handling capabilities are of prime importance. Ideally they should be 
capable of handling the rated power of the transmission system, which is the 
case for waveguide narrow wall couplers. Narrow wall couplers can also meet 
the 40 db coupling criterion and are available commercially to cover waveguide 
bands through 40 Gc. 
Commercial coaxial couplers are generally rated at 1 kw or less, which is 
lower than the rating of the coaxial line. Octave bandwidths are available 
above 240 Me. 
A variable probe coupler such as the General Radio Model 874 GAL coupler 
could be used from 100 to 240 Me. This coupler possesses a power handling 
capability which varies inversely with the square root of the frequency and is 
approximately 1 kw at 100 Me. 
A high powered attenuator would be useful as a sampling device from 
14 kc to 100 Me. 
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(3) Filters. There are many occassions jn :i.nterJ'erence testing 
where select-Lve passage or rejectLon of frequencles 'Ls der:iirecl. Every test 
utJl.L zlng a s:lgnal generator requires on occasi.on a lmv--pas~3 f' Ll ter to 
i.solate the harmonics that the generator produces. The spurtous emJssjons 
test and the intermodulation test require filters to prevent erroneous 
responses due to the measurements system. 
Low-pass filters are readily available commercjally for coaxial appl:-
cations. They may be obtained with various cutoff frequencies and various 
degrees of sharpness at cutoff. A characteristic of a typical short lJne 
type low-pass filter is that the insertion loss is subject, depending on the 
filter design, to deterioration above some frequency in the stop band, typically· 
6 f . Recent experimentation3 indicates that the .insertion loss above cutoff 
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can be maintained with the inclusion of certain lossy materials. Variable 
cutoff frequency filters are available up to about 4 Gc and may be useful due 
to their versatility. 
High-pass filters are readily available commercially for coaxial appli-
cations. Waveguide is inherently a high-pass filter. High-pass filters 
generally are not as sharp in their cutoff characteristics as are lovr-pass 
filte rs . Coaxial types are characterized by degeneration of the passband at 
about 2 t o 3 f • Variable high-pass filters are normally restricted to audio 
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fre quencies. Fixed high-pass filt ers to cover every situation would be impos-
sible t o predetermine, but appropriately chosen cutoff frequencies would be 
useful. 
Although variabl e low-pass and high-pass filters are desirable, improved 
performance of f i xed fr equency filter s would be the dec i ding factor in the 
final selection . Trade l i terature indicates a marked improvement in skirt 
characteri s t ic s as well as extended out-of-band performance. The number of 
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fixed f i lters requi r ed for a given frequency range is, of course, larger than 
the number of variable filters needed to cover the same range. The considera-
tion of fewer pieces of equipment is offset by the generally slower cutoff 
characteristics of t he variable filters. 
Throughout the coaxial range, low-pass and high-pass filters should be 
chosen with cutoff frequencies that will insure differentation between the 
fundamental and the second harmonic. If the cutoff frequency is chosen to be 
about 1.8 times the next lower cutoff frequency, sufficient overlap is provided. 
The skirt attenuation should rise rapidly enough to reach at least 60 db within 
10 per cent of the cutoff frequency. 
Fixed tuned band-pass filters for various frequencies and for varying band-
widths are readily obtainable. For testing purposes, band-pass and band-reject 
filters must be variable because of the impracticality of predetermining where 
the filters would be required. A search of product catalogues revealed one 
* source of tunable band-pass filters. Nine units are required to cover the 
range from 500 Me to 40 Gc. 
In some of the tests to be performed by the test set, it is particularly 
desirable to attenuate a specific frequency or a band of frequencies. By 
att enuating a specif i c frequency, the effective sensitivity of the system is 
increa sed t o mea sure other interference producing signals that are nearby. 
Re j ection filt ers are l e s s plentiful than band-pass filters. A set of coaxial 
t unable re ject i on f i lters have been designed and built4 to cover the range from 
14 kc t o l Gc. Seventeen of these filters are required since each one covers 
** approxi matel y an oct ave range. Another version covers the same range with 
* Frequency Engineering Laboratories, Asbury Park, New Jersey. 
** Electro-Mechani c s Company, Austin, Texas. 
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t hree units wi th plug-in coils. 
So called "waffle iron" filters have been designed5 that have wide stop 
bands. The "waffle iron" filter is capable of high powered applications and 
can be used to attenuate transmitter harmonics and other spurious outputs above 
the fundamental frequency. 
Ferrite devices such as YIG filters and frequency selective limiters offer 
advantages for filtering purposes. YIG filters are voltage tunable which is 
a desirable characteristic for the test set. The frequency selective limiters 
could be used in lieu of a rejection filter to attenuate a particular signal 
that exceeds the limiting threshold while allowing a smaller signal nearby to 
pass with no limiting. 
(4) Switches. To facilitate rapid measurements, switches are 
necessary to minimize the time spent in connecting and disconnecting cables and 
test equipment. Current literature from manufacturers indicates that there 
should be no problem in obtaining adequate switches to perform most required 
functions. Coaxial switches are available that cover the frequency range from 
de to about l~ Gc and waveguide switches are available that cover the individual 
waveguide bands. A four port, three position switch that is capable of 
connecting a par ticular port to any of the other three is available in a wave-
gui de ver s ion. Present construction techniques appear to be adequate to 
produce a coaxi al version. Mechanical, electrical, and electro-mechanical 
switchi ng is availab l e. 
(5) Att enuators. Attenuators are useful in any measuring setup for 
ext ending t he r ange of power measuring instrument s. They may also be used to 
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provide a reference impedance for insertion loss measurements and to reduce 
reflections occurr ing in a mi smatched system. 
The power handling capabilities for a given size attenuator are generally 
determined by the temperature characteristics of the resistive material. 
Special construction techni~ues providing for better heat dissipation make 
possible higher powered attenuators. For the. purpose of the test set, 1 watt 
attenuators will be ade~uate since they will be used following the coupler or 
other signal samplers. 
The data from some manufacturers indicate that closely matched attenuators 
are available that exhibit small variation from their nominal attenuation over 
limited frequency ranges. The typical characteristic curves indicate that the 
specifications on the variation of attenuation and VSWR are relaxed to extend 
t he fre quency coverage. 
The typical VSWR specification is in the neighborhood of 1.5:1. More 
closely matched units are necessary to avoid exceeding the 1.2:1 specified for 
the test set. If the attenuator is to be used to correct mi smatches, its 
residual VSWR must be low enough to permit correction to within the desired limits. 
d. Mismatch considerations. To obtain an idea of how closely the 
final design conforms to the maximum VSWR specification, it is necessary to make 
an e st imat e of the mi smatch between the components of the set. The primary 
poi nts of int er e st are (1) t he rf input port into the system, (2) the output 
por t to t he RIMS, (3) the output port to the spectrum analyzer, and (4) the 
output port s t o the signal generators. The input impedance is considered to 
be that at t he r f input jack of the system. This port leads to the measuring 
i nstrument s and signal generator s . The impedance that the spectrum analyzer 
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and the RIMS see should be closely matched as these instruments are used to 
measure signal levels and very high VSWR's would cause errors. The same is true 
for the signal generators if the associated power meters are used to measure 
differential or absolute power levels. If the outputs are not terminated in 
their characteristic impedance, the resulting readings will be incorrect. 
A technique was derived
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which enables a worst case analysis to be made 
of the VSWR of a system. This technique assumes that all VSWR's are equal to 
the largest, that there are no re-reflections of the reflected wave, and that 
the system is lossless. 
The maximum VSWR at the output port is not to exceed 1.2:1. This specifi-
cation is difficult to realize because two components with a VSWR of 1.1:1 
( a fairly precise unit) can have a maximum VSWR of 1.21:1. Three or more 
units will have a much higher probability of exceeding the specification at 
lease at one point over a practical operating band. Attenuators or isolators 
could be '~ sed to minimize the VSWR of several components, but even this may be 
diff icult. The residual VSWR of coaxial attenuators is in the neighborhood of 
1.3:1 over at least an octave band. Coaxial isolators have a smaller specified 
maximum VSWR of 1.2:1 (1.25:1 at 11 Gc) over an octave band. The specification 
will b e easier to realize in waveguide bands as isolators are characterized by 
* a maximum residua l VSWR of 1.15:1 and attenuators are available that are 
specified a s having a maximum VSWR of 1.05:1 over a waveguide band. 
An easily obtainable estimate of the VSWR of a number of components does 
not say in reality how the system will perform. A pseudo-exact analysis would 
be l aborious to perf orm. It would require information such as the residual 
* Model 372C preci sion attenuator, Hewlett-Packard Co., Palo Alto, California. 
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VSWR of each component over the operating band, and the attenuation due to 
each component and each section of transmission line. Even the VSWR of 
connectors, which could vary slightly each time a connection is changed, must 
be known. With all this information, which is seldom available, the procedure 
of computing the overall VSWR for two or more components becomes complex. The 
effects of all other components in the transmission system must be considered 
when making calculations at the input terminals. Once a calculation is completed 
a change in frequency or components necessitates a new calculation. It is 
evident that the process becomes unreasonably cumbersome in addition to not 
being completely reliable. 
Therefore, the recommended approach is to select components that have the 
minimum residual VSw~ reasonably available in the state-of-the-art, then measure 
the VSWR at the ports mentioned earlier, and apply the corrective measures where 
necessary by use of appropriate attenuators and/or isolators. 
B. Thin film load 
Some experimental work was conducted on thin film techniques for construct-
i ng a high power dummy load. The major effort was directed toward the 
evaluation of deposition techniques. Firing, electroplating, evaporation, 
sput ter i ng , and pyrolytic deposition are the better known ones. The processes 
of fi r i ng and evap9ration were utilized to plate resistive materials on a 
substrate. 
The fir i ng process i nvolve s depositing the desired metal by applying a 
resinate solut ion to the sub strate and then removing the carrier by heating. 
It is a s i mple process t o use from an equipment requirements standpoint. Quality 
control is a matt er of art in that it greatly depends upon the experience of 
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the individual applying the film of resinate solution. Using this technique, 
investigations of the temperature coefficient of resistance (TCR) of several 
samples of metal combinations were performed with a minimum of time. 
Platinum and gold resinate solutions were applied to alumina substrates in 
varying combinations and fired. Table I presents a summary of the results of 
nine samples. It is of interest to note that the alloys of metals exhibit a 
lower TCR than does the single metal sample. The lowest TCR 1 s are produced by 
approximately volumetrically equal solutions of platinum and gold resinates. 
Sample 9 was fired on a fused quartz substrate. The slightly higher TCR is 
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1-l Alumina 5·9 .00035 
1-l Alumina 20.8 . . 00039 
l-2 Alumina 301.5 .00031 
2-l Alumina 16.0 .ooo48 
l-1.5 Alumina 18.1 .00042 
l-3 Alumina 41.5 .ooo66 
l - 1 Alumina 4o.4 .00037 
1-1 Fus ed quartz 12.7 .00044 
This column gives the ratio of the volume of platinum resinate solution 
t o gol d re sinat e solut ion r espectively. These resinate solutions are 
supplied by Engelhard Industri es, Inc. 
Resi stance at room t emperature after any annealing was done. 
American Lava Company, AlSiMag 614 . 
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Figure 7 shows the resistance versus temperature behavior of five of the 
samples of Table I which demonstrate the typical behavior. The definitely 
greater temperature dependence of the single metal resistance is shown by 
sample 1. Figure 8 shows the per cent change in resistance versus temperature 
for selected samples. Room temperature (25° C) is taken as the reference 
temperature. These curves are from data that were taken after annealing of 
the film. 
Platinum-rhenium alloys produce very low TCRrs and attempts were made to 
f ire rhenium r esinate but difficulties were encountered due to the absence 
of a firing procedure. Rhenium oxidizes at about 250° C and above this temper-
ature an inert atmosphere must be supplied. 
Palladium has demonstrated a low TCR7 for a pure metal. No reports of 
experiments with a platinum-palladium alloy were found. Palladium has a 
melting point near t hat of platinum. Palladium oxidizes as easily as rhenium 
and effort s to fire it were unsuccessful. 
Power dis sipation tests were conducted on samples 3 and 9 by applying 
60 cps power to the sample. A hot spot developed near the center of sample 
3 which resulted in a crack developing around the unit. It appeared as though 
t he localized heating caused an increase in resistance and the two effects 
ca scaded t o fa i lure. The power test was run on sample 9 to observe the 
difference s in the quartz and alumina substrates. Film failure appeared 
to be in t he nature of film agglomeration. This phenomena has been found7 
to occur at about half the melting temper ature. In all probability 
agglomeration of the gold used in the film resulted in failure. This partic.u-
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melting point metals such as rhenium and palladium as the alloying material 
for platinum. 
Lack of success in the firing of rhenium and palladium resinates led to 
the investigation of evaporation techniques using an electron beam vacuum 
system. A beam of electrons is focused on a source of ions. Metallic ions 
are evaporated from the source and coat the substrate. The particular equip-
ment was limited in its flexibility in that no provision was made for lowering 
or raising the substrate or the source for overcoating. Some samples were 
made by evaporating tungsten onto a glass slide and then overcoating with 
fused quartz. The films exhibited a tendency to peel, apparently due to 
differences in the expansion coefficient of tungsten and fused quartz. 
To produce a film on a length (6 inches) of 3/8 inch diameter substrate, 
there must be some method for uniformly heating the substrate. A substrate 
heater was const ruct ed by coating the inside and outside of a fused quartz 
1 . 5 inch O. D. cylinder with platinum resinate solution and then fi ring. A 
1-1/4 inch by 4-7/8 inch window was cut in one side of the cylinder to allow 
the electron beam to reach the source. A band of fritted silver was fired 
on each end of the heater for the purpose of attaching power leads. 
The heater wor ked well and uniformly heated the substrate but difficul-
ties were still encountered in attempting to produce a uniform film. Inability 
to change the relat ive positions of t he substrate and source was again the 
prime r eason f or the troub les encountered. The resistance of the films was 
too high t o be useful. This resulted from the inability to produce a 
suffi ci ent l y thick film. 
Recently acquired equipment has much more f lexibility. Any future 
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work on these lines should accomplish more in that additional control can 
be exercised over the process. 
Other processes such as sputtering and the pyrolytic process should be 
examined further in any future work. 
C. Line stabilization network 
A minor effort was devoted to an investigation of line stabilization 
networks. Early in the project preliminary experimentation with possible coil 
configurations failed to provide useful results. 
To produce a network that is useful below 150 kc it is necessary to obtain 
sufficient inductance to produce the required impedance. This is usually done 
with an inductor consisting of several turns of wire, which results in a certain 
minimum capacitance. The consequence is that resonances are associated with 
the coil within the frequency range of operation desired. The coil is 
normally expected to handle fairly large currents, up to 50 amperes, which 
means the size of the coil is rather large due to the required conductor size. 
Thus, two related problems are associated with stabilization networks: (l) to 
obtain appreciable input impedance at the lower frequencies, a coil with 
sufficient inductance must be used, and (2) self capacitance causes resonance 
effects before t he desired higher operating frequency is reached. 
Another approach to the problem is utilization of the techniques used in 
* devel opi ng dissipative filters. RFI filters are available which maintain 
t heir i nsertion loss characteristics to 45 Gc. There has been other work 
along t hese lines reported in the literature.3 The approach would be to 
* MCMill an Industrial Corporation, Ipswich, Massachusetts. 
precede a normal line impedance stabilization network, having an appreciable 
impedance at the lower frequencies, with a lossy filter element which could 
possibly remove the undesired resonance effects of the coil and provide a 
known input impedance at the higher frequencies. 
Some experimental work was conducted on determining the insertion loss 
characteristics of various ferrite materials in an epoxy binder. Figures 9 
and 10 are graphs of insertion loss versus frequency for a number of filters 
* which were constructed under another contract. These cores were machined 
to fit a 874 GR air line. None of these curves indicate a close approach to 
the characteristics desired for use in a line impedance stabilization network but 
do show the characteristics of the lossy elements. To be useful the insertion 
loss of these lossy elements would have to be appreciable in the 100 kc to l 
Me region. An attempt was made to produce a lossy filter having a much lower 
cutoff frequency using a coil potted in a mixture of carbonyl iron in an epoxy 
binder. It was found that the attenuation in the frequency range of interest 
was insignificant. 
D. Receiver input coupler 
One of the additional items to be investigated under this contract was a 
receiver input coupler having an input impedance of 50 ohms (VSWR less than 
1. 3 :1 ) when its output is terminated by a load with a VSWR no greater than 3:1. 
Its output impedance is to be 50 and 300 ohms unbalanced (VSWR less than 1.5:1). 
The 50 ohm unit must b e good in t he frequency range of usefulness of coaxial 
t r ansmission syst ems and the 300 ohm unit must be good to 400 Me. 
* Georgia Tech Engineering Experiment Station Project No. A-744, Contract 
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Figure 9. Attenuation versus frequency as a function of mix ratio of carbonyl 
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The requirements of the 50 ohm unit required only in a 50 ohm coaxial 
transmission system, can be met by use of a 6 db pad. This item was considered 
to be available on the commercial market. Instead of the two different outputs, 
it is deemed more practical to use two units (which may be combined into one 
unit with a switch if desired). One of the units would have both a 50 ohm 
input and output impedance and would be the qommercial 6 db pad. 
At the lower frequencies (less than 20 Me) many systems are 300 ohm 
unbalanced systems. Three hundred ohm attenuators are not readily available. 
In addition most test equipment is designed for 50 ohm input impedances. 
An investigation of the requirements for a coupler to feed into a 300 ohm 
system (or vice versa) led to the construction of a minimum loss pad. Because 
the receiver input coupler must operate from 14 kc to 400 Me, the possibility 
of using reactive devices such as transformers is remote. The simplest approach 
is to use a resistive network that maintains uniform impedance characteristics 
throughout the frequency range of interest. 
The circuit shown in figure 11 presents a 50 ohm impedance at terminals 
2,2 when a 300 ohm load is across terminals 1,1. Likewise, the impedance at 
terminals 1,1 is 300 ohms when a load of 50 ohms is between terminals 2,2. 
This network was constructed using precision (IRC type MEB, 1 per cent 
tol er ance ) resistors in a specially designed holder which achieved a flat 
response to 400 Me. The 273.9 ohms was approximated with 274 ohms and the 
53·9 ohms with 54.9 ohms. 
Exper i mental investigations revealed that the 274 ohm resistor in series 
with the 300 ohm line must be placed exter ior to the metal body to flatten the 
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1" 
inside a plexiglass sleeve support that provides adequate mechanical rigidity 
to the 300 ohm terminals. 
A drawing of the final model is shown in figure 12. The insertion loss 
and input impedance variations with frequency are shown in figure 13. Input 
impedance measurements at the 50 ohm terminals at 400 Me indicated a computed 
VSWR of 1.11:1 with the 300 ohm terminals open, and 1.07:1 with the 300 ohm 
terminals short circuited. 
E. Evaluation of EMCO rejection filter 
In performing emissions tests on transmitters it is often necessary to 
attenuate the fundamental to allow measurements of adjacent signals which are 
much lower in amplitude. For this reason rejection filters are useful in 
extending the dynamic range of the measurement system and avoiding damage to 
sensitive measuring instruments. At the beginning of this contract two 
princ i pal sources of rejection filter designs were available in the 14 kc to 
1 Gc range. The Bureau of Standards developed a set of 17 different filters 
4 
to cover this frequency range. Filters developed by the Electro-Mechanics 
Company, Austin, Texas, cover this range with three filter units using plug-in 
coils. One of these units was purchased and evaluated for possible use in the 
accessory set . 
The f ol lowing are the published specifications: 
Model : MF 
Seri al number : 1105 
Tuning range : 100 to 4oo Me 
Number of bands: 3 
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Attenuation: 120 db or more at rejection frequency; 40 db 
or less at 10 per cent removed 
Dimensions: 8-l/2" high 
ll-l/2" wide 
11" deep 
The insertion loss versus frequency characteristic for a tuned frequency 
at the center of each coil range was obtained and the results are shown in 
figur e 14. Two important features are to be noted on these curves. One is 
that the maximum rejection obtainable by project personnel adjusting the filter 
was less than 100 db at best and only about 81 db at one point. In the opinion 
of project personnel, the primary problem in trying to obtain more rejection 
lies in the precise adjustment required on the potentiometer and capacitor 
controls of the filter, which was hard to obtain. The second important feature is 
that from 400 to 1000 Me the attenuation begins to rise and develop peaks as 
high as 20 db in the neighborhood of 700 Me. From the reoccurrence of these 
peaks with each coil they appear to be due to resonances in the filter enclosure. 
A pseudo-sweep system was constructed by mechanically coupling a slow 
speed synchronous motor to the capacitor control. The motor was equipped 
with start-stop and reversing switches. Curve tracing was accomplished by 
recording the output of an Empire Devices noise and field intensity meter, 
Model NF105, while the filter was swept across its region of maximum rejection. 
In this manner the mechanical backlash in the controls was graphically dis-
played. From these graphs and recorded dial readings, figure 15, which 
demonstrates the backlash in the capacitor adjustment, was constructed. 
In concl usion, i t appears t hat this filter is not entirely satisfactory 
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Figure 15. Backlash behavior of the capacitor tuning controlo 
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of 80 db. or more; (2) mechanical backlash in the tuning controls render tuning 
even more difficult; and (3) skirt attenuation is too broad for measurement 
of adjacent signals. 
F. Audio susceptibility tester 
The audio susceptibility test is a procedure wherein an audio signal 
voltage is inserted in series with a nonsignal line of a piece of equipment to 
determine wheter or not these signals, so inserted, will degrade the performance 
of the equipment under test. Insertion of this voltage in the nonsignal line 
is usually accomplished by means of an isolation transformer. The audio 
amplifier and isolation transformer are not readily available items at this time. 
A design has been prepared on the contract for an audio susceptibility 
tester, which consists of a coupling transformer and audio amplifier. This 
susceptibility tester is to provide 3 volts rms open circuit voltage in the 
frequency range from 50 to 15000 cps for series injection into the power line of 
the equipment being tested, with harmonic distortion less than 5 per cent, and 
is to have an output impedance of less than 0.3 ohms. Design goals were set 
at 50 amperes of line current as a maximum value from de to 400 cps with no 
more than 5 per cent of the supply voltage drop across the susceptibility 
tester transformer winding coupling into the power line of the equipment 
under test. 
Although it is required only that the tester deliver an open circuit 
voltage of 3 volts rms, it seems desirable that this voltage should be 
developed across some impedance which might approximate the actual load seen 
by the transformer during operation. An approximate load impedance can be 
arrived at by assuming that the line impedance is zero and that the minimum 
impedance of the equipment under test is that which applies for the lowest 
voltage system at the highest operating current. For this situation with a 
supply voltage of 24 volts and a load current of 50 amperes, the minimum load 
impedance will be approximately 1/2 ohm. To deliver 3 volts rms across a 
resistive 1/2 ohm load, the tester must supply a minimum power of 18 watts. 
Any line impedance greater than zero will reduce the power required to deliver 
the required voltage. 
The design approach followed was to construct an amplifier having a low 
output impedance and to transform this low output impedance into the trans-
former winding in series with the equipment under test by use of a step-down 
transformer. 
The susceptibility amplifier and transformer designs are interdependent. 
It was decided to construct a transistorized audio amplifier, making use of 
the low impedance characteristics of the transistors. The transistors selected 
were the 2Nl073B' s which are PNP germanium types having a typica.l rr~ rr cutoff 
frequency of 30 kc, a power rating of 50 watts, and a back voltage rating of 
120 volts. The power output stage using these transistors is a conventional 
arrangement of the PNP power transistors in a bridge configuration, one half 
of the bridge being made up of a series connection of the power transistors, 
and the other half of t he bridge being the positive and negative power supplies. 
The load is connected between the midpoint of the power supplies and the point 
between the power transistors so that de current can be balanced out of the 
load, which i n thi s case is the primary of the coupling transformer. Additional 
sets of power transistors in the output stage may be connected in parallel to 
increase t he power handling capabilities of the amplifier. 
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Since the rated back voltage on the transistors is 120 volts and the 
power supply voltage was selected to be 50 volts de, a margin of 70 volts 
was left for the audio signal voltage and power feedback voltage on the power 
transistors. This is the maximum voltage that could be tolerated. The 
reQuired voltage on the secondary of the isolation transformer is 3 volts 
rms or 4.2 volts peak. The problem was then the selection of a turns ratio 
for the susceptibility transformer. Several considerations entered into this 
selection. The voltage from the ac power source that is fed back into the 
amplifier is controlled by the turns ratio of the transformer, and the impedance 
presented by the transformer secondary winding in series with the power line. 
This impedance in the secondary winding is also dependent on the transformer 
turns ratio since the amplifier output impedance is depended upon to keep 
this secondary impedance low. The power signal current that the amplifier 
must handle is also dependent upon the transformer turns ratio, decreasing 
as the turns ratio increases. 
A turns ratio of 8:1 was selected as a compromise in view of these con-
siderations. With the reQuired 3 volts rms in the secondary winding, this 
would require the amplifier to produce a voltage at its output terminals of 
24 volts rms or 34 volts peak. This would allow a margin of 35 volts on the 
breakdown voltage of t he transistors which must include power feedback voltage 
plus a saf et y factor. If the impedance in the secondary of the transformer 
wer e 0~01 ohms , 50 amperes of ac power would result in a 0.5 volt drop across 
t he secondary winding. This would be transformed to the primary as 4 volts rms 
or 5. 5 volts peak reducing the safety factor to 30 volts. The current feedback 
into t he amplif ier would b e 1/8 the line current or 6.25 amperes for a line 
current of 50 amperes. This places the worst power dissipation conditions on 
the amplifier transistors, which are subjected to a high voltage due to the 
de power supply voltage when this power feedback current exists. Additional 
pairs of output power transistors and forced air cooling limits the temperature 
rise to a safe value. 
A schematic diagram of the amplifier is shown in figure 16. Transistor 
Q-10 is an emitter follower used to supply signal to the driver transistor Q-11. 
Bias stabilization for the driver is obtained by de feedback from the collector 
of Q-11 to the base of the emitter follower Q-10, and then to the base of Q-11. 
Transformer T-2 provides audio drive signals to the output drivers Q-12 and Q-13 
through the split secondary arrangement shown. Eight transistors are used in 
the output stage to provide dissipation capabilities for the power feedback. 
Transformer T-3 is the susceptibility coupling transformer connected from the 
center of the amplifier transistors to the midpoint of the power supplies. 
Signal sources such as the Hewlett-Packard 200CD signal generator provide 
adequate drive for the amplifier. Feedback is taken from the output of the 
amplifier at the primary of the coupling transformer to the emitter of Q-11. 
Approximately 30 db of feedback is used to reduce the output impedance of the 
amplifier. 
The susceptibility transformer is constructed as shown in figure 17. Two 
sheets of 0.005 by 4 inch copper strips are wound in a bifilar configuration 
with eight strips of 0.020 by 0.375 inch copper. Twenty turns are used for 
the secondary winding while the primary consists of 160 turns, thus giving the 
turns rat i o of 8:1. Interlayer insulation used in the transformer was 0.003 
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Figure 16. Schematic diagram of audio susceptibility tester amplifier. 
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of dielectric strength. The air gap provided in the core was 0.050 inch 
total. Core material used for the transformer consisted of two Arnold type 
AH-1112 cores. The de flux density for a secondary line current of 50 
amperes was calculated to be 12,000 gauss and the ac component was 1450 gauss 
at 50 cps due to the audio component with the required 3 volts rms in the 
secondary winding. 
The de resistance of the secondary was measured as 0.0058 ohm and the 
leakage reactance as measured with a Tektronix type 130 LC meter was 0.15 ~h. 
Primary open circuit inductance was 130 mh, providing an inductive reactance 
of 41 ohms at 50 cps. The primary resistance was 0.25 ohm. A compromise was 
made with the primary open circuit inductance in that to raise this inductance 
while maintaining the same turns ratio meant increasing the secondary turns 
with the attendant increase in secondary resistance, and at the same time 
increasing the build of the winding. This would increase the number of layers 
of insulation thereby increasing the leakage reactance. To decrease the 
inductance while maintaining the same turns ratio would require the audio 
amplifier to supply more reactive current at the low frequencies, thereby 
placing undue power dissipation requirements on the output transistors. 
Since the secondary open circuit inductance, which j_s approximately 2 mh, 
would present too much impedance in series with the power line, the output 
impedance of the susceptibility amplifier must be relied on to reduce this 
inser ted impedance. 
Protection devices for the amplifier are included in the design. Silicon 
controlled rectifiers (SCR's), Q-8 and Q-9, are used as electronic crowbars 
a cross each de power supply to remove the power supply voltage in case of an 
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overcurrent condition in any of the output power transistors. A common cause 
of such an overcurrent condition would be an accidental short circuit of the 
coupling transformer output when an audio signal was being supplied by the 
amplifier. 
Relay K-2, a reed type, is used to detect the loss of either one of the 
de power supplies which can be caused by the operation of either of the 
electronic crowbar circuits. When relay K-2 is de-energized its contacts 
open and the solid state circuit breaker consisting of Q-1 and Q-2 operates 
within one half cycle of the power frequency to remove power from the power 
transformer T-1. Sensing resistors for overcurrent conditions are inserted 
in the emitters of transistors Q-15, Q-17, Q-19, and Q-21. When the voltage 
across any of these resistors exceeds a predetermined level, transistor Q-7 
conducts and the SCR Q-8 is fired shorting the positive power supply through 
Q-8 and the associated 0.5 ohm resistor. The SCR's are in parallel with the 
output transistors so that the voltage across these transistors falls very 
rapidly, thus preventing damage. Sensing resistors for Q-14, Q-16, Q-18, 
and Q-20 are in the collectors of these transistors. An overcurrent condition 
in these transistors results in transistors Q-5 and Q-6 conducting, thus firing 
SCR Q-9 which shorts out the negative de power supply in the same manner as 
discussed for the positive supply. It has been found that this circuit 
works wel l to protect the output transistors. 
Transient and instantaneous overvoltage protection on the primary of the 
coupling transformer is provided by SCR's Q-22 and Q-23. These two SCRrs are 
connected with 50 volt zener diodes in their gate circuits and are connected 
back t o b ack so that if the voltage across them exceeds slightly more than 50 
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volts in either direction, one of them will fire. Each time the voltage 
reverses across one of the SCR's that has been fired by overvoltage, that 
SCR no longer conducts. Thus, for a transient voltage condition the longest 
period that either SCR would remain fired would be one half cycle of the 
audio signal voltage. 
To prevent power feedback from being dissipated in the amplifier 
during the time that the amplifier is turned off, or after the operation 
of the solid state circuit breaker, the normally closed contacts of relay 
K-1 are connected across the primary of the coupling transformer. When 
power is removed from the primary of power transformer, T-1, for any reason, 
relay K-1 shorts the primary of the coupling transformer so that the 
minimum impedance is coupled into the equipment power line. This impedance 
is the low secondary reststance and leakage reactance of the coupling 
transformer. 
The frequency response and harmonic distortion characteristics of the 
amplifier are shown in figure 18. These tests were made with the amplifier 
loaded in a 0.5 ohm resistor on the secondary of the coupling transformer 
and include the response of the coupling transformer. The output voltage 
for these tests was the required 3 volts rms at the transformer secondary. 
Output impedance of the audio susceptibility tester is shown in figure 19 
at the output terminals of the coupling transformer. This test was per-
formed with a current of 0.43 amperes rms into the secondary of the 
transformer. 
Tests were conducted with 50 amperes of de current in the secondary 
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Figure 18. Fre~uency response and harmonic distortion of susceptibility 
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Figure 19. Output impedance of audio susceptibility tester at the output 
terminals of coupling transformer. 
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susceptibility tester operated satisfactorily under these conditions. Above 
20 amperes ac current, the amplifier requires forced air cooling for the 
output transistors. Above 35 amperes of ac current in the secondary, some 
clipping was noted in the audio voltage waveform when the amplifier was 
delivering approximately 18 watts of audio power. No power line tests were 
conducted at 400 cps because of lack of power equipment and time. When the 
audio susceptibility testing signal is nearly equal in frequency to the ac 
power frequency,dissipation problems may occur in the power output transistors 
because of the possibility of extremely low frequency transistor currents and 
voltages. Because of the transistor's thermal time constant, excessive 
heating in the power transistors may occur when operating at high line currents. 
Operation at an audio susceptibility testing frequency close enough to the 
power line frequency to cause this difficulty is not considered necessary because 
the susceptibility of the equipment should be taken care of in the design of 
the equipment. If not, the power line frequency itself should provide an 
excellent susceptibility test signal. 
Normal operating procedure for the amplifier is to connect the equipment 
to be tested and turn this equipment on with the susceptibility amplifier 
off and no audio drive signal applied. The susceptibility amplifier is then 
turned on and the audio drive signal is applied. The solid state circuit 
breaker is equipped with a protection circuit which prevents the hold-in of 
the circuit breaker. 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 
A Design Plan for a radio frequency compatibility accessory set has been 
established and is presented in the form of equipment specifications, system 
block diagrams, and general equipment layout. The exact placement and detailed 
arrangement of equipments can only be determined after the specific components 
have been designated. The system as presented should provide the required 
capability for making the measurements prescribed by MIL-I-11748 using commonly 
accepted measurement techniques. 
Theoretical calculations based on empirical data indicate that fairly 
stringent requirements on individual components such as switches, attenuators, 
and couplers are necessary if the required specifications are to be met. For 
example, the broadband requirements of the system require that the specified 
VSWR of each component be low over the entire frequency range. The charac-
teristics of these devices are such that they usually exhibit varying VSWR's 
over broad frequency ranges. Statistically, these higher VSWR regions of 
many components in tandem would not be likely to occur at the same frequency. 
If they did not occur at the same frequency, the VSWR maximum on any one item 
could be relaxed. Because of such considerations, it was concluded that 
assembly of the system and application of corrective measures would be 
preferable to an unrealistic specification of individual components. Once 
the system is assembled, corrected for VSWR, and calibrated, much more 
repeatability of measurements should be possible than with the usual assembly 
of test equipment. 
An audio susceptibility tester consisting of a transistorized amplifier 
and a coupling transformer has been designed. A transistorized audio amplifier 
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was used which has a low output impedance with a further reduction of the 
inserted power line impedance obtained by the stepdown ratio of the coupling 
transformer. Although extensive tests were not made on the audio suscepti-
bility tester, the results obtained from the tests performed indicated that 
the amplifier, transformer, and protective circuits performed satisfactorily. 
Techniques for the deposition of a thin film resistive element for a high 
power dummy load were investigated. A resistive element was deposited using 
electron beam techniques, but difficulty was encountered in obtaining a 
sufficiently thick, uniform film. Further investigation into electron beam 
techniques for the deposition of thin film resistive elements seems desirable. 
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VI. OVERALL CONCLUSIONS 
A Design Plan for a radio frequency compatibility accessory set has been 
prepared. This accessory set provides the equipment setups required to perform 
the measurements specified in MIL-I-11748 with emphasis on Class I equipment. 
Measurements on Class II and Class III equipments can be made with little or 
no modifications. The accessory set Design Plan has been prepared with testing 
techniques which are in common use at present. Although these techniques do 
provide a standard method of performing these tests, the actual equipment 
arrangement is not specified. Consequently, the use of different equipments 
and arrangements leads to possible errors. The Design Plan for the accessory 
set should, while not eliminating all possible sources of errors, provide a 
repeatable measurement setup which will significantly increase the reliability 
of the data obtained. 
An audio susceptibility tester has been designed which performed satis-
factorily in tests conducted in the laboratory. While tests were not extensive, 
it was concluded that the principle used in the design of the audio suscepti-
bility tester presents a useful approach to the problem. An improved 
susceptibility amplifier should be possible using silicon power transistors. 
Line stabilization networks (LSN's) present a problem in that their input 
impedance is required to be useful from 14 kc to 100 Me. To obtain a useful 
i mpedance at t he lower frequencies requires a network which exhibits unsatis-
factory self-re sonant characteristics in the higher frequency range of interest. 
At present, the best approach seems to be the use of two LSN's to cover the 
required frequency range, one for the low frequency range and one for the 
higher f requencie s. Lossy filter techniques may be useful in these devices. 
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Thin film resistive elements for high power dummy loads have been investi-
gated. Using a firing technique, films of an alloy of gold and platinum were 
deposited which exhibited a good temperature coefficient of resistance but 
which were not capable of withstanding the desired temperature of operation. 
Electron beam techniques for deposition of a uniform film over a required area 
appear feasible. 
A commercial rejection filter in the vhf region was evaluated. This 
filter was found to be rather difficult to adjust to high values of rejection, 
had a broad skirt attenuation region around the rejection frequency, and 
showed an appreciable and irregular increase in insertion loss at frequencies 
above the notch frequency. 
A receiver input coupler which allows a 300 ohm system to be coupled to 
a 50 ohm system has been constructed. The configuration of the coupler is 
that of a resistive minimum loss pad. The VSWR and insertion loss character-
istics of this coupler are satisfactory to better than 400 Me. 
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VII. RECOMMENDATIONS 
It is recommended that several areas of equipment development be under-
taken to provide needed measurement capabilities, or to extend the capabilities 
of present equipment. 
A need exists for a microwave frequency deviation detector to provide 
a capability for measuring deviations in higher frequency military equipments. 
Present methods such as the "zero count" method are time consuming and hard to 
apply in the frequency range above l Gc. 
An extension of the standard response indicator which presently exists for 
pulse systems to FM and AM systems would be desirable. Such an instrument 
would remove much of the operator judgement from the measured data and also 
expedite the measurements program. For AM systems, an extension of the 
distortion analyzer t echnique for setting up a standard response using signal-
plus-noise t o noise ratio derived by use of a 4oo or 1000 cps modulation 
applied to the system seems to be preferable. For FM systems, consideration 
should be given to synchronization of the signal generator with the standard 
response indicator so that the carrier (signal generator output) could be 
turned on and off. In this mode of operation, response as measured by the 
standard re sponse indicat or would be based on t he quieting criterion. 
All b r oadband coaxial attenuators i nvestigated had VSWR's in excess of 
1. 2 , t he specification of overall VSWR for the accessory set. Therefore, 
improvement in t he VSWR character i stic s of broadband coaxial attenuators 
is de si r abl e. 
Dummy l oads capable of handli ng high power and presenting a good 
termination over a broad frequency r ange are needed for the closed system tests. 
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Several approa ches to this problem are possible. One approach, which was 
investigated on this project, is the possible use of thin film dummy loads 
capable of operation at elevated temperatures. Such loads could be fairly 
small for a given power rating, thus extending their useful frequency range 
before multimode protlems become troublesome. A second approach may be the 
use of a conventional high power load preceded by a low-pass lossy filter 
element. Such a termination would rely upon the dummy load at the lower 
frequencies t o dissipate the power, but at the higher frequencies the power 
would be di ssipated in the lossy filter element. 
A problem exists in coaxial to waveguide adapters in that they are not 
available above 18 Gc. To be useful in this frequency region, a smaller 
coaxial transmission system would have to be used to avoid multimode problems. 
It appears desirable to investigate the possibilities of a coaxial measurement 
system to 40 Gc to avoi d the problems of higher order modes in waveguide. 
Li ne impedance stabilization networks should be improved so that one 
network would present a useful impedance in the frequency range from 14 kc 
to 100 Me. At present, two networks are required in this region. Lossy 
filter techniques seem to offer a possible approach to this problem. 
The problem of multimode propagation in transmission systems should 
rece ive addi tional consideration. A system exists which apparently gives 
reasonable re sults but t he elab or ate equipment requirements are a handicap. 
Determinat i on of the degree to which thi s problem affects measurement 
accuracy should be e st ablished. 
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VIII. IDENTIFICATION OF KEY TECHNICAL PERSONNEL 
The technical backgrounds of the key personnel and the approximate 
man-hours of work performed by each on this contract are given below. 
Name 
Hugh w. Denny 
William R. Free 
Neil T. Huddleston 
D. W. Rob ertson 
Joseph R. Walsh, Jr. 
W. Bruce Warren 
E. Wendell Wood 
Title 
Assistant Research Engineer 
Research Engineer 
Graduate Research Assistant 
Head, Communications Branch 
Project Director 
Research Engineer 










The background and qualifications of these men are presented in the fol-
lowing paragr aphs. 
Mr. Denny joined the project shortly after it was initiated in April 1963. 
He received a B.E.E. degree from Tennessee Polytechnic Institute in 1960 and 
an M.S. degree in Electrical Engineering in 1964 from the Georgia Institute 
of Technology. His previous experience includes work in design, construction, 
and t e st i ng of t r ansistorized, crystal controlled vhf oscillators. As an Army 
Officer, he served as a Wi r e Communications Officer with a combat area Signal 
Batallion in Texas and Germany. While at Florida Power and Light Company, he 
worked in the System Control Division i n the planning of load control systems 
and i n the Relay Division. 
Mr. Fr ee j oi ned the pr oject in November 1963. He received a B.S. degree 
i n Electrical Engineering in 1954 and an M.S. degree in Electrical Engineering 
in 1959, both from the Georgia Institute of Technology. His previous experi-
ence includes 3 years as an Electronic Engineer with Sperry Gyroscope Company 
in Great Neck, New Yorkj 3 years as an Assistant Research Engineer with the 
Engineering Experiment Stat i on, Georgia Techj and 4-1/2 years as a Senior 
Staff Engineer with Sperry Microwave Electronics Company at Clearwater, 
Flor ida. Mr . Free 1 s experience has been in the fields of communications, RFI, 
and pulse circuit de s ign. 
Mr . Huddleston joined the pr oject on June 24, 1963. He received his 
B.E.E. degree from Tenne ssee Pol ytechni c Institute in 1963 and is presently 
working towar d an M. S. E.E. degree at Ge or gia Tech. 
Mr . Robertson is Head of the Communi cations Branch. He has been associ-
at ed wi th t he Geor gi a Institut e of Technology since 1947. He received a B.S. 
degree in E.E. i n 1950 and an M. S. E. E. degr ee in 1957. From 1941 to 1947, he 
was employed by Civil Servic e where hi s work included maintenance and installa-
tion of airborne radio and r adar equipments. At Georgia Tech, he ha s been a 
staff member and dir ector of var ious projects. 
Mr. Walsh a ssumed duties as Project Director when the project began in 
Apr i l 1963. He received a B.E.E. from the Georgia Institute of Technology in 
1949 and an M.S .E. E. in 1961 . Hi s previous experience includes work with 
West i nghou se Elect ric Corporat i on i n electroni c design and with the Civil 
Aeronautics Admi nistrat i on where he installed and tested VOR and ILS naviga-
t ion syst ems . At Geor gia Tech, he was an assistant director of a project to 
de s ign and construct a radar system for st udying characteristic s of ground 
clutter and t arget r eturn, and was concerned with applications of these results 
in an experimental radar system. He has b een a ssociated with the design and 
development of electronic ci rcuitry of a radar system for study of the polari-
zation and statistical proper ties of sea return, and with field operation of 
this equipment . He has been connected wlth several projects concerned with 
radio frequency inter fer ence. 
Mr . Warren received a B.E.E. degree from the Georgia Institute of Technology 
in 1953, and an M. S. E.E. degree in 1955. He was first associated with Georgia 
Tech f rom 1953 to 1957 doing electronic design work in the fields of radar and 
communications. He wa s l at er as sociated with Bell Telephone Laboratories 
working on mi ssile guidance systems. After his return to Georgia Tech, he has 
been concerned with communicat ion systems and radio frequency interference. He 
is the holder of several patent s i n the electronics field. 
Mr . Wood received a B. E.E. degree from the Georgia Institute of Technology 
in 1960 and an M. S. E.E. degr ee in June 1963. His previous experience includes 
3 year s with t he Federal Communications Commission at the Atlanta Field Office 
where he wor ked with radio i nt erference casesj 15 months as a Test Assistant 
for the Georgia Power Companyj 2 years as a Radio Engineer with an Atlanta 
broadcasting companyj and 2 years as a radio and TV technician in Thomas 
County, Geor gi a . 
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